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ABSTIRACT.

(U) Tecinicai resuits obtained a: the completion Of

t)he ,,ou~ttract effort ar~e dvr-.,'ribed foi" thc Advajiýýed

Cryogenxic Ilocks't Figinv Progi-ram, Aeo:pike. This pro-

gram includef; analysio and prelirminary design of an

advanced rocki ut eiigiytv ra .ig al, actrospihic nozzle and

experimental evairaLion of critical technology related

to the aerospik e concept. monjiotieti t and system features,

phy.sical arrang(,iuonits, design jiaraniiterrs arid details,

opraltionrl clharacteristics, and performanee have been

ratablisbed fur an optimum demonsirator engine. Studies

were mnce of apjalicationl of a flighItt engine to cert-ain3i

vehicles. Experimwetal injector performance investigaii.ons

and expversmental cooling invetigationas on segment chambers

were coinducted, producing tIhe target combustion per-

formance. Various materials were studied for long

life of thrust chlamber cooling passages and the target

life was demonstrated. Full-scale, cooled thrust cham-

bers were fabricated and tested for overall combustor

and nozzle performance demonstrations. Injector failure

limited these tests; however, nozzle and combustor per-

formance were as predicted when not influenced by excess

leakage. Structural and cooling evaluations were con-

ducted on a segment embodying essential elements of the

h)emnnn*rntnr rhomhber dipqgn1 Jf

(
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2
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2
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C turbine nozzle iBentropic gas velocity ft/see

CF thrust coefficient

C specific heat at constant pressure Btu/lbm-RP

CT CT overall nozzle efficiency

Cv primary nozzle velocity coefficient -
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E modules of elasticity psi

F thrust .bf

Ft ultimate tensile etrength psi

Fry tenzile yield strength psi

G coolant mass velocity lbm/'in.2-sec

G01 fluid flowrate pal/mill

GIN 2 gaseous nitrogen

Ge.2, G4X gageors oxygen

HGI hot-gag-.ictition--
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K one thousand (as noted)
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INTRODUCTION

(U) The Advanced Cryogenic Rocket Engine Program, Acrospike Nozzle Coi-

cept, started 1 March 1966 with a 17-month duration (later increased to
20 months), 'l objectivez -were to eval ,,ate cr-ttica , technolog ... .. .. ...

with the aerospike concept and produce the preliminary design of an ad-

vanced hydrogen-oxygen engine of the characteristics given in Table 1.

(U) Technology deemed critical to the aerospike concept for the foregoing

engine were injector-combustor design, cooling tube life, full-scale com-

bined chamber and nozzle performance and stability, throttling, ignition,

and chamber structure. Several annular type injectors had been operated;

however, the definition and characterization of an injector for the speci-..

fied operating range and performance remained to be done. It was necessary

to select a tube material for the specified life and operating requirements

and demonstrate the ability to cool under these conditions. Several sero-

spike thruzt chambers had proved the nozile concept, avd it wat; then desired

to demonstrate the full performance potential of the nozzle at gronnd level

and altitude over a wide throttling and mixture ratio range with a high-

performance injector. Lastly, it was necessary to evoluat- the ability of

a lightweight structure tu maintain a predictable throut arca and the cool-
ing and sealing of this atructural tie across the cianbear over the throt-

tling range.

(U) The total effort was comprised of two major tasks:

Task 1, Analysis and Design

A, Module Design

B. Application Study

Task 2, Fabrication and Test

A. Injector Performance Investigations

B. Thrust Chamber Cooling Investigation

C. Thrust Chamber Nozzle Demonstration

D. Segment Structural Evaluation

(This page is Unclasbified)



TABLE 1 (

(C) ENGINE CHIARACTEmISTICS

Nominal Vacuum Thrust, pounds 250,000 at nomiril mixture ratio

Minimum Delivered Specific 96% of theoretical shifting I at rated
Impulse thrust

95% of theoretical shifting I during
throttling sp

Throttling Range Continuous down to 20 percent of rated
thrust

Overall Mixture Ratio Range Engine operation from 5.0 to 7.0
Nominal design point 6.0

Expansion Ratio Aera ratio(s) representative of booster
and upper-stage applications. Overall
static engine diameter will not exceed
100 inches.

Durability 10 hours time between overhauls, 100
reuses, 300 starts, 300 thermal cycles,
10,000 valve cycles

Single Continuous Run Duration Capability from 10 seconds to 600 sccoris

Engine Starts Multiple restart at sea level or altitude

Thrust Vector Control Amplitude: ±7 degrees; Rate: 30 deg/sec;
"Acceleration: 30 rad/sec 2

Control Capability +3 percent accuracy in thrust and mixt:are
ratio at rated thrust, Excursions from
extreme to extreme in thruiwt or mixture
ratio within 5 seconds.

Propellant Conditions at L02: 16 feet NPSII from 1 atmosphere boil-

Engine Inlets ing temperature to 180 degrees

LU0,: 60 feet NTS'11 from 1 atmosphere boil-
ing temperature to 45 R

Environmental Conditions Sea level to vacuum conditions
Combined accelerations: 10 g axial with
2 g transverbe, 6.5 g axial with 3 g
transverse, 3 g axial with 6 g transverse

Engine Vehicle Interface The engine will receive no external power,
Conditiona3 with the exception of normal electrical

power and 3000 psia helium from the
vehicle.

a
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(U) As work progressed, the status and progress made was reported in (&sf. I)

quarterly progress reports, first through sixth. Technical effort on this

contract terminated 31 October 1967. This report covers all of the tech- i
nical work for the 20imonth period supplemented as noted herein by two
other special area reports. The first is a special report on the Applica--tion Study (Ref. 2), Task EB, and the second is the Materials and Process

R& report (Ref. 3) covering the fabrication techniques used during this

program.

I3
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iODUFLE DRsG N

(U) The objective of this task was to formulate a preliminary design of

an aerospike engine to provide: (1) demonstrated high performance over

the specified thrust and mixture ratio range, (2) versatility to operate

efficiently and repeatedly at any altitude, and (3) long-life capability

sufficient to perform any missions between overhauls. The specific re-

quirehients are delineated in Table 1. A functional analysis of the engine

system and its requirements led to a series of tradeoff studies to establish

the configuration.

(U) The cycle selection involved a tradeoff between the tapoff cycle and

the gas generator cycle, and between a series and parallel turbine arrange-

ment. A parallel turbine tapoff cycle was selected because it offered a

simpler, lighter-weight system with better start characteristics and

higher performance during throttling.

(C) The thrust chamber parameter selection included the selection of a

straight-walled combustion chamber because of increased performance and

simplified chamber construction. The chamber pressure was established

at 1500 psia (nozzle stagnation pressure) based on advanced vehicle appli-

cation studies, and heat transfer analysis confirmed that this was within

the limits of regenerative cooling using nickel tubes. The nozzle area I
rattio i. fixed by thi prescribhd 100-tich-disameter, the 250K thrust level,

thrust chamber geometry, and the chamber pressure selection. The Demoni-

strator Engine area ratio is 74.1:1. The nozzle length was optimized on

a performance-weight basis at 25 percent of the length of a 15-degree

half-angle cone of the same area ratio.

(U) The throttling and mixture ratio control system selection involved

a study of the possible control points, coutrol logic, and operating en-

velopes Hot-gas valves located in series, one in the main tapoff duct

5
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to control thrust and one in the oxidizer turbine inlet duct to control

engine mixture ratio, were selected because of higher performance, lighter

weight, and control flexibility. A closed-loop logic system was selected

to meet the accuracy, safety, and response requirements of the engine

system. A mixture ratio excursion at constant chamber pressure was se-
ed intead of .... coasc-thus exurio becaus of -" ... :-nt......" "-^ .. sy"--e

simplifications and more favorable vehicle application results.

(U) A hot-gas ignition system was selected for the thrust chamber be-

cause it promised light engine weight, rapid tank head start, unlimited

restart capability, uniform ignition, and high reliability. A spark

ignition system similar to the J-2 gas generator was selected for the

central hot-gas igniter because it offered a simple, lightweight system

witl: demonstrated reliability.

(U) A two-stage centrifugal design was selected for the fuel pump because

it offered low weight and high efficiency together with good stall char-

acteristics. A single-stage centrifugal design was selected for the

oxidizer pump because the low head and medium floswrate are ideally suited

to such a design. Axial flow preinducers were selected for both pumps,

with hydraulic turbines used for the driving power. Because hydrodynamic

considerations dictated different speed ratios, the hydraulic turbine was

located behind the preinducer in the fuel pump, and in the preinducer

hub in the oxidizer pump. Three-row, velocity-compounded turbines were

selected to power the pumps because they offered the best performance vs

weight tradeoff.

(U) A mechanical gimbal system was selected because it has the character-

istics of high rcliability, versatility, long life, and low cost.

Ohis page is Unclassifi 'd)



Enizine §X tem

(U) The Demonstrator Module schematic, showing basic elements and propel-

lant flow path~s, is shown in Fig. I . Individual oxidizer and fuel turbo-

pumps are used with the turbines driven in para~llel by hot gases tappedU

from the main 'ýombustion chamber during mainstage operation. The exbaust

from~ the turbines is discharged through the base closure into the nozzle

base region, producing an increase in base pressure that contributes to

HOT-GAS IGNITER LO2 LWE

MAINCHME

FLOW'IETERHO-A 
1INFE

OX ASIER CLOSURE. VALVEOVLV

DRIVEr LIN UELn~ac Modul OheijA

tOtalIthRut Thcopeetrschmeaninetraergeatey
cURooled Fith ful hutcnrli civdwt h aof ThRotlE

valv loate at he -juctin ofthetwotapof ht-gs dctsL~IBR
O]Xture rai iscnrleTyatrtl a oae tteo idize

turbie inEt IgiiniOcopihdudrtn edpesRICEswt

THe OTL Ls fasprt o-a gier(G) hscmoetpouEsGEoDVALVE Z= FUE
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gases which are discharged into the turbine drive ducting and used to

provide both the initial turbine spin and the ignition energy source for

the main chamber. The temperature of the hot-gas igniter is controlled

by an automatic oxidizer pressure regulator in the IGI inlet line. Once

main chamber ignition is achieved, the JIGI is shut down with its own

liquid propellant shutoff valves, and the combustor body is isolated from

the tapoff system by closing the TIGI isolation valve. Engine shutdown is

achieved simply by closing the oxidizer turbine valve and sequencing the

main propellant valves to provide a fuel-rich cutoff.

(U) The projected operating parameters are shown in Table 2. The general

arrangement of components and subsystems and major dimensions of the en-

gine are shown in the layout, Fig. 2.

(U) The thrust structure provides support pads for the turbopumps hot-

gas igniter, control components, and inter- TO TEST STAND
Oft VEMhkLE

face panels. Accessibility o

for system checkout and compo- I M

nent repair has been provided
D'S CONNECT

in the design by3 making the .. PA*NELS

thrust chamber easily removable

from the thrust structure.
This exposes all tie major N V

expose ~' ~ DISCONNECT

components, which are PANEL DISCONNECT
PANEL

mounted directly to the

six radial beams of the thrust

structure. The base closure W---NWiST

*also is removable from the ASS04BLY

thrust chamber to provide

access to the internal cavity

from below without removal of BASE CLOSURE

the thrust chamber (Fig. 3 ). - -

Figure 3. Engine Accessibility

I
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(C) The total weight of the Demonstrator Nodule was calculated to be

3950 pouwva, which represents a system with basic Flight Module design

similarity, while incorporating test flexibility d.,jign features and de-

sign conservatiem considered prudent to meet demonstration, cost, and

schedule objectives.

(C) The conbuation chamber performance for the Demonstrator Module was

based upon tests coazducted over a wide range of chamber pressure and mix-

ture ratios during Task II. Based on the test data obtained, a c* eff i-.

ciency of 99.6 percent has been predicted for the Demonstrator Module at

full-thrust and 6:1 nominal mixture ratio. Analytical studies of a non-

adiabatic nozzle determined that at the full-thrust, nomirxal mixture ratio

design pc-int, an overall engine specific impulse efficiency of 97.01 is

achieved (including effects of heat loss, viscous drag, divergence losses,

and kinetics losses). This yieldts an actual specific impulse equal to

456.1 seconds at 1500-psia chamber pressure and 6:. mixtre ratio. The

specific impulse varies with thrust level and mixture ratio.

(U) The design of the aerospike engine includes allowances to account tor

performance variations that result from hakdware tolerances and calibration

1iaccuracies. Because the aerospike engine is closed-loop controlled on

uhamber pressure and mixture rrtio, the engine is first calibrated for de-

sign thrust to establish the exact nominal chamber pressure. Component

S.t.triations, such as turbopump efficiencies, %re compensated for by chang-

ing the turbine flowrate and hence the pump power required to meet the

chamber pressure and mixture ratio input commands. These variations have

virt.unlly w,, effect on tot&i thrust and less than a 1-second ,ýffcct on

specific impulse.

Thrust Chamber

(U) A suntmary of the thrust chamber design parameters is presented in Table

3 . Materials and fabrication technique2 utilized are state of the art with

i1
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C I
(C) TABLE 3

TIMUSJT CUIAIlt DESIGN PARAME'EERS

Length as Percentage of Equivalent
Area Ratio 15-Degree Cone, percent 25
Throat Area, in.2 8ri.14

Overall Diamreter, inches 100.0

Overall 1tvight, inches 55-90

Contrstxno Area R.tio 7.13

Expansion Area Patio 74.1

Meaii Combustor Diameter, inches 93-0

Combuetor Wxidth, inches 2.0
Throat Gap, inch 0.281

Length Injector to Throat, inchvs 6.0

Tube Material Nickel 200

Number Tube-s Outer Body 440U

Number Tubes unner Body 12i40

Number Subsonic Struts 40

strong emphasis on cost a.d low weight. Features counectc-d with critical

technology evaluated in Task II embody the informatioun gained and config-
uration.ý proved successlul in, Task 1.1 e:iperimentation. TlheHý. iueliude,

corubustor shape, nozzle contour, injector pattern, tapoff location and tic.-

sign, cooling tube material, structural ar.-or•g&.ent and throat geou.et~ry,

L.,0 manifold primtng, aso.Aembry sealilit,. cooliug tube heat trans.fer criteria,

and accessibility provisions for thrust chau,,ber avd injector inspectior,

during devalo2mui testing.

(U) The thrust ch:aiver design is shoni i.n Fig. 4. Each of the combustor

assemblies is fairicatd of brazel nickel tu.bing which forus cylindrical

-sectious with sealed mL.nifolds at each endl, The i.ghtweighlt titanium sun.-

port structure is subsequentl.y ad1e,vively bondee to the tubes. T: *. bodies

are connected by 40 regeneratiively cooled subsonic strut-, each radially

installed in the anrular couhustior, chamber area with two prcload)rd bolts.

144
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(U) The cooling circuit is shown on Fig. 5 The tapoff manifold pro-

vides the dual function of (1) ducting hot gases from the igniter to each

compartment of th cnombustion chamber at -tart, and (2) ducting hot ga.e.

from the combustion chamber to the turbines to provide power for the pumps

during mainstage operation.

Turbopumps

(C) The fuel turbopump was designed to meet the maximum head and flow--

rates shown in Table 4 and provide not less than a 75 percent efficiency

over the mixture ratio excursion at full thrust. The fuel turbopump con-

siets of a two-stage centrifugal pump, a three-row turbine mounted on a

common shaft, and a concentric integral, hydraulic turbine-driven prein-

ducer. The main pump assembly and the preinducer assembly are both sup-

ported on propellant-lubricated, rolling-contact bearings. The main pump

assembly operates at a nominal speed of 35,000 rpm, and the preinduc,'r

operates at a nominal speed of 14,535 rpm. The design layout of this

turbopump is shown in Fig. 6 . Turbopump axial thrLsi is balanced by

means of a hydraulic balance piston located between the two main impellers.

(U) Turbine discs are bolted together and torque is transmitted with

curvic couplings, and a spline drive to the impellers. The turbine out-

board bearing is mounted on six struts with pinned ends. The preinducer

assembly is designed so that it can be developed independently of the

main turbopump assembly.

(C) The oxidizer pump was designed to meet the maximum head and flow-

rates shown in Table 5 and to provide an efficiency not less than 73

percent over the mixture ratio excursion at full thrust.

17
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(C) The oxidizer turbopump consists of a single-stage centrifugal pump

and a three-row turbinc rmounted on a cowlaon shaft and r concentric in-

tegral hydraulic turbine driven preindicer, as shown in ria. 7 The

hydraulic turbiiie-driven preinducer is made up of a four-stage hydraulic

turbline mounted in the hub of th,Ž preinducer aiid driven by high-pressure
(20o -i -.2 Vhd fs e f-.jam .I ma m discl.xltgju iluw tirough

the turbine, and then returns to the main punmp inlet. This turbine is

moanted rigidly on two propellant-lubricated, rolling-contact bearings

and is directly connected to the preinducer and rotates ai a nominal

speed at 6000 rpm. The main pump assembly is straddle-moornted on two

rolling-contact bearings and runs at a nominal speed of 25,000 rpm. The

pump bearing is lubricated with L02; huwever, because the evvironment

downstream of the turbine bearing beai is hydrogen-rich, the turbin.e

"Learing is lubricated with GIl 2 supplied from the thrl-t ehamber fuel irT-

let manifold.

(U) The preiiwlucer assembly is dt-sigved vo that ii, not only cal be de-

veloped 8eparately from the main ptimp assembly, but can also be mounted

remotely from the wain pump assembly, 4f desired. Tke only conncetiuu

aeeded is the high--p'essurv supply line to the preinducer turbin.e.

(U) The specific design rL:q•irewenLs for the hol-.gas igniter (HGI) are

taker . . .n. ',-. .±tz if the -tart 6equeiuco ,i,:i. s, oý turbinse spin

(occurs immediately after ignition of the hot-gos igniter) amn, y;ain chatn-

b.:'r ignition.

elMEVI IN j
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(U) D,ý,'itg the period of igniter operation, the propellant r,ixtur? rati c

to the igniter mist be controlled because of variations in oxidizer: and

fuel pumap disch;,rge pressure buildup. For this reason, an ox;,g#*, pres.-

sure regulator is included in the oxygen feed system to mainitain a bal-

anced inlet pres.ure to the igniter.

(U) The volume required in the igniter combustor is determined 1:y the

propell unt stay time and in approximately the volume of an 8-inch-diamcer

sphrox v. Therefore, the maximum 11) was art at 8 iinches. The stay tUtec it

the combuetor is 1.16 milliseconds at igniter start and 1.08 uiIisecn~da

at engine ignitimn.

Controls

(U) The total throttling and mixture ratio contrul system ii shown a-che-

matically in Fig. a . Facility-mounted components aw'e h•efwin separated

from eiigie-rvc-r.ted cowponeots by the dashed flue. Electricaul signal

flow is shown by the heauv lines connecting rectangular blocks inantified

in the schematic. Sitrn:1. umnat.o, ncc,.:re at the cir:;l-s .ith inteirior

crosses in accord with the sign shown.

(U) The throttling valves will be driven by integral hydrauil,; actuaaora,

ithich will be positioned by hydraulic .ervovalves. lntegral i 4itli the

valve actuators will be variable-reluctance.-.type po,.tion traaisducers

I pr-ducing modulatcd car-rier sigi;al feedback, Engp.ine fuel t1--aw. antd engine

oxidizer flow are measured volumetrically by turbine flowme-te•s.
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(U) Tradeoff Btudies of the tapoff throttle valve were performed to

select the cptimaw configuration, considering poppet, butterfly, and ball

vail ve .

(U) A poppet valve wvs selected. The major advantages were the linearity

of the netunt.,r stroke vs flew area relationuchip, the case in luwo•uyIiy .Lg

that relationship by contouring the poppet, the good flow distribution

during throttling, and the simple basic design.

(U) The tapoff throttle valve is a normally open pressure-balanced and

cotttour•n valve which is actuated by a hydraulic actuator. The actuator

piston is attached directly to the poppet by a piston rod which eliminates

all backlash.

(U) The main oxidizer valve is a normally closed "visor" valve which is
installed in the high-pressure LO line between the pump outlet and the

thrust chamber. The valve is a modified ball which is operated by a pneu-

matie linear actuator through a link-lever mechanism. Valve position in-

formation is provided by a position transducer.

Iv) \Ie main fuel valve is iaenticai in design to the main oxiaizer valvc

with the possible exception of flow direction. Tile valve can be used with

flow in either direction by mndilying the bellows seal. The flow direction

for both valves is selected to minimize the possibility of collecting con-

densed moisture in the valve, so the final selection of flow direction

will be based on careful evaluation of the valve location in the system.

Flight Module

(C) The Flight Module differs from the Demonstrator Modnlp in t'aat nearly

all ,ubsystems and components employ welded interconnects and assemblies

to minimize system weight and improve reliability. Component arrangements

ll~ lllllll25



within the engine have been modif ied to reflect - the technol ogical improve-

ments and refinements characterizing the Flight Nodule. Tile configuration

thus .volved employs a greater degiee of symme'try regarding propellant

feed ducting, hot--gas tapofr ducting and engine thrust mount. Tile sepa-

rate turbine exhaust ducts are eliminated as a result of improvement

modifications t.o the turbonum-ps, I-Aiich nilowa recessing, th'e tu...-p ...---..

lower into the engine cavity, and which also aids in attaining engine

thrust mount symmetry. The result is a shorter, l ighter engine than tile

Demonstrator Module. The overall diameter remainis the same at 100 inches;

however, the lenigth is reduced from 56.55 to 48.3 inches, and the weight

is reduced from 3950) t0 2939 ipound;-l. Ani advanced, tapered-wall combus•lion

chamber geometry was evolved from the parallel-wail Demonstrator Modhilt,

which ilis ln increase in the c-.uLt r ]ill(e diameter from 93.4) to 911.0

ialches, and a resultant area ratio increase from 74.l1:1 tv 75.8:1.

S(C) Small improvements in the turbopump efficiencies are projected which,

together with advancements in other component and system designs, result

in an improvement in engine specific impulse frotm i50.1 to 452.0 seconds.

APPLICATION STUDY

(C) The prime objecLive of this study was to define a single engine mod-

ule which provides a high preformance index for the vehicle applications

defined by the Air Force. Six vehicles were defined for a 250K vauu.:

thrust module, and six vehicles were defined for a 350K vacuum thrust

=ud llc Tii i ' A er a vvt.. AIc~- cojur, 1 -4. ji 1,s i rartPo till, d _J rrs ity o

potential applications; i-,ellding first and second stages, single-stage-

to-orbit, single engine rnd clustered configurations, and reusable and

e.Xpenldable stages.

(U) Parametric peiformance index data were generated as a function of

module diameter, mixture ratio, and chamuber pressure. The analysis of

these data led to the determination of the parameters of the optimum
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module for each vehicle and the common uodule for each thrust level (250K

and 350K).

(C) It was concluded from this study that the cozimon module for the '50K

vehicles should have a diameter of 78 inches and a rated thrust chamber

pressure of 1300 psia. The module is truly common in that therec are no

engii:e changes or modifications required from vehicle to vehicle. The

kd- percent of the optimum performance index which can be achieved by the

use of the ccmmon module as comlpare,l to the optimum module was determined

for each case.

(C) Thus, common module parameters for the 350K vehicles were determineud

to be a diameter of 98 inches and a rated thrust chamber pressure of 1370

psia.

(C) In general, the lower-stage vehicle module optimizes at higher cham-

ber pressure ihan the modules for the upper-stage vehicles, and the recover-

able vehicle modules up,timize at significantly lower chamber pressures

than do those it! the expendable vehicles. The optimum Pc never exceeds

2000 paia. For each case, 250K and 350K, the optimurm pressures are

approximately the same; as anticipated, the optimum diameters are larger

for the 350K modules. This iume trend appears in the common modules;

namely, 1300- to 1370-paia chamber pressure for uoth, and the 250K common

module has a diameter of 78 inches compared to the 98 inches diameter for

the 350K con.on module.

m •uAditional perturbations considered, basedl on the selected common

module for the 250K thrust class vehicles,'were:

1. Constant thrust mode in lieu of the selected constant chamber

pressure control mode

2. Nozzle per.:ent length variation

3. Programmed mixture ratio
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It. The tikCIe of a side gas inkjection thruiLst, vector coktirol svysteaf il

I ifil of, it tIkeelleIc ic i iillirklI I ybaling Ssy tem

K'.UUICAI'ION AN]I TI I'T

(U ) The ubjcetive of this large plari of the coantract effort was to d(eion-

strate the techuologies considered critic.al to the aeroipiihe detoustrnturI

eiginue. The lrijI-ctor l'erformance Investigation Subtask was to pi ixide a

Lasi s for the selectioon of a highi-l'erformiiLýg i:,jector for the 2-0'i te: t-

ing, to evaluate heat l (Lx generated by various i ljrct on'i, to evaluate

in.jectvr dItbility, to develop a gaý; tapoff technique that would yield

it suiable 1working, fluid for a turbine, and to evaluate the 'iTl)lustor-
shape for the 25OK and Demonstrato0r 0Module chambers. The Thrust Chambc..er

Cooling Investigation Subtask was to provide a bajis foi- tnbe material

selection for the Demonstrator Module, to defitie regenerative-cooling

limits, to provide heat transfer design (laa, and to praxvide ii'formation

on the life of the cooling tubes. Injectors frow the Injector Stlbtal• k

were to be used in the Couoling Investigations. The Thrii-t Chamber Nozzle

Demonstration Subtask was to demonstrate performance of the complete,

full-scale aerospike combustor and nozzle combinatiou over the operating

range, to evaluate base bleed effects, and to evaluate stability, operat-

1ing characteristics, and preliminary structural effects. The Segment

Structural Evaluation was to evaluate the lightweight structure of the

Demonstrator ts to its ability to maintain throat gap to verify cooling

vaid sealing of the structural parts and performance over the operating

range. and to obtain structutral dpqirn dat.n M

(U) A summary of the requirements for each subtask and the accomplish-.

neats is presented in Table b . All objectives of the Injpctor Perform-

ance Investigation subtask were achieved pius several items which were

identified as valuable. The original goals were exceeded in the Cooling

Investigation Subtask in the area of cyclic life evaluation and cooling

28
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limits on the selected material. The thrust chamber no'?,zle demonstration

task .as only partially completed due to tlhc occurrence of a combustion

oscillation which was not resolved during the contract period. Subsequent

to the work on this contract, progress was made in reducing the combustion

oscillations level on the NASA Advanced Engine Aerospike Program. Gro 11d

level perlormance was obtained at 600- and 90 0 -pei chawber pressure.

The objectives of the Structural Evaluation were achieved with the excep-

tion that maximum chamber pressure and rc-•gi•rative-cooling operation

&at the maximum wall temperature were obtained on different tests because

o: facility limitations. Tbrottling demonstration was not attempLed

below 6 00-psi chamber pressure.

(U) Hiardware items fabricated and tests conducted are summarized below.

Item P) aned Actual

2.5K Solid-Wall

Se~wents 2 2 and replacements

Injectors 4 11 and 31 modifications

Tests 50 128

2..H Tube-Wall

Segments 3 3 tested

Tests 52 25

250K Experimental

Solid-Wall Chambers I I

Tube-Wall Chambers 2 2

Injectorb 2 2

Tests 45 14

20K Structural Segment

Segments 2 2

Injectors 2 2

Tests 20 Ii

30
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Thrust Chamber Performance

(C) Performance results were obtained frnm the 2.jK injector investigation,

tht' 2'5K tube-wall testing, the 21CI segment testing, and 25(50 full-scale

aerospike testing. Four different in jectors were investigated, with many
miior modifications of the most promising, from the standpoint of perform-
ante, durability, ignition, stability, throat hieat flux, and tapoff gas

properties. The triplet pattern shown in Fig. 9 wa.L selected and developed

to satisfy all requirements as determined by the segment testing. Each 2.5(

injector unit was fabricated with four injection strips whereas the 25(K

injector used seven strips per baffle compartment. Combustion (c*) effi-

ciency for this type over the operating range is shown in Fig. 10 and ex-

ceeds the values necessary to obtain the required 9 6 -percent specific

impulse efficiency at rated and 95 pexcent at throttled. This inkector was

tested in a 'i-inch-long chamber as compared to 6 -inch-long (2-inch-wide)

chamber selected for the Demonstrator Module and experimental chamber,

and only a small performance loss (less than 1 percent) was experienced.

(U) Performance data gathered during the 2.5K tube-wall segment testing

with the identictl combustion chamber and injector are summarized in

Fig. 11 and corroborates the ,olid-wall test results. Performance data

from the 20K segment testing with the same injector pattern, extended to

cover three full compartments, are shown in Fig. 12 and adds confidence

in the performance results. It is significant that this segnent contains

the Demonstrator Module baffle configuration indicating that the design

produces no adverse effect on performance.

(U) The 250K injector utilized 280 of the strips defined in Fig./ 13

arranged in 40 compartments, 7 strips per compartment (between baffles)
as shown in Fig. 14 . This injector was fired first in a solid-wall

chamber, and then in tube-wall chambers. C* efficiency from the 250K

31
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Figure 10. Triplet Injector Performance in the 2.5K Segment
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Figure 13. 27J0K Candidate Triplet With Fuel Post
(No. 6-1A to 6-]D)
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solid-wall testing is not reliable because of the large effect of the

water film coolant. Redsulit from the limited 250K tube-wall testing are

showin in Table 7 . The lower e0 values o0 tests 27 and 28 may have been

cuused by coolant leaks into the combustion chamber which develop during
iles 0wo .....Tc! data i,,,icaic that the• combu--tio'- lierforman-ce

obtain,:d on the selgnents is obtainable on the full 21)(E chamber when the

durability problem of this workhorse hardware is solved.

(UJ) Nozzle primary flow performance from bv~h the solid wall and tube.

wall validates theoretical values and previous background data, as shown

in Fig.15 . Nozzle base pressure also compared favorably with prediction,

as shown in Fi'g. 16. Overall, impulse efficiency obtained met the con-

tract goal on the one test in which coolant leaks did not occur; however,

it was below target on the others because of the aforementioned coolant

leakage and short duration. Correcting for the leakage on reasonable

estimates of its effect brings the impulse performance t" the goals.

Furthermore, use of combustion efficiency from segment tests and nozzle

performance from the full-scale tests shows that performance goals can be

met. Figure 17 shows the three 250K tube-wall test points relative to

performance predicted from nozzl,! hot-xire data and segment combustion data.

Thrust Chamber Cooling

(U) Cooling criteria are strongly tied to life requirements and the tube

Material1 An,'nrdnnly, the c-nnhinn irnt n n n~nnon roii

heat transf , coolant-side enhancement, material conductivity, material

properties related to processing, material fatigue resistance, tube fatigue

life, overall segment cyclic life, and overall regenerative-cooling margin.

An analytical model was established to relate the many variables, and

experim.-nts were conducted in the laboratory to obtain the necessary

information.
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TABLE 7

(C) TUBE-WALL TIlE1UST CIHAMUtI PEIFOWKANCE DATA SLUMMARY

Test Number

023 027 028

Test Duration (90-90% Pc), seconds 0.40 0.275 0.800

Specific Impulse, seconds
Flight. System at Teat Pressure 343.7 342.2 334.7
Flight System at Vveuum i443.6 435.1 425.8

Specific Impulse Efficiency

Flight System at Vacuum (Based 0.9548 0.9340 0.9156
on Shifting Equilibrium)

Combustion Efficiency (Based on 0.9743 0.9G23 0.9493
Shifting Equilibrium)

Nozzle Efficiency

Flighi .ystem at Vacuum (Based 0.9615 0.9502 0.9508
on Shifting Equilibrium)

Ambient. Pressurel, psia 12.30 12.20 12.30

Injector End Pressure*, psia 608.8 824°7 897.9

Nozzle Stagnation Pressure, psia 605.9 821.2 894.1

Overall Engine Mixture Ratio*, o/f 4.720 4.852 5.277
Injector or Primary Mixture Ratio*, o/f 4.930 5.017 5.884
Measured Thrust%•, pounds 76140 96611 109251

Total Oxidizer FlowratN, lb/sec 185.72 238.41 278.15

Total Fuel Flowvrate*, lb/sec 62.26 100.91 106.67
Furi Dump Flowrate*, lb/sec 22.91 51.78 51.76
Centerbody Flowrate*, lb/sec 1.68 1.61 5.43
Total Coolant Fl]owrate*, lb/sec 60.58 99.30 102.85

Oxidizer Injection Temperature*, R 232.8 215.0 212.2

Fuel Injection Temperature*, R 469.6 381.9 416.5
Coolant Inlet Temperature*, R 100.3 105.3 103.0

Oxidizer Injection Pressure*, psia 64O.O 890.5 995.8
Fuel Injection Pressure), psia 766.8 975.5 1042.3
Coolant Inlet Pressure*, psia 1611.6 2080.1 2171.2
Oxidizer Injector Pressure Drop*, psi 31.2 65.8 97.9
Fuel Injector Pressure Drop*, psi 158.0 150.8 144. 4

Geometric Throat AKrca*, in. 2  87.570 81.515 81.895

Nozzle Area Ratio 72.06 77.40 77.04,

•xMeasured Values
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Figure 17. 250K Tube-Wall Thrust Chamber Specific
Impulse vs Pressure Matio
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(C) Detailed heat transfer measurements at axial wall station locations

wer.e provided y hghly instrumeiated wa~er-cooied segment testing. Data

were developed by calorime.ric measurement of water temperature rises

for a range in chamber pressure of 300 to 1580 psia and mixture ratio

range of 3.31 to 9.7] in 120 tests. Data of the axial heat flux distri-

butiop vs length are shown in Fig. 18 for a nominal mixture ratio of 6.0

The nearly proportional increase of local heat flux with chamber pressure

is shown. Isolation of the peak heat flux to a local region in the throat

vicinity is illustrated. Experimental heat flux data (Fig. 19) defined

a slope of 0.8 with chamber pressure which confirms that a turbulent

boundary layer exists in the throat region.

(U) Confirmation of the water-cooled testing integrated heat input

value for the combustion zone and throat region has been provided by

tube-wall segment -test data, as shown in Fig. 20. The anticipated slightly

higher heat input values shown for the copper tube-wall segment are due

to the lower wall temperatures provided by a higher wall thermal conductivity.

(C) On the coolant side, experimental values of the inner- and outer-

body tube combined roughness and curvature factors (0cp4.) determined from

individual heated tube tests and segment tests are shown in Fig. 21 . At

the throat locations indicated for the irne,' and outer body, combined

factor experiLental values of 3.0 and 2.5 are found.

(c) The analytical approach led to the gelectihn of several candidsn.e

tube materials: Nickel 200, Nickel 270, boron deoxidized copper, beryl-

lium copper alloy 10, type 347 stainless steel, and Hastelloy-X. The

selection of this initial material candidate list was based on a prelimin-

ary cyclic life prediction obtained from the fatigue diagram, and fabrica-

tion and brazing confidence. The laboratory materials-evaluation effort,

in conjunction with Rocketdyne's previous and concurrently generated
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fabrication and cost experience, led to the selection of Nickel 200 as

the tube material for immediate and long-range application to the aero-

spike engine.

(U) A relationship between thermal analysis and mechanical fatigue was

then used to obtain a thermal fatigue diagram (Fig. 22).

200 U U , I ' I
MEAN LINE FOR 100 TO
1500 F THERMAL

- 160 -- CYCLE LIFE PREDICTIONSL <
ROCKETDYNE TESTS

Uj AT 1IOAND
120 L-)1400 F

0"7) - " LITERATURE FF--80 • _- ", . TESTS AT 500 F:<L": CL (E" TRAPOLATED1

_j 0- . G0 4o•
"Uj 4o

O0500 0 1500 2000 0.020- 200 300 500 00
TEMPERATURE, F 1WO[[MG.ERF CYCLES

Figure 22. Low-Cycle Fatigue Characteristics (Nickel 200)

(C) Additional tests were conducted on an operating condition simulation

tube tester to verify the life of Nickel 200 in fatigue creep. Results

of these tests are shown in Table 8

(C) The mist realistic demonstration of the cyclic life of a candidate

tube material is afforded by hot-firing segment tests. The 2.5K nickel

wall segment was fabricated to demonstrate this cyclic life. Three

hundred and fifteen start-shutdown cycles have been successfully completed

with no indication of tube erosion or overheating. These tests were con-

ducted with a nominal tube-wall temperature of 1520 F.

I
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(C) A series of tight tests from chamber pressures of 310 to 2050 psia
was also couducted on n related program with a 2.5K nickel tube-wall seg-

ment to extent available information on the regencrative-cooling capabil-

ities of nickel tubular designs.

(C) The copper tube segment was operated to 1600 psi; however, it (lid

not pqssess the fatigue, fabrication, and strength margin of the nickel.

Operation of the 20K segments with nickel tubes, with the same cooling

circuit as planned for the Demonstrator Chamber, to 150 0-psi chamber pres-

sure, and for 47 seconds duration at 1100 psi on a related program, serves

to demonstrate further the regenerative-cooling capability.

(U) This cooling investigation provided data for design of long-life,

high-chamber-pressure thrust chambers, and demonstrated both cooling

margin and fatigue life of this type of chamber.

Lightweight Structural Evaluation

(U) The objective of this effort was to evaluate the selected structural

arrangement in its ability to maintain predicted throat dimensions and

to provide advanced structural, heat transfer, and fabrication Ca-a for

a lightweight demonstrator module chamber design. To saLisfy these ¢on-

ditiona, a three-compartment rectangular segment was constructed. The

segment includes two subsonic struts.

J
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(U) The three-compartment segment approach provides close simufi.tion

of the maximum tube-wall thermal stress which occurs in the throat xegivu,

maximum coolant bulk temperature rise in the high heat flux area of the

throat and combustion chamber, aad a close approximation of pressare

loads that will occur" in the 250K module.

(U) Three compartments with two subsonic struts rej-resent the shortest

sentient leagth required for continuous beam simulation. The rectangit•ar

combustor legthe are 'he equivalent arc length of the module at the

throat diameter. Also, construction of all structural parts was closely

simulated.

(U) To verify the calculated stresses acting on the lightweight backup

structures on the 20K structural segment and the 250K demonstrator design,

four stiain gages were installed on each of two structural baffle bolts,

and additional strain gages were installed on the horiz- tal and vertical

ribs of the titanium backup structure. The location of these gages wvs

selected to provide data on load distribution paths, maximum stresses,

and resultant moments.

(c) During the series of 20K hot-firing tesis, a range of chamber pres-

sures from 600 psi to excess of 1500 psi were achieved. The baffle bolt

otr.s.. .were wizured on each of the tests. Results indicated excellent

agreement between the measured and calculated bolt load.

1
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(U) The throat gap was monitored throughout the test series by taking

measurements with a ball-type gage inserted into the gap. These meas-

urements indicate that the backup structure had no signs of plastic

vieldinui and therefore was quite predictable. Even after the ha-dware

was partially disassembled and reassembled, the throat gap returned to

its original position.

(U) An analysis of the 20K structural segment was conducted to determine

the manner in which throat area would change as a function of external

loads (chamber pressure). The loads, stresses, and deflections of the

20K sfgment structure were modeled on a computer program.

(C) Th-,se altrytical alress predictions were shown to be in good agree-

nerit with the measured values. The same zuialysis predicted tluroat

deflections which result in approximately 1-percent throat area increaies

per 100-psi chamber pressure. This increase in throat area is favorable

to performance of a full-scale engine. At full-thrust conditions, the

Demonstrator Module would operate at the design area ratio. As the cham-

ber is throttled, throat area would decrease, and the expansion area

ratio of the thrust chamber would be increased accordingly. Based on

the analysis of the 20K structural segment, the area ratio of the full-

scale chamber would be increased approximately 12 percent at the full-

throttled condition.

(U) Cooling and sealing of the structural ties across the combustion

chamber were entirely satisfactory with two complete assemblics. Likewise,

there was no adverse effect of these structuLra3 ties on performwice or

on cooling of the throat downstream of th4em. The- 20K •se•ent Sttructural

Evaluation demonstrated conclusively the ability of a lightweight-iype

structure to hold throat dimensiovs with satisfact-cry cooling of all.

parts and with no performance effect,
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t ~(C; Exp~eriumenti were conduicted onI theO 2.5K sit;gments to obtain gas suit-

abla for powering turb~ncs b~v tapoff from the thrustI chambter. MixtureI ~ ratio of local av'eas at the itoipai'tment ecr:6* ,,aa ait red by s!iec~ing
injection orifice aefra in produce tk~e desired tempertuture, and by vanep.-

tioyij ixi tapoff port locations. Three tests with thot fiiual confiMrIition

p~roducýed tapoff temp1 eratures of 2100 G to 1.40 0 F over thte opcrating ranges3.

(C) Igoition of the aegnents by means o: UPh 'iad bý ThAB waa aatiafac-

tory. Likewisp, C9T iiijecfi~cn into each. compartment on the 250K and

verifyxvg a pilot flaam proved entireftY Bucc~.egfuI - hot-gas ignition

wab prrved fea~ible in & related segment test p.-ograw, and rio'~ ortly the

ciumbiriation of hot-gae ignition with tapoff ports remainfi to be completed.

llot-gars ignItion was not areomplislhed on the 250iL chamber because of dam-

age to the 4injector -which had those provifions.

(U) Priming of the ft:.l circm.uii~rent~ial oxidi;.rer maysifold on start waz

ever, and symmaetrical andL1 verified an anal~ tical model of the finJhg

p ro e.,s .

(C.) The 2.T( segrmeni. tesling reveuled. no inst.ability or s~ignificant Coln-

huistien o.scillat.`ona over a chtlvm:)r pressure range- fronm 300 to 1500)jŽ

and faixture ral.io from 4 to 8. Moderate oacillationa wexe experi.encied

at approxiinu.tely 12(30 and i"09 cpa on the 20K segmuent, thought to b

az cltui w i t~h. oxitiZex- Afted , ite. da;g'ap Ori-iluutm

effccts were found :dru long-duraticn teiiting.

(U) A. rotntinyg node of corL~ustjion o.tci11ation waB (Wn~crved ov the 25()K

tube-wall chmuber teste.. Even though ti-e arupliI~ide, was not eevere, the

Osci]lautivn had the c~f#tvcL of increasing heat transfer around the b~afflefs

and bringing k~bout coolajui. leak in bafflec4 anid 4.ubc,, bthind baf.fles.

Att..cnuation of this mode of oascii lati or remains to be a-coinplished at

the eud of the contract, F:ibaequeiit to the work ani thuii contrlct, work

on the INASA Advanced Engine Acrospike Program produced res~ultli oh, this
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combustiorn oscillation. Moditications to the LO32 feed wystem and to the

bafflss to prc.duce better comprtmntntion attenuated the oscillation.

Damage was reduced to a level such that !t-rng (7 second) duration tests

were conducted.

(C) Majo; damage was experienced on ihe No. I 25(K tube-wall assetmbly

because of overh-.atino.% of the injector edges resulting from braze joint

"leakage in combination with hot-gas recirculation in the injector-tro-

chamber gap and the circumferential combustior oscillation. Filling of

these gp.s on subsequent assemblies solved this problem. Basic durability

of the strip-typp, triplet pattern injector was demonstrated by 225 start-

stop cycles on one injector unit and 80 tests of 11 different units on

the 2. 5K segment test program,

Fabri cati• n

(U) Tapering, forming, and brazing of stainless steel, nickel, and

copper tubes of the small, highly tapered aerospike configuration was

accomplished. Fuirnace-braze tooling and procegseJ were, developed so that )
four inner and four outer bodies were succssfully completed on this and

a related NASA program. Techniques for ensuring balanced coolant passages

and repairing damage were employed. These chambe,.s are illustrated in

Fig. 23 and 24. Likewise, valuable experience was gained in successfully

co-upleting and firing three injectors (including NASA unit) w'ith several

improved jrocvst.nm for l close control anid reduted CoSA

(U) The l'brication of the 20K lightweight structure segment proved

the workability of the demonstrator baffle seat, baffle, mad tube-vall

design. Expcriente with adhesive bonding of the titaiium structure to

the nickel tubes was gained, pointing up areas requiring close control

such as assembly fit up and cleWaing--priming of the two surfaces to

be joiuied.
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SCONCLUSIONS AND RECONMENTATIONS

(U) ]. The Demonstrator Module design evolved in this effort meets

all requirements to demonstrate the aerospike capability in late 1969

to provide a base for development of a high-performance, flexible,

longlifo Flight Module.

(U) 2. Thrust and mixture ratio excursion requirements can be met with

a relatively simple system design using only two hot-gas valves as points

of control: one valve to control total tapoff gas flowrate and one valve

to control oxidizer turbine gas flowrate. A closed-loop control system

is simpler, lighter, and more complementaery to vehicles and test require-

ments than other alternatives. The aerospike engine will, however:,

operate satisfactorily open loop,

(C) 3. It is concluded that the Demonstrator Module can be designed to

operate regeneratively cooled at 1500 psia and deliver, and a mixture ratio

of 6:1, theoretical shifting specific impulse efficiencies in excess of

96 percent at rated thrust and 95 percent at throttled conditions.

(C) 4. From the application study, the common 250K nerospikeeng-ne

should have a design chamber pressure of 1300 jmsia and a diameter of 78

inches. There is no significant performance index advantage to increasing

the 250K or 350K aerospike engine desig;i che,wher pressure to a value greater

than 1500 psia for any one of the six Air '!'orc,. defined vehicles and mis-

sions. The reusable vehicles all require -,u,,gnificantly lower engine chain-..

ber pressures to maximize performance indev: than do the expendable vehicles.

(C) 5. Performance testing of the selected triplet injector pattern

in both one-half compartment (2.5K) and three-compartment (20X) segments

indicates this injector delivers a comhu.1jtion (c*) efficiency 3iufficie.'t.

to meet the overall specific impulse requireumen,- 'or the ongine for the

nominal mixture ratio. Complete chvurmber (25(0K) rcsults at 40...percent

chamber pressure verified segment findings.
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(C) 6. Segment testing is an effective and low-cost means of evaluating

aerospike thrust chambers and injectors for performance, injector dura-

bility, cooliing life, and ignition. The limits of application of segments

should be enlarged to cover thrust chamber durability, stability, and

reliability by daplicating the propellant feed passages and combustion

compartments of the complete chamber.

(C) 7. Combustion was oscillatory and damaging on the full-scale cham-

ber. Since combustion was stable over a broad operating range, on the

one-half compartment (2. %) segments, was oscillatory but not damaging

on the three-compartment (20K) segment, and injector propellant feed

passages and degree of compartmentation of combustion varied widely among

the three, it is concluded that these factors are connected with the degree

of stability achieved. Feed system and baffle modifications were helpful

in attenuating the combustion oscillations on the 250K thrust chamber on

the NASA Advazc,-.u Engine Aerospike Program subsequent to work on this

contract.

(C) 8. Based on the tangential oscillations experienced during testing

of the full-scale annular chamber, it ic recommended that subsequent aero-

spike engines consider the segmentation of the propellant manifolds to

avoid feed system combustion process coupling. It is further recommended

that the thrust chamber baffles be sealed to the thrust chamber walls and

be of sufficient length to ensure that the combustion energy is released

within the baffled compartment.

(U) 9. Nozzle performance results for the selected design from 25(IK

solid-wall and tube..wall testing were close to predicted values from cold-

flow models, I0C, and 'V(( hot-firing tests. Nozzle performance is suf-

ficicnt to meet the overall specific impulse requirements for the engine.
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(U) 10. Injector durability has been demonstrated by one 2.5K-segment

injector undergoing 229 tests with no leaks, the many 2.5K units fired,

and a 20K injector andergoing repeated tests up to 47 seconds duration.

25(K testing has shoun the necessity to minimize intercompartmental and

local gas circulation.

(U) 11. Hot-gas tapoff from the combustion chamber for turbine drive

with the compartmented aerospike thrust chamber has been demonstrated to

be feasible. The feasibility of hot-gas ignition of a chamber segment,

with the tapoff ports serving as hot-gas entry ports for ignition, has

been demonstrated on a chamber segment (on a related program).

(U) 12. The NASA System and Dynamics Investigation manifold studies and

250K hot-firing tests have shown that the current aerospike liquid oxygen

manifold design will fulfill thrust chamber start and shutdown require-

ments. Priming times are predictable with a developed analytical model

for all required flow conditions, and ignition and buildup are satisfactory.

Shutdown characteristics with gaseous nitrogen purge have bee4 shown to

be controllable and acceptable.

(U) 13. Successful completion of furnace braze of four outer-body and

four inner-body 250K tube-wall assemblies (+,W-o each on. &hG NAVA ýysie

and Dyna•mics Investigation program) demonstrates the workability of this

tooliug and fabrication procedure. As the demonstrator module tube ban-

dle is designed to uee this same tooling, modified for detailed differences,

it is believed that a zimilay one-for-one success can be achieved for that

chamber. Many techniques for dimensional control, checks of details be-

fore assewbly, and multipie-station tooling, particularly applicable to

annular injectorv and chauihers, were developed for reduced cost of future

units.

(C) 14. Testing of both copper and nickel tuie wall segments to 1500

psi chamber pressure illustrates the capability of regenerative cooling

(
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of the demonstrator chamber combustor shape with a high-performing injector.

Testing of a nickel tube segment with a 99-percent c efficiency injector to

2050 psi chamber pressure on a related program with no damage to the tubes

demonstrates a measure of cooling margin available.

(C) 15. From analytical studies, laboratory materials fatigue tests,

brazing tests, tube tester simulation tests, and hot-fire experience, it

is concluded that Nickel 200 is superior to stainless steel and pure (oFIIC)

copper as a Demonstrator Module thrust chamber tube material. However,

beryllium-copper shows great long-range promise as a superior material

to nickel when available in tube form.

(C) 16. Testing of a second nickel tube-wall segment for 314 start-stop

cycles has demonstrated adequate fatigue life of nickel tube material.

Over 280 of these cycles were from ambient to maximum tube-wall tempera-

ture with material plastic strain as predicted for the Demonstrator

Module. This conclusion is supported by materials testing, tube-tester

simulation tests for the same number of cycles, and an analytical model

of the heating and strain-producing process.

(C 1]7 Testing of the zOK segment from 600- -to 1540-psi chamber pres-

sure and for a duration of 47 seconds, regeneratively cooled, demonstrates

the capability of a lightweight structure with structural ties through

the combustion chamber to maintain a predictable throat gap through the

operating range. Ability to cool the structure and seal the cooling cir-

cuit was also demonstrated. Combustion performance and overall heat flux
measured on the 20K segment tests compare favorably to 2.5K segment re-

sults and, therefore, to the data used as a basis for Demonstrator thrust

chamber predictions. The use of adhesive bonding will require special

care during fabrication.
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TASK I, DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

ýJI

DEMONSTRATOR1 MODUIE DESIGN

Objectives and Requirements

(U) The requirements for this subtask were as follows:

(U) Module Design was to include preliminary designs of the Demonstrator

Module and the generation of parametric data required in the application

study. Therefore, this effort was to include a comprehensive analysis

of performance, cooling, system control, and engine weight. An analysis

was also to be performed to identify features needed to enhance the vcr-

satility of the module design for use in a broad range of vehfcle appli-

cations. From the preliminary module design, detailed zoraponent desipina

were to be derived for the test articles to be used in testin_.

(U) Detailed designs were to be conducted for long-lead 2 [me items re-

quired for fabrication of Demonstrator Module t.ip-%.c'•rm-p i, yi

of the control system was to be conducted to c,,o;:1 cenlxo systr- and

servo loop requirements. Preliminary design vi toi:-_r.i bysi;,tv cowefon.o ,:.

were to be completed.

(U) The objective then of the Aiasc 1 Demonstrator Module D)e;it, urnd

Analysie Task was to define desig requiremenitts for a f,.l 2tc.,4e vn,.ine

tct be built in Phase I1 and used in a demonstration teat ae.A.es at tit

and altitude conditions. The test !eries will demonrtr~ate •efi:xance, , x'

operating characteristics, coebustion stability, duralii~ty, dliI-3d'

restart, start and cutoff behax'cr, and contral chturacteris5t-c. 15pecific

design goals art listed in Table 9. Suffr.ieat detailed hard:iare deeign.

was to be made on The engine system and critical cozpoynfm sucP as the

thrust chamber, tirrbopuwps, and control elements to permit initiatu.a .

long-lead itim procurement within 4 to 6 months after 1asn, 11 gc-aheato ..
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(C) TABLE 9

DEMONSTRiATOR MODULE DESIGN ItEQUIltE2NTS

Nominal Vacuum Thrust 250,000 pounds at nominal mixture ratio

Minimum Delivered Specific 96% of Theoretical shifting I at rated
Impulse thrust s

95% of theoretical shifting I (luring
throttling s

Throttling Range Continuous down to 20% of rated thrust

Overall Mixture Ratio Range Engine operation from 5.0 to 7.0 i
Nominal design point 6.0

Exparsior. Ratio Area ratio(s) representative of booster
and upper.-stage applications. Overall
static engine diameter will not exceed
103 inches

Dr•ribility 1'. hours tibe between overhauls, 100
reused, 300 starts, 309 thermal cycles,
10,006 valve cycle,

S Single Continuiouz Jktvn Luratio-i Capability from 10 to 6c0 seconds

* Enginc Starts "lttiple ree•,•rt at sea level cr
altit ude

.-'Control CapabiliAy Plus or dinus 3, accuracy Jin thrust 3
and mixtu'-i ratiý, at rated thrust.
.,xcursiozs iron extrccn, to extreme .n
t"rust or mixture ratio within 5

• ' " " "- : , . .seconds.

*11:.upeialsi di.ions a lxrgit L02  t feet NPSII CIOO, I tamcsphere
Inlets-, b,,i ug toperaoue tro 180 R

•' ,L 60 fcet 10611 from 1 atmo-p•mere
• '* : ... h:o.li.g• teuzper.xtturn to 45 ft

L.nvironwent•.1 Cor.ditiosj S'ta .evel to vw.cuu cond;tiou,. Con-
. ..ined acce..ntios: 10 g axial with• " "• • "-. 2 g tranoverse• 6.5 g aAi.-l w•.it 3 g

• " "*".t rracsver•,e. 3 g amimi with 6 a-,"transverse

rigine/Ve.. hcie Tuorfa ct F13.ght Mod'ude a,.silgr, wj towt require-
CjnJZc•.jons W , .ats fOr enem-a.l pe,/ur, with lth

zxec--ptio.srcl power
"and ̀ 000-j'.ia heliuvm frow -.he veh.icle

UJ , 0 • U
•""' " -,, - ;"62
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So of Worj Aecomplished

(U) The effort expended on Task I during the contract period was defined

by the objectives to include the Demonstrator Module analysis and design

portions of the contract. Under the analysis portions, the effort was

broken down into system trade studies and design support analysis. The

trade studies included a re-evaluation of the pump power cycle (tapoff

vs gas generator) and the turbine arrangement (series vs parallel), an

investigation and selection of the optimum module control points (liquid

vs hot•-gas valves control) and control logic (open loop vs closed loop),

and a selection of the optimum operating envelope (constant thrust vs

constant chamber pressure mixture ratio excursions).

(U) The design analysis began with an initial estimate of the system

engine balance. This defined preliminary engine parameters to be used

in the first preliminvry system and component designs. Feedback from

the design groups then provided a better basis for more accurate system

balancea. These data were then used in predicting the system performance

and in formulating a system start model. The sensitivity of the system

to design changes was studied, and the effect of manufacturing tolerances

was incorporated into the calculation of the system design parameters.

Final engine performance and weight calculations were then made for both

a Demonstrator Module and a projected Flight Module.

(U) Under the design portion of work, the effort was broken down into

system design, turbomachinery design, thrust chamber design, and controls

design. The system design included an investigation of alternative thrust

structure concepts which considered different types of structu:'al members

(solid beams, trusses, honeycomb) as well as different locations of the
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g~,)c~l point. The major component loc•tions3 and interfaces were deter--

mined and the available envelopee defined. The systew desigii integra-

tion functioA included the preliminary design of all of the inter(olnect

ducting and component support mounts. An overall module design layout

was thea cowlAated together with separate subsystcu layouts.

(U) The turbomhchinery design, effom began with basic design trade

studies in order to select the pump, preinducer, and tarbine configorrn-

tion. Centrifugal and radial designs were studied for the pumps, separate-

and integral-drive arrangements uere stadied for the preinducers, and dif-

ferent numbers of wheels were studied for the hot-gas turbines. After the

basic design concepts were selected, analytical studies were conducted to

optimize such design features as the impeller blade profile, the turbine

wheel configuration and attachment, the axial thrust balance mechanism,

and the bearing support design. Finally: a rotodynamics analysis was

conducted to ensure that. the turbopumps operated safely away from the

critical speeds. Pump and turbine performance was predicted in support

of the system analysis effort. The task was concluded with the prepara-

tion of detail design layouts including the selection of materials, bear-

ings, and seals.

(U) The thrust chamber design effort included pez'formance, strutural,

and heat transfer studies of the combustor and nozzle, tbrust chamber

support structure, injector design, and base closure design. Heat trans-

fer analysis of the combustor and nozzle included the selection of an

appropriate cooling circuit and tube material, and the predictiun of the

regenerative-cooling circuit pressure drop. In addition, the tube design

had to be optimized with respect to size, contour, and thickness in order

to meet the performance and life goals. Several alternative combustor

support structure designs comparing different materials and bonding con.-

cepts were stud--d in an effort to minimize weight. The injector design
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iwas studied to optimize cOmbuation performance as well as ensure Qatia-

factory tapoff and igniticn characteristics. Alt-orative injector monut-

ing cuocepts were studied ii, cc ajuuction with the eubsonic airurtural tie

design. Desigp condideratiors for the latter iucluded strtuctural r-e-.

quirements, tapoff port provisiune, and cooling circuit requirements.

Different base clceu,'n designos were wacO.y W 1itj re UJuntuiing

concept& in order to attain maxisaen performance with minimum weight. A

detail thrust chamber layout was crLpleted.

(0) The coitrols design effort was corwiuctcd in Itio basic. fara, per-

formance controller logic and valve mechanical design. The former con-

sistai of formulating controller logic and function;il desi•g and then

perfraing system control analyses on an analog m(cdel. The mechanical

deeign, cffort included an evaluation of different design concepts fur

the liquid propsellant valves (po.t,.butterfly, and visor) and the

hot-.gcr, throttle valves (balanced poppet, conventioval poppet, butterfly,

And visor). After the cncept selectiou woa made, design layouts were

compn.teo for the two miiin liquid propellant valvez and, also, for the

hot.gas tapoff throttle vw.lvc.

lkrkinnst rator Module Desi Summary

(U) The major trade studies that served to establish thr basic Demon-

strator Module configurationi included the power cycle evaluation, tle

selection of the throttling and mixture ratio c;ontro. tiystem, the tOr-

beruahxc. ye u.._6gi briectiun, mod the thrust chamber Combuctor coriig-

uration selection.
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(1, ' The ,yele trade sqtudy involved a comparison of tLe tapoff and the

gas goncrator cycles, and a series and parallel tuxbine arrangement. A

tapoif cycle with poraiei turbines was confirmed superior because it

offered a simpler, lighter-weight system with better stari. charazteristics

ahd higher perloManci during throttling.

{u) The thrott'ling and mixtuxe ratio control systam selection involved

a Ptudy of the pocaible control points, control logic, and operating en-

v'rlopes. fot-grs vlves located i:s ceriee, one in the main tapolf duct

to control thrust and 4nre in thi oxidizer turbine inlet daect to control

engine mixture ratio, were s;-ectcd because of higher performance, lighter

wight, and control flexibility. A closed-loop logic system was selected

to meet the accuracy, safety. and response requirements of the engine

Ssystem. A auxtiure ratio excursion at constant chamber pressure was se-

lected instead of a conts,.ant-thrust excursion beceuse of control system

simpiificati•us and more favorable vehicie applicotioa results.

(U) A two-stage centrifugal design was selected for the; fuel pump because

it offers low weight and high efficiency together with good stall charac-

teristics. A niingle-stage centrifugal design was selected for the oxidizer

pump because the low hied and (hdium flowrate are ideally suited to such

a design. Axial flow preinduc.ers were selected for botlh punmps with hy-

drulic turbines ubed for the driving power. Because hydrodynaoric con-

siderations dictated differeut speed ratios, the hydroclic turbine was

locnted behind thlie preinducer in the fuel pump, and in the preinecer

hub in the oxidizer puap. Thrue.row, velocity-coupounuded turbines Vere

selected to p'wer the pump., bfcause ihey offer the beat perf'ormam.e vs

weight trude-off.
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(U) The thrust chamber design analycis included the selection of a

straight-walled comabustion chasiber because of increased perforsxtlfrcc and

simplified chLmber construction.

(u) The final Demonstrator Module design has a maximua overall diameter

of 100 inches and a length of 56.55 inches, and the dyniamic envelope din-

meter is equal to the static envelope diameter because the gimbal point

is located in the plane of the maximum diameter. The overall engine di-

mensions And the physical relationships of the components are shown in

Fig. 25

(u) The DJemonstrator Engine schematic, showing basic elements and pro-

pellabt flow pathio, io shown in Fig. 26. Individual oxidizer and fuel

turbopumps are used wi.th the turbines driven in parallel by hot gases

tapped from the main combustion chamber during mein•sage operation. The

exhau'.t from the turbines is discharged through the base cleosure int-.

the nozzle babe region, producing aa increase '!.n baise pressure that con-

tributes to total thrust. The complete tbrust chamber and in.jector are

regenerotively cooled with fuel. Thrust cona.rol is P::hieved with the

tapoff thrcttle valve located at the Y-jurmt~ora of tbiý two tapoff bet-g-ts

ducts, and engine mixture ratio ji c~i:-trollsd 15y a th-ttle valve located

at the oxidizer turbine inlet. Ignition ia aeeoulisbed under tank head

prepsures with the use of a separate hot-gars igniter (OGI). This com-

ponent produces hut gases which are dischargeoi into the tubizae drive

(-..
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ducting and used to provide both the initial turbine spin and the igni-

tion energy source for the main chamber. The temperature of the hot-gas

igniter is controlled by an automatic oxidizer ypre -:•.re reg.Ilator in the

HGI inlet line. Once main chamber ignition is achi-ved, the HGI is shut

down with its own liquid-propellant asutoff valves, and the combuator body

is isolated from the tapoff system by closing the kJT"I iLolbtion valve.

Engrine- shutd own isa achni eved -aimpn", W y deln ~ ~dzrtrievle

and sequencing the main propellant valvas to provide a fuel-rich cutoff.

(C) Using ai Ryotems engineering appitach, the aciainp nechnnical design

"was divided into the following four functionaJ subsystems: thruat, pro-

pellant feed, turbine drive, and hot-gas igni-J.on. The thruat subsystem

"is comprised of the thrust chamber and in.jector, u-,e thrust structurie,

and the base closure. The thrust chamber cc-naists of tv,• rcgeneratively

cooled nickel tube subassemblies, referred to b., the inner body a!A the I
outer body, connected by 40 regenerstively cooled. subsonic struts. The

inner-body tubes have a 2:1 splice approximately 4 inches downstream of

( the throat with nickel used in both se-'ions. The injector is formed

by radially mounting 240 copper injector strips on an Incone] 625 struc-.

turai body. Each strip is 2 inches long and V4 inch wide, and contains

eight triplet patterns with two oxidizer orifices for each fuel orifice

(same triplet pattern as demonstrated in Task II). The thrust chamber

tubes are supported by a mechanically jointed segmented titanium structuret

adhesively bonded to the tube bundle in the area of the combustion zone,

and by eight Inconel 718 compression rings mounted between the throat and

the nozzle exit on the inner body. The engine thrust structure transmits

thrust from the thrust chamber to the gimbal bearing mounting pad located

on the engine centerllne. It is comprised of a radial beam/hub assembly

and a trues cone/intermediate ring assembly, which is bolted to the back-

aide structure of the combustion chamber body. The thrust structure also

provides support pads for the turbopumps, hot-gas igniter, control com-

ponents, and interface panels.

(I ,
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(C) Tcpropellant feed. suhsypteio in cowmprif!ed of the liqnid-praýpeflant(I

ducts. -valve.s. and turbopumps, Rid uAlin valves ore naag~r (madifý_:d bail)-

tyjse valbos vhir'Žh provide on-off onolonly. The oxcidizer pump is r.

singlea-ftage celitrlNg'al type driven br a three-row, veloci*!:,iy-tomp).nt.ndit.4,

I, -g, t Urb in - ýPe operati ivg a t a L OvM. 11aIa pe ed JOf 25,0 001 r 1 t isxov-

ded wifth a preinduc~er driven by a laub-mounrted hydraulic turt-ine tx.ering

ItA.A tapped 5fi the pumtp dincharge. The puuip in sea~ed from the( iuel-'rx.nh

tuitint psises with a triple-seal p-tncikage cornsisting of t-wo byduodydnui

liftoff sfecondary healz, and a primrAry, purge-d-shaft ridiiup; seal. The fu&.e

pumap is v two-stageý centrifugala ty-pe 0riven by a three-rove, velocity-Com-

po~unded, hot,--gcus turbine cpreirtingf at a nominal speed of 35,000 rpmr. 'PheF
fuel pnmqp preinducer ir, drivin by ien internal, through-flow hydraklicturl-

bilue. The turbine area is tiealed f romA Ligh-presewure puny. fluids by it

combintation of labyrinth s~evis and a hydrostatic liftoff sodl. Propellaint-

lubricated roller bearings were selected f or both. -pi..upci0

(U) The tuirbine drive,- ubs.-stewc includes the hot-gasl ducts and the tiuo

ha-t-gas throttle valves. A trade st.IAdy resulted in the szelection of G

poppqet-tyic valv-e for the tapoff throttUle valve.

(U) Tkie hot-gsa ignition subgystem conisists of a small combuction chamn-

her f or LO 2and LIB , and injector, igni-ter propellant valves, & sparki

igijiitios device, and an isolation valyc- located at the combustor outlet

in the distributiwi manifold which interfaces with the turbine drive. sub--

5)¼ttcI.

(C) ".he engine thruist and mixture ratio controlki consis4t of the, tmo hot..

gaa -throttle val-ves, which are the only servocontrolleJ valves inl the

syatem. These are- hydraulically ac-tuated using facility-sa-p) jed hydrenz-

lie: power. All other valves are sequenced by four--way sioleno~id valveu,-K

and are hydraulically actuate!d. The servovalves utilize an outer closed- -

loop con~trol sysitvm oni the di-vired performanice, pnrametyer (c:het,.ber prescoeua
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for the tapoff throttle valve and mixture ratio for the oxidizer tur-

( )• bine throttle valve) and an inner closed-loop control system on valve

position using both integral and proportional control. This type of
e~'•'P i nfllpU •y!,•Avnnil a~tn'h.1 dy... a..A .... t-^...4 .- .1.-' -,.

control ensures l-ai an salt -Wllecmtilug Ithe iaespunse

( 5 seconds between any two points) and accuracy (±3 percent) require-

ments of the engine system.

(U) Accessibility for system checkout and component repair has been

provided in the design by making the thrust chamber easily removable

from the thrust structure. This exposes all the major components, which

are mounted directly to the six radial beams of the thrust structure.

The base closure also is removable from the thrust chamber to provide

access to the internal cavity from below without removal of the thrust

chamber.

(U) The Demonstrator Module is designed to interface with test facility

------------_attach points, and gimbal actuators wi-ll he replaced by nongimbaling

stiff arms.

(C) The total weight of the Demonstrator Module was calculated to be

3950 pounds, which represents a system with basic Flight Module design

similarity while incorporating test flexibility design features and de-

sign conservatism considered prudent to meet demonstration, cost, and

schedule objectives.

(C) Performance analysis predicted an actual specific impulse equal to

450.1 seconds at a 15•0-psia chamber preswure and _f 6:i mixtire- rtio.

based on analytical studies of a nonadiabatic nozzle, this yielded an

overall engine specific impulse efficiency of 97.01 percent (incluVing

effects of beat loss, viscous drag, divergence losses, and kinetics losses).

The combustion chamber performance for the Demonstrator Module was based

upon 39 segment tests conducted over an operating range in excess of
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rw-i riquiiri nixtarz iDtiO anod throttie rvng.: di9'n:, Ptase 1 of this3

progrwc,, s x,ýed ox ith- tc- data obtahie , F. c-N f-J* icuerecy of 99.6 per-,

c.:rt was purlir.utc:.ea•.r toe D4, Me-ule, At fuill-thrust ecnditions,

(U) The dt:Oigr of the Necon.rsicl•r Module xncludes allovances to account
for performance v'-a . tli-nt re!ýýIt -f•:oa hardware toleranz-ces aisd cali-

brations inaccurac.es. Indivdosl 3-0 eOiiponent r-riations were establikillA

from previous Rocketi-yuxi engine fabrication end test experience. These

then were used in the perforzance prediction model to determine the maxi-

mum design conditions required on each component to me.t the maximum thrust

and mixture ratio excursion requirements of the engine system. Because

the Demonstrator Module is closed-loop controlled on chamber pressure and

mixture ratio, the engine is first calibrated for design thrust to estab-

lish the exact nominal chamber pressure and nominal mixture ratio. Thrust

calibration accuracies and thrust chamber fabrication variations there-

fore determine the maximum chamber pressure the engine might experience.

Other component variations, such as turbopump efficiencies, are compen-

sated for by changing the turbine flowrate and hence the pump power re-

quired to meet the chamber pressure and mixture ratio input commands.

These variations have virtually no effect on total thrust and less than

a 1-second effect on specific impulse.

System Analysis

(U) Operation and Periormance. The aerospike engine system formulated

during this effeo, utiiizes an advanced nozzle concept in conjunction

with a simple advanced power cycle. The advanced nozzle has an annular

combustion chamber with the primary hot gas expanding over a truncated

spike. A secondary gas flow is injected through the base plane of the

nozzle to enhance the engine performance. The advanced power cycle
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utilizes turbines driven by hot gases tapped from the main combustion cham-

her. The system analysis effort was concentrated primarily upon determining

and optimizing the critical parameters associated with this cycle and there-

after determining the performance of the complete system.

(C) Engine Schematic and Operation. The schematic shown in Fig. 27

represents the Demonstrator cycle configuration, end the pressures and

flowrates correspond to the nominal design point of 250K thrust, 6:1 mix-

ture ratio, and 1500-psia chamber pressure. Individual oxidizer and fuel

turbopumps are used with separate turbines driven in parallel by hot gases

tapped from the main combustion chamber during mainstage operation. The

exhaust from the turbines is discharged through the base closure into the

nozzle base region, producing an increase in base pressure that contributes

to total thrust. The complete thrust chamber and injector are cooled en-

tirely by the fuel flowing through a regenerative cooling circuit before

it is injected into the main combustion chamber. The oxidizer flow is

pumped directly to the injector.

(U) Engine control is achieved in the hot-gas lines feeding the turbines

rather than in the high-pressure liquid lines. Thrust is varied with a

tapoff throttle valve (located in the Y junction of the two tapoff hot-

gas ducts) which controls the power to both turbines. Engine mixture

ratio is controlled by a throttle valve located at the oxidizer turbine

inlet. Some interaction between these two valves is required to throttle

at constant mixture ratio, or vary the mixture ratio at constant thrust.
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Thi' i;iteracti:;n is achieved with a closed-loolp control systxm. The tap-

off th-ottle valve is closed-loop controlled around chamber prescure, and

the oxidizer turhine valve is closed-loop controlled around engine mixture

ratio. Tre latter is seneed with turbine-type flc.ameters in the pump dis-j

charge lines.

(C) Th.e thru'.t and mixture ratio control valves arýý the only servocontrolled f
vaives in the system. They arc actuiated by hydraulic fluid supplied by

hbe facility at hiph presiure. All other valvea are sequenced by foý:,r-

way o*lenoid valved a•id hydrauliclly ectuated. The servo;-alves utiljze P'.

an outer cloued--loop control nfsten on the deoired perfokmanec, parafneter II

eand an inner closed-loop control ayt-tew; on valvc. position, coupled with

a logic systeoi which provides brth integral and propcrtiona control

Thin type of control ensures diyvamic st.bility and safety wbile meeting

the rtspoitse (< 5 seconds between aniy two pointo) and accuracy (03 percent)

require•ents of the engine sytLem.

(u) Provieion for off-design ceamponert perforiuvtce resulting from MADt.-

facturing tolerance& is made by inserting an orifice in tbc fuel turbine

irlet line. The oxidizer turbine throttle val;t is used at the calibratinig

device on the oxidizer side,.

() Igrnition is accompligbed ucider tank bead pressuret vitn the use of a

separate hot--gas igniter (TIGI). This component produces hot gases wihich

tr0 da-ch-argaeI 4.. 41,,. 4...u-. p- uvi,0 - ,r;-h

initial turLine spin and the ignition tuerg. source for the m.in chamber.
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iiThe tempex ;.ture of tht JI.ia is control.d le.)by axi aitiftvgut,ýj: axuitzer pre~tjare

regulator J 2 the in .Ini I ;Me iim rinto1iafl 0 cohustion teip torv of(Lirc:

mately 1.500 F. Once iej~i chatnher Agnitti~on iW Lijhi eyed, Llth RGI ia bztlt djowv

with itit 'Wontiu&.~~oe ar 8;IutOff valuna and. th5e comburilor issaO xe

from the tqtoff rmytitea by *:loasir~g the MilG i.zc'Jvtion valvo. liapine shutdowun

is achieved simply by Clio&1n8; theý orv-izcw t;±rbiri,e val~it. Emit Aeqreneting taO

main prope~llarit -vAlvca t" prvie . Yuel--richý gwtofrff,

(C)Lxgi~e Raesyvirem and couijonent kperfflwrtoce

is shca ~ii i Tablef 10 int. rated thrus~t anfd rminimum thr-ou.t f'*r eixgirit .xit

ratios of 5, 6 and 7, Tht. variation, of engine ~exeiMpt;Ise with C~ia-

tude for engine mixtuire 7-atios Of 5, 6, and in shownl in Fig.- 28, ana thec

variatioin with tbrust le.vel i,3 Shew! ini Fig.- 29.'Y.

(C . Tri.nsi ct Operati~on. Thk: valve, ficquence an~d engine tre,11Hi Cute,

for a vacuumA stuir.tire ishavi in, Fig.. 30. To start the engine,, a mainatagert

thru~st cxomni,d tignal, wa instoge mixture ra tio command asi gus , and a tiotar

signal are requircd. The tiMe seque~ncing: of the propel 1?ojt and hot-,;an
control valves will then fol low ase showni in Fig.- 30(; The Winin fuel val-ve

is opened first to establish fuel floiw nad to eusur, liquid propvellarit

to the pump inlet and to the hi~t-gas igniter Ilne-.. At 1,) aeconld (0-5 tt,
1.0 svcond of fuel lead Will p~robab)Ylyie r-equired), the: hol-.-gia9 igriter

valveas are opened, and combustion is estaibliuhed in Uhe 1161I. The tapeffI

control valve atzd the oxidizer tur'bine throttle valve bl'e poblition-ed full

open uOtilt thrust chamiber prime. The iiz 4 curiirbue throttic v'nive Is

2' -JL. L A
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full open to eliminate excessive valve movement when the main oxidizer (
valve opens to the first position (20 degrees), and to provide maximum

oxidizer turbine breakaway torque. The tapoff throttle valve is full

open to maximize the hot-gan ignition flow to the theist chamber.

(U) W1hile oxidizer turbine breakaway is achieved uith AGI'flow, fuel tur-

bine breakaway is predicted when the main fuel valve ompns and is due to

lvindmilling through the pump. If higher breakaway torques occur, the fuel

turbopump will break away with Lhe oxidizer turbopump under JIGI gas flow.

(C) When the ITGI pressure reaches 190 psi (to ensure sufficient hot-gas

flow to the thrust chambei- for ignition), the main oxidizer valve is openedi

to a throttle position of 20 degrees.

(C) Main propellant ignition will be achieved with oxygen in the gaseous

state being injected shortly after the main oxidizer valves leaves the

full-closed position. While the LO2 dome is priming with liquid oxygen,

chamber mixture ratio is maintained greater than 1.0 (Fig. 30g) and chamber

pressure will b'e maintained above 100 psi. After approximately 600 milli-

seconds, full L02 dome prime will be achieved and chamber pressure will

rise to about 500 psi. The hot-gas ignitivn valves are signalled to close

when thrust chamber pressure passes 250 psi to prevent excessive power to

the turbines. After this time, turbine flow ia provided by tapoff gases

from the mair. chamber. Approximately 100 milliseconds after LO dome prime
2

is achieved, the main oxidizer valve io ramped to full open in approximately

100 milliseconds. At the same time, the thrust and mixture ratio control

systems arc activated. The remainder of the transient to command thrust

art' •inxturc ratio is governcd by the control systems. The entire transient

from start signal to 90-percent thrust is accomplished in 3.6 seconds at

(U) The engine transients shown in Fig. 30 give a graphic representation

of the system dynamics at several of the key points in time during the

0 E

!l
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start transient. The data reveal that the fuel pump has a %ery smnoth

buildup over the entire transient and is virtually unaffected by distur-

bances in the oxidizer system such af main oxidizer vulve opening. It

should he pointed out that no thrust chamber bypass during start is re-

quirod fuS the fuel. This is an advantage which the aerospike engine has

over a conventional regeneratively cooled bell engine because of the sig-I nificant reduction in thrust chamber tube volume (short-length nozzle).

(U)_ The oxidizer pump discharge pressure buildup (Fig.30d) reflects the

movement of the oxidizer valve and the oxidizer turbine throttle valve

and also the occurrence of thrust chamber oxidizer manifold priming. The

buildup is nevertheless seen to be well ordered arid under coatrol.

(U) The 11GI temperature (Fig.30h) is maintained at the design level until

after thrust chamber ignition by the oxidizer pressure regulator. The

temperature dips during the fuel-rich HIGI shutdown.

(C) The thrust chamber mixture ratio (Fig.30g) rises to approximately

1.7:1 under gaseous oxygen flow, during uhich time main chamber ignition

is achieved. (tot-.gas ignition testa have indicated that mixture ratios

in excess of 1.0 are required.) After oxidizer manifold prime occurs,

the mixture ratio rises rapidly to a value of 5.7:1 (thrust chamber) by

the activation of the mixture ratio control valve.

(C) Start transients to levels other than 100 percent were studied, and

the chamber pressure and pump speed traces for these cases are shown in

Fig.30b ,30e, aud3Of. A small overshoot is seen to occur for a start of

20 pereekit. The following three engine control "•ariati,-mw were studied to

eliminate the thrust chamber pressure overshoot w",ea starting the low

thrust levels:

I. Move the location of the thrust control valve so that it is

between the central igniter and the turbines

85
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2. Add a flow controller to the central igniter fuel line -)

3. Add a control valve in the fuel turbine inlet line

All of th•--• hariationh provide th• cep Ht • ty tonntrnl the indivi-

dual pump buildup rates and thereby eliminate the overshoot; however, the

control complexity will be increased. Deeper studies of these alternatives

will need to be made should subsequent vehicle studies indicate that the

overshoot is undesirable.

(C) The transients for a sea level start are shown in Fig.31 . The only

difference between this start and a vacuum start is the time to reach an

H116 jres8ure of 190 paia (time at which the main oxidizer valve is signaled

open). For sea level, this occurs at 4•*I seconds as opposed to 2.6 seconds

at vacuum. After this time, the transients are virtually identical, and

the model predicted a Fiea level start time of 5.6 seconds to reach 90-percent

thrust.

~f iMAIN FUEL VA it ,3,o,011
NOTGAS IGNITER FUEL VALVE

T.GA IGNTLAOXID2ERFUELS" "24 ,000

S OID2LA TURBINE THMOT;L VALVF

w iAPOFF THROTTLE VALVE • 16,000

a. 000 ~0IIE

(a) W
U THRUST

1600 3200
4L C HAIBEA 3

PRI ME

12ico L (hAN E R i; i'4QQ~FUL
HIGNITO IGNTTION FUE

IGH!TICH I 6 0Boo i 100

400 0 . Boo

TIME. SECONDS TIME, SECONDS

Figure 3). Engine Sea Level Start Transients
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(C) In all the star' transients, a fully preconditioned pump was assumed

with liquid propellants up to the main valves. However, the effects of

different thrust chamber preconditions were studied. Tie initial thrust

chamber temperature used for the transients shown in Fig. 30 and 31 was

±165 F. This -w-ac. ccrsidered the maximum temperature anticipated at sea
level or at vacuum, and hence represented the fuel syatem stability worst
condition. Other starts were calculated with a thrust chamber precondition

temperature of -65 F. Only minor differences in fuel flow resulted, and

other transients were almost completely unaffected. This indicates that no

hardware system dynamics problem can be expected as a result of an uncon-

diti-ned thrust chamber.

(U) A simple cutoff of the Demonstrator Module is achieved with a single
"signal to the engine sequencer which signals the two main prcpellant valves

aild the oiidizer turbine throttle valve. The cutoff transients and valve

timing sequence are shown in Fig. 32 on an expanded time scale.

(C) At cutoff signal, the oxidizer turbine throttle valve and main oxidizer

propellant valve are signaled to close; the tapoff throttle valve and main

fuel valve remain open. When the oxidizer injection pressure reaches 300

isia, an oxidizer system purge commences and continues until the oxidizer

volume is completely parged. This sequence wmintains power to the fuel

pump during the purge period to ensurv a fuel-rich cutoff.

(C) Thrust chamber pressure drops to approximately 60 psi in 150 milli-

Leconds as a result of the loss of oxidizer pump power and flow, Wlheln the

man____,;f;I I U lo k, a .u.. 1 t i L eI t

and discharge, but because oxidizer pump discharg- is already down, the

surge a'. the pump discharge is not important. A surge of 26 psi above oxi-

dizer tank pressure produced at the pump inlet would occur using art inict

duct 7 inches in diamtter and 41 inches long. The magnitude of the surge

is approximately proportional to duct length divided by the area; therefore,

a longer duct or a smaller area duct would produce a proportionately larger
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Figrure 32 . JI'aiprie Cutoff TrarisientS

surge. After a 2.5-.aecond delay, the maiin fueI va lve ij cIosBed aud the

ahutdown is completed. For the Demoriatrat-er Moduic, no optimization of th(af

purge timing was conducted; therefore, tht tailoff transient daLa are mwrely

.revent ice formation in the igniter Ainjvctor and vaoves. Thin purge will
Le continuous during crngine operiation as a safety weasure against po8aible

leakage of the isolation valve.

(U) Th( Dvnionutralor Module is so designed tht no additional req.iirvWint8

are imposed for a repiLart; the sequ.nmc( is identiual to that deiscribud above.
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(C ) Pressure Budgets. In order to estrblish the nominal design paint

parameters, the system pressure losges were carefully studied. Liquid-Line

losses directly affect pump discharge pressure and hot--gas-line losses affect

the turbine inlet ptessure. The former is a measure of the pcfnp power re-

quth'cmctu and ilet peure. Tefri orer, is. a atusu- specific horsepower through

pressure ratio. Therefore, both areas directly affect the magnitude of the

turbine flowrate, and since this is used as the s,.-condary floarate in the

aerospike nozzle, engine specifi iuipulse is influenced. Close coordina-

tion with the design effort wasi necessary to perform weight and performance

tradcoffs in order to optimize the totai system. The hot-gas p-essure

schedule for a mixture ratio of 6:1 'and nominal manufacturing tolerances

is shown in Table 11. Additional schedules for the +3ca manufacturing

tolerances are also shown for mixture ratios of 5:1 and 7:1. These lat-

ter are used to define the calibration orifice requirements and to define

the operating range of the tapoff throttle valve (Table 12, Fig. 33) ant

the oxidizer turbine throttle valve (Table 13, Fig. 34). Liquid-propellant

feed pressuL-e schedules are shown in Tables 14 and 15 for the nominal design

pkint (PC = 1500 psia, MR = 6:1).

(U) Design Tolerances. The design of rocket engine components must

include ail.m)arcub to account for the performance variation due to hardware

variation and calibration inaccuracies as well as any expected variations

in test or flight conditions. This approach assigns realistic design mar-

gins to all compon.ntn: but it does not impose added weight penalties by

unnt••ebtury "debign prrds." Toierances are assigned to all variables such

as line and injector rcsiltanceL, pump and turbine efficiencies, and uaii-

bration accuracy. Then the change in engine operating conditions is found

for each independent variable througb the use of a digital computer program

which rebalances the engine to find the new operating point. The total

expected component variation is then found by statistically summing the

89
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(c) 'I diLl. 11

HOT-GAS SYSTEN I L'-I'SSUIJL, S btI2i*:

A u pstreurd' f

Paine.•er _ _i__ psin lb/Sec

(M,; .-- 6:1; Nominnal Manufactu-ing Tolerances)

Tspoff
Injector End Pressure 1530 12.20

Thrust Chamber and Manifold 8/ 1530 12.20
Tapof f Dac' lG 144tl3 12..m

Control VlJve 273 14,33 12 ?'

Fuel Turbine Drive
Distribution Plenum 21 ll60 8.8;
Cnlil..ation Orifice 139 1139 ,.86
Turbine Inlet Pressure -- 1000 8.86

Oxidizer Turbine Drive
Distributioa Plenum 17 1160 3.31,
Control Valve 389 1143 3.34
Turbine Inlet Duct 41 75, 3).34
Turbine Inlet Pressure -- 750 3.31,

(NFl1E = 5:1; -v30 ýMaufacturing Tolerances)

Tapoff
Injector End Pressure -- 1530 111.91SThrist Chamber and Manifold 129 1530 14,.91

Tapoff Duct ]5 l.101 14.91
Control Valve 75 1386 111.91

Fuel Turbine Drive
Distribution Plenum 29 1311 l1-15
Calibration Orifice 0 1282 11.4÷5
Turbine Inlet Pressure - 1282 11.-45

Oxidizer Turbine Drive
Distribution Plenum 116 1311 5. 46

Control Valve 510 1293 3.M6
Turbine inlet Duct 3 785 3,46
Turbine Inlet Pressure --- 782 3.46i

T apof(f l, = 7:1; 3U Manufacturing Tolerances)
Injector End Pressurp -- 1530 102.'6
Thrust Ciamber and Manifold 92 1,-3 "1 -3
Tapoff Duct 11 1138 12.46
Control Valve IA2 1427 12.4•6

Fuel Turbine Drive

Distribution Plenum 25 1007 8.74,
Calibration Orifice 0 982 8.74-
Turbine Inlet Pressure -- 982 8.74

Oxidizer Turbine Drive
Distribution Plenum 23 1007 3.90
Control Valve 101 984 3.90
Turbinc Inlet Duct 5 880 3.90
Turbine Inlet Pressure 875 1 3.90

go
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S( i TABLE 12

Pre-',UL I Tt110J Ltu , I A , ,

F C T X.u/,2 v

S7) .. 5 (30 1 17.9I 75 I 1

12u.20 -"73 11,35
r7 11 -17 1113 1 , 1

120059.17 W19 U]O

" " i4 7.811 4. 1t I0S900 5 5.68 29,1 8683
(- o6) 5.15 332: 610]

7 4 .85 1135 1 879
r2 . 06 2 8' 5 5 85

6 0tj U 2.71 326 5e9o-, % I. ) 7 2 .55 35 2- 119 0

325 1.32 J 86 319
3% 1 6 1.20 202 320

j( - , Fl o w 7 1 . 1 9 2 0 o8 1 3 o
t ova, ri,, i13.53 15 1_1,_•

Life: 10 hours TB0, 30,000 c3iWes

maximum hot-gas tcwpmraturc: 2112 It

MR - 7:1

100

S- ,-+

0 l.__ OEN FLOW

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 1'4 16
TAPOFF FLOWRATE, LB/SEC

Figure 33. Tvpoff Throttle Valve ' P vs Flcwrate
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(c)j TABL[ 13

Uhawber" [ -I S

p~iu I Ia~ijO ib"sce ps]J i

.3 6.19 21 1339

15oo 6 3.34 389 11143
(~1100,% F) 7 3.4., 217 1016

7 3.90 104, 961,i

5 '2.11 4119 926

1200 6 2.25 26 784,
(-80% F) 7 2.38 161 699

5 1.31 271 568
9oo 6 1.37 177 48 7

(-60% F) 7 1.14' 110 430

5 0.70 137 295
600 6 0.72 94) 257

P10%4o r) 7 0.7'. 66 231,
5 0.31 6] 131

325 6 0.32 41, 116
(20% F) 7 0.35 30 110

Open Flew 1- 3.5 15 1016

Life: 1O hours TBO, 10,000 cycies

Maximum hot-gas tcviperature: 2112 R

goo

600 •\ - X I

2O0[2 T|
mR 7- ýZOPEN FLOW\

0 Z 3
OXIDI2ER TURBINE FLOWRATE, LB/SEC

Figure 34. Oxidizer Turbine Throttle Valve A P vs Flowrate
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() TAW 1. 14

LIQVID-OXI)IZLU ith.JLIANT I-1 I9lISUIU1 SCIII:DULL

(Nominal ji () :I; ;L = 47"0. 1 lb/sc)

Upst ream PIrc sure
Parameter 1..8in All, ipsia

l, D 2001)

Pump Dischalr ge Ihict 20A 25

Flowmcteu' 20P5 21

MLV 2010 17

Branch 101nCS 1995 25

TC Manifild 196,, 44

I njectvr 1924 394

TC Injector End Vressure 1530

(c) TABL 15

LIQUID-I1,EL PROPELLANT FEED PRESSURE SCHEI)ULE

(Nominal MR 6:1; WýF = 79.3 lb/sec)

Upstream Pressure,
Parameter psia AP, psia

PD 2760

Discharge Duct 2760 34

Flouieter 2732 16

- -- 2716

TC Inlet Manifold 2701 46

TC Tube Bundle 2655

Injector 1830 300

TC Injector Did Pressnre 1530
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CIl l 'V..S of the itle l denido t, vaU iloleS. The 8e8sulIlIt Oil ib ktu:]l, thlt. U 1! O3

the toleia~lccs exhibit a noIrm! GaUUSiIIII dia t.iiblit.i Oil Willd h0t . II I of the

jl(ek-lendeint vo rihbles do not depend upon tinly otlhb.r Vari :1b t: for their valuc,

(U.) Sinlt:e the ]tkiols tillsLi oi Module w'iII ha| v all attive co!ii.rol By ' cmul for

th[trust and nmix titre ratio, tile coatio:,netL o|pt, rt'aiuig ruatge wi I I nout be Us

large as for all cligitle which does iaot have all act.ie (:oull'o1 system.

(11) Table .16 lists the hardearL 'ariuotiutn and expc:ectd variations in test

corndii til8 -,' clieh were used to d terjmille the coluw)olell t. io 'ilpra ig ratiges4.

(11) The maximum expected o.peratiiig condition iias found by rebalancing the

engin,, at the extrcmus of thbe mixtute ratio range (3.0 amni 7.0) aId select-

in it. noximum coitdit.ill for each pul ratumter. Thern the 3a varinti.ona a re

added to find .he nximum expected operating condition for each componeiIt.

The result.E, are shown it, T'ble 17. These results do not repcesent on ek ligke

operating point because all of tile compoaent utaximiii operationi coniditLions

caninot Occur s imlU]tanicously. As nn example, the 1,0,) turbine flowvate is a

i, ajximltm at all engine mixture ratio of 7.0 and the fuel turbine flowrate is

a mnixicmar. at. an tengiue mixture ratio of 5.0, and thus ithese two maximumo

cannot. occu together Lit a single operating point.

(C) The elfeet of manufact•,ring tolerances oil the power cycle must also

be considered in the design of fhie hot-gas systew. Turbomachiirery insiefi-

ciencics were fannd to demand higher turbine flowriat.es which can be nwet

onmly with higher turbine inlet pressures. Therefore, the systeiii tmust be

desinted 1,o provide this additional capability 'i'o iO '.- tlurbinrile drive

ga ... tire tapped from the main chamber aLt a fixed chumaer pIresoure (1530

ISi.u huAimtwtml) , t% turbine iileLt pressure can be raised only by the removal

of some resistance between the turbine and the main chatuber. A possible

method of providing this capabilJiy is to design the control valves with

an atditional nominal ZaI .aid use these valves as thi calibrating device. k

However, because (if lhc serieE3 airi'aigetment of the tupoff and oxidizer

j



(c) TADLE 10

- _-.

1DEl"ENWNT VARMILE ±3o VAIllATIONb

13o Variation,
percent

Mllrdware Variftiioas

Main Fuel Line Iksistance 19.5
Valve Resistance 19.5
Thruat Chamber Rleistanc- 19.5
Injector Ilesibtance 19.5

14tin LO, Line Pxmiatance 19.5
Val~ve Riellistance 19.5
Mn i fold heiues itac e 19.5
Injector lReeist&Uce 19.5

Tapoff Duct Rlesistance 15.0
Control Valve Resistance 15.0

LO, Turbine Control Valve RIesistance 15.0
Rbbaust Resistance 15.0
ELfi c iency 4.5
Nozzle Area 4.5

Fuel Turbine Erhaust Resistance 15.0
Efficiency 1.5
Nozzle Area 4.5

LO,, PmLp "Efficiency 3.51
Read 3.0

Puel Pump Efficiency 3.66
Head 7.20

Thrust Chamber c* 1.17
CF 1.17
Throat Area 6.o

Base Closure Flow Area 4.50

Erpected In Tert Variations

Fuel Pump Inlet Pressure 15.0
Temperature 0.9

I Pump Inlet Pressure 9.0
Temperature 0.9

Thrust Chamber Feosure 3.0
Engine Mixture Latio 3.0
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LL

PI' lI( "llD M rXIMI "I k'\LX Il.11I! \.\lIlA IONS

r a r a m e t e or t D1 e si g n V s: t te t o n M a zx im u m

Eugine Thrust, pounds x 10 3 25 ,-.5 7.5 202.0Xi'Mt!ne M ixture Ra tio N. O0 0 .21 ,..^1

Thrust Chiamber Injector End Prrssure
(total )epslH 1030 1(15 1035

Thrust Chaaber Fuel l'lew, lb,/aec 89.8 4.02 93.82

Thrust Chamber LO2, Flow, 'b/sec 4 91).t 224.0 523.6

Tapoff pr essure (total) !,Za 1515 105 1620

Tapoff Fut-l Flow, lb,
1
sec 7.(,' 1.71 9.3A

T- '-,,ff LO,, Flow, lb/.!ec 5.86 1.31 7.17

TapoIf ':-a Templ,-rature, R 19d) 152 2112

SF teI Turbine Out T ym o vrature, It 1019 127 1746

Fuel Turbine In Pressaure (total, psin 1l1O6 1-/ 1283

F n . ' T u r b i utl S p e e d , ,'pra 3 f ,t 0 0 1 5 6 0 3 8 , 3 0 0

Fuel Turbine Out Pressure, psi' 76.90 6.23 85.13

Purl furbine Torque, ft-lb 2t39 223 3062

Fuel Turbine Flow, lb/sec 10.34 1.11 11.45

LO,, Turbine Out Tempirature, It 1726 133 1859

leC, Turbine In Pressure (total), pIaS 795 87.8 882.8

10., Turbine Out Preosurv, psia 44.1 4.32 48.42

LQ., Turbine Speed, rpm 25,600 1060 20,660

LO, Turbine Torque, ft-lb 1122 95 1217

LO., Turbine Flow, lb,faec 3.51' 0.41 3.95

Puel Pump Out Pressurv. (total), paia 29!12 210 3152

Valve In Pressure (total), psia 2877 20W# 3087

Thrust Chambe-v In Pressure (total),
psaa 2M58 204 306"

Injeetor In Pressure (total), paia 1900 133 2033

1,02 Pump Out Pressure (total), paia 2118 166 2284

- ~~Vah,, In P-eu-n~r 16t1) t u o, I ~ "i

Manifold In Fressure (total), tsia 2001, 160 2164

Injector In Pres sure (total), psia 1970 136 2126

Fuel Pump Head, feet 90,100 6170 96,970

Volume Flow, gpm 9560 493 10,01,3

florsepowev 19,860 2000 21,860

LO,, Pump Heed, feet 4263 347 4610

Volimc Flow, gpo 3295 160 3455

Horsepower 5r,86 61-3 6129

Base Thrust, pounds 9200 556 9756

Base Flow, lb/sec 13.53 1.42 14.95
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turbine throttle valves, such a scheme would not allow each turbine to be

calibrated independently, and the oxidizer turbine nominal design point

would be adversely affected. Therefore, a modified scheme was adopted

wherein a calibration orifice was placed in the fuel turbine inlet line,

while the oxidizer turbine throttle valve was retained as the calibrating

device for the oxidizer turbine. The design requirements for these com-

ponents were then determined from engine balances at the operating envelope

extremes, as discussed in the preceding section.

(U) Performance Analysis. The system performance analysio has been

divided into five areas: (i) combuistion chamter, (2) nozzle, (3) base

region, (I.) tapoff gas properties, and (5) the performance model. These

are discussed belov.

(C) The combustion chamber efficiency, )7c*, for the Demonstrator Module

was based on the 2.5K injector test results which are discussed in detail

in the Task II section (page428. These test results indicate a combustion

efficiency of greater than 99 percent at 1500-psia chamber pressures and

nominai mixture ratio with a drop in efficiency at lower pressures and

higher mixture ratio. The predicted combustor chamber efficiency is

sh.,tn in Fig. 35 , as a function of chamber pressure and engine mixture

ratio. The effect of extracting fuel-rich tapoff gases ca,1ser the thruq+t

chamber mixture ratio to shift as shown in Fig. 36 . These efficiencies

arc based on theoretical c* values which are computed from the propellant

t.nthalpy levels existing at the injector inlet, -which are equal to -the

propellant enthalpies at tank conditions raised by the enthalpy incrtase

from the pump work and heat input to the coolant through the boundary

lryer.
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Figure 35. Variation of 1c With Mixture Ratio
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Figure 36. Variation of Thrust Chamber Mixture Ratio With Engine Mixture Ratio
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(C) The thrust chamber contour was optimized based on iterativc aerody-

namic, viscous drag, chemical kinetics, and heat transfer studies. ThI

aerodynamic analysis was Lased on ciemLcal equilibri~tm properties. The

optimization included both the inner spike contour and the outer shroud

contour. Early designs incorporated a relatively short outer shroud and

a corresponding effective nozzle diamuter (measured from the shroud tip)
of 90.5 inches. However, at low-pressure ratios, theoretical flow field

calculations have subsequently indicated that the short shroud would pro-

duce a recompression shock of sufficient strengtb to exceed the cooling

capacity of the inner wall tubea during throttled sea level runs. A cold-

flow test series was conducted to measure the recompresaion wall pressore

profiles for the full-length shroud and a truncated Hhroud, and to verify

the calculated results. Results are discussed in the Thrust Chamber

Assembly section (page 177 ).

(C) The long shroud configuration decreases the efl'fective nozzle exit

diameter from 90.5 to 89.5 inches, which results in a decrease in vacuum

1 of 0.4 second. However, sea level performance increases by 0.3 second.

This configuration was therefore selectedi to provide the capability of

engine coolir.g at 1(r-pressure-ratio operation since the resultant effect

on performance was small.

(U) A chemical kinetic analysis of the nozzle was performed to determiue

the performance loss resulting from the nonequilibrium flow. This loss

is shoum in Fig. 37 as a function of chamber pressure and mixture ratio.
T1,e ki-t 1 i lcon .- e ln.ao 4 l,-mixture~ rntic and. h,,igh ch.n...Lr

pressures.

(U) The boundary layer on viscous drag analysis was computed from a

numerical solution of the boundary layer equations accounting for the

wall temperature, pressure gradient, turbulent velocity profile, and heat
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flux ini the boundary layer. The results are showit in Fig. 38 as a de-

gradation of thrust coefficient as a function of chamber pressure.

0.030

j.- 0.026 -- .,_ _ __ _

0

_8 0.022

_,.-

"X 0.018

zom ~02/112-" i

0.014 . . .......... 0 ý O N

0 500 1000 1500

CHAMBER PRESSURE, PSIA

Figare 38o Demonstrator Engin- T'frirontling Performance

(U) The geometric efficiency of the rnozzle i. 9 funktion of the nozzle

contour and the gas properties. The gas properti,:• e4; •- futction of

the propellant mixture ratio, antid thus, the nozzle geometric efficienýy

varies with mixture ratio as shown in Fig. 39.

(U) The base region of an aerospike nozzle allows highly efficient use
of the turbine exhaust since these gbtses can be used to increase the base

pressure. Fxperimertal investigations and theoretical analysis hrve deter-

mined that the base pressure for a fixed nozzle geometry design is a function

of chamber pressure, necondary flowrate, the properties of the secondary

gases, and ambient pressure. The base pressure increases with increasing

101
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Figure 39. Nozzle Geometric Efficiency vs Mixture Ratio
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secondary gas flourrte and ambient pressure. The relationship with secon-

dary flow is shown in Fig. 40. lHowev-i, there is a secondary fUlouate which
prduebhixinrdovral n ine erormnc. The variantion of ý€

formance -with secondary flow for the Demonstrator Module nominal design =

point is shown in Fig. 41 . (It. should be noted that Fig. 40 and 41 assume
a consal•nt• thrust chamber mixture ratio.)

(C) Tapoff gas properties such as heat capacity (C p), molecular weightpI
(M), ratio of heai capacities (V), and characteristic velocity (c*) can

be determined by analytical methods if the tapoff gas temperature and pro-

pellant injector inlet conditions are known. The Rocketdyne free-energy

propellant program can then be used to calculate the resultant combustion

products and their properties. The tapoff gas mixture ratio required to

give a temperature of 19b0 R decreases as the hydrogen inlet temperature

increases as shown in Fig. 42. The higher hydrogen content of the low-

mixture-ratio gases results in higher energy (i.e., Btu/lb of gas) for the

same temperature because of the higher heat capacity of the mixture.

(C) The feasibility of obtaining the desired tapoff temperature has been

demonstrated by the 2.5K segment test program. The results are suamarized

in Fig. 43

(C) The known tapoff gas temperature (1500 F) and the known hydrogen in-

"let temperature (630 R) result in a taupoff gas mixture ratio of 0."16 as

shown in Fig. 42 . The physical properties of the tapoff gases are then

fixed by the temperature, pressure, and composition, These properties

are listed below: I

Mixture Ratio, o/f 0.764

Molecular Weight 3.556

Heat Capacity, Btu/lb-U 2.13

Ratio of Specific Heats 1.3557

Characteristic Velocity (c*), ft/sec 7730

103
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Figure 43. 2.5K Segm~ent Tapoff Temperature
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(U) The procedur-e for ctilculation of delivered purforwauce is simuilair to

the pe rforwaice ' model unxder c ois id- rrat iou 133 the LURPG Performance Standard-

ization Group. The major calculatioits and sequenco in the Rocketdync tech-

niqu( is illustrated in Fig. 44. Included in this procedure are the effeocts

of advanced jiump-fcd systems and nozzles, which extend it beyond the current

ICIIP1G investigation. rtockctidync's developed and verified technology pro-

vides the base for analyses of these special aspects.

(U) Rigorous performance calculation requires a series of iterations to

converge on the final performance prediction, primarily as a result of

first-order interactions betweeni processes uhichi occur simultaneously in

the engine. As an example, the flow field and boundary layer analyses

must be completed liefore propellant injection temperature is knovn, but,

thiey, in turn, are dependent on injection temperature. First estimates

must therefore be made and an iterative analysis conducted by adjusting

the estimates until a converging answer is obtained.

UIIIAL I~Tl"M"TCF

DE VERFO Il N

Figure ~ ~ FFiC11C A4MBlvrd efo n ERCluain rcdr
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Iu; All primar-y inieractions between loss mechanisms and most secondary

interactions are accounted for in the procedure shown in Fig. 44. All of

the primary and secondary effects considered by the ICRItG are included

with the exception of the effects of finite reaction rates on the boundary

layer and combustion efficiency losses. In the current. state of the art,

no method is available for computing the effects of kinetics on the boundary

layer loss. As for combustion efficiency losses, it is not necassary to

account for them analytically because the combution efficiency is deter-

mined directly from hot-fire test data. The Rocketdyne procedure therefore

includes virtually every computable cffecýt that is believed by the ICIUIG

to influence the performance by 0.2 percent or more. In addition, the

effects of one-dimensional heat loss and secondary flow, not considered

by the ICRPG, are included.

(C) Sensitivity:. Figures 45 through 47 illustrate the sensitivity

of specific impuls- to several engine design and operating parameters for

the engine operating at 250K and a mixture ratio of 6. Figures 45 and 56

present the sensitivity of the engine to turbine inlet temperature and

turbomachinery efficiencies as a function of chamber pressure. These indi-

cate that the engine is more senritive at a higher pressure. This is

explained by the fact that the engine performance is a function of the hot-

gas flowrate extracted from the chamber to drive the turbines, end this

flowrate is proportional to the pump power requirements and, thus, the

chamber pressure. Therefore, a given percent change in efficiencies or

turbine iilet temperature causes a larger absolute change in turbine flow-

rate at high pressure, and hence has a larger effect on delivered specific

impulse. Figure 45 shows the effect of turbine inlet temperature and Fig.

46 the effect of turbomachinery efficiencies. The latter is plotted as

gain factors which are applied to all four nominal turbopump efficiencies.

Thus, the 90-percent gain line reflects a 20-percent increase in turbine

flowrate. Figure 47 shows also the individual effects of the pumps and

turbines at a chamber pressure of 1500 psia. The data reveal that the
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Rerospike engine performance is relatively insensitive even to large changes

in the turbomachinery performance. The effect of pump discharge pressure

alpn is included in this figure. Changes in the fuel pump discharge pres-

sure reflect changes in the cooling jacket pressure drop, and these, too,

are seen to have a very small effect on specific impulse.

(U) Start Model. The start transients shown in Fig. 30 were deter-

mined from a mathematical model formulated to simulate the low-frequency

dynamic behavior of the Demonstrator Module system. This model is an

analytical formulation and numerical solution of a set of equations that

simulate the engine system. The formulations include the nonlinear partial

differential equations that describe, over the entire region encountered

during start, the liquid, gas, and supercritical propellant in the feed

systems. The feed system descriptions also include pumps, ducting, and

distributed parameter cooling tubes wi.h two-dimensional heat transfer.

The engine system description also incorporates the nonlinear differential

a•-n algebraic equations required to describe the low-frequency combustion

process, hlt-gas flow, and turbine power generation. The analytical form-

ulations have control logic and nonlinearities that are representative of

the engine sequencing and control valves. The entire system of equations

is solved simultarneously with t..e aid of computer technology developed as

a result of the start model experience at Rock.etdyne.

(C) The GC-I fla. transient shown in Fig. .48 indicates a smooth operating

range from ignition (1.0 second) to cutoff (3.5 seconds) During this

erind; ,the toemp-rature is h••d constant by the antomati oxidizer pressure

regulator which maintains a constant HGI mixture ratio. The start model

essumed a aimple control device which makes the oxidizer regulator out

pregsure equrl to a reference hydrogen pressure just uput'ream of the HGI

injector. 11y pr.?per design of the HG1 injector resistances, this will

ensure a constant mixture ratio of 1.1-2 which yields a temperature of

1500 F. The refervnce hydrogen pressure was taken at a point between the
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H16 and the pui•p discharge with an arbitrary resistance equal to that of

9-e Hu" injectut •USe•L-u upstream of the reference point.. This partic-

ular division of the fuel-side resistance was found by trial and error to
per•it teupcrature control during the entire 11L6 operation! while providing

a rapid, smoeth start. In order to accompjlish this, it may be necessary

to orifice tie fuel-side feed system since the injector resistance does

nvt necessarily represent one-half of the total rosistaince. A check on

the resulting &va.lablc injection pressure drops determined that both the

fuel and ozidizer AP's were adequate for satisfactory I[UI operation.

(U) Figure 49 shows the resultant oxidizer prearuare regulator requirements.

The shaded region between the oxidizer pump discharge pressure and the

regulator reference pressure defines the regulator AP transient (Fig.49a).

This is plotted directly in Fig.'9b together with a relative resistance

curve determined by dividing by the floerate squared. Because the flowrate

is so small at the start, the maximum regulator resistance occurs at this

time. Specific transient data listing pressures, flowrates, and AP's are

presented in Table 18.

(C) The Demonstrator Module start model defined regulator requirements

with a 6:1 resistance range. This is not anticipated to present any design

problems. A regulator based on the same back--to-back pressure reference

principle is currently being studied for a possible application on the J-2

engine. This regulator has a resistance range of roughly 1000:1 and a

response of 85 cps. WhRile the accuracy requirements for the J-2 applica-

tion are not very stringent (temperature control within 500 F), the design

appears to offer reasonable control that might well be capable of meeting

possible Demonstrator requirements of approximatzly ±5C F.

(C) The transition from HGI operation to tapoff operation occurs as the

HGI is shut down. At this time, the 11G1 pressure decays while the main

chamber pressure is rising, thereby creating a positive driving pressure

for the tapoff gases, and a smooth reversal in the flow direction. There

Ill
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(C) TABLE 18

HGI OXIDIZER PRESSURE REGULATOR DATA

Tim D Rege Relative
secohda. Df o PIIGI UFIIGI B°HGI Ref Reg Resistance

1.05 31.9 37.5 27.4 0.418 0.466 29.6 7.9 36.4

1.20 33.2 38.9 28.4 0.431 0.482 30.8 8.1 34.9

1.40 36.2 43.3 30.6 0.467 0.520 33.4 9.9 36.6

1.60 411.8 51.5 34.6 0.528 0.588 38.2 13.3 38.5

2.00 67.7 86.0 51.7 0.788 0.880 59.7 26.3 34.0

2.40 136.6 172.9 89.1 1.36 1.52 112.9 60.0 26.0

2.60 204.1 256.8 119.2 1.82 2.03 161.6 95.2 23.1

2.80 305.9 384.0 157.7 2.41 2.69 231.8 152.2 21.0

3.00 447.0 528.0 202.8 3.09 3.45 324.9 203.1 17.1

3.20 613.3 579.5 248.9 3.78 4.22 431.1 148.4 9.3

3.40 768.1 70t.8 286.6 4,34 4.86 527.4 180.4 7.7

3.50 ,830.3 767.8 300.8 4.55 5.10 565.6 202.2 7.8
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is a small finite time (a few milliseconds) when both HGI and topoff gases '.

are flowing to the turbines. During this period, the turbine inlet tem-

perature takes a sharp drop. This results from the fuel-rich shutdown

sequence of the IIGI. A 50-millisecond hot-gas igniter oxidizer valve

closing time and a 100-millisecond hot-gas igniter fuel valve closing

time were assumed in the start model. Therefore, there is a period of

50 milliseconds when virtually pure fuel is being mixed with the 1500 F

tapoff gases. This causes the turbine inlet temperature to drop momen-

tarily to roughly 1000 F. Since main cLamber ignition has already been

accomplished, the only effect the temperature drop might have is on the

turbopump speed buildup. However, the short duration of the transition

and the inertia of the turbopumps minimize the effect on the start tran-

sient, and other system effects are considered more significant during

this period.

(U) No effects of the isolation valve resistance were considered in the

start model. This is equivalent to assuming a small time lag in the

closing time of this valve after the hot-gas igniter fuel valve is closed,

which is a valid and realistic assumrtion.

(U) The start model transients were calculated using tapoff gases having

gas generator properties. Therefore, the temperature drop was a simple

calculation reflecting the effects of a change in mixture ratio. However,

if a new start transient were calculated based on -rehcated hydrogen tapoff

gas properties, the temperature drop would be somewhat less. Because of

the higher specific heat of the tapoff gases, cooling with pure hydrogen

has a smaller temperature effect.

(U) No provision was made in the start model for a HGI purge. This could

extend the time during which the turbine inlet temperature is depressed

if the isolation valve is left open and the purge gases are exhausted

through the turbine drive system.

oj
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(U) Cyc]e Trade Study. Early in the contract period,a trade study

was conducted to re-evaluate the selection between the two low turbine

flow cycles (gas generator %s tapoff).

(U) Schematics for these two cycles are shown in Fig. 50. The tapoff

cycle utilizes hot gases from the main chamber during mainstage to drive

the turbines, which are shown in a parallel arrangement. (A trade atudy

comparing the series and parallel arrangements is presented on page 118).

Engine thrust is controlled with the tapoff throttle valve located in the

main tapoff duct, while engine mixture ratio control is accowplished with

the oxidizer turbine throttle valve. Main chamber ignition is achieved

with hot gases generated during the start transient in the hot-gas igniter.

(See page155 for the ignition system study.) Some of these gases are

utilized to drive the turbine until main chamber tapoff operaxtion can be

commenced.
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Figure 50. Aerospike Cycle Comparison

(c) The gas generator cycle (F'g. 50& ) utilizes hot gases from the gas

generator to drive the turbines throughout the engine operation. Thus,

control is accomplished with a valve in the gas generator liquid fuel. line,

while engine mixture ratio is varied with an oxidizer turbine hot-gas

( throttle valve. The gas generator toixture ratio is controlled by a valve

in the gas generator liquid oxidizer line. A hot-gas ignition system,
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basically the same as for the tapoff cycle, is also incorporated. The 5:1

%IurOt,, Lting e-equileiment 01i the- engitie r-equiCen thut the turbiue drive gases

be throttled greater than 10:1. This design goal requires either addi-

tional gas generator development or employment of an alternate turbine

bypass at the throttled condition. Because 10:1 throttling of a gas gen-

erator would not be demonstrated during Phase I, the bypass was used in

the tradeoff study.

(U) Four major factors were considered: (1) performance, (2) weight, (3)

complexity, and (4) development problem areas. The two cycles were com-

pared at a common chamber pressure; both utilized a similar hot--gas igni-

tion system. Because the exact properties of tapoff gases had not yet

been demonstrated, the two cycles were compared using similar turbine drive

gases with properties equal to those of the gas generator. This assumption

tends to lower the specific impulse of the tapoff cycle, but does not alter

the conclusion of the study. Except for the turbine drive component arrange-

ment and control, the two systems are identical, and therefore, only the

effects of this portion of the system had to be studied.

(C) The specific impulse of the t~u systems will differ only if the secon--

dary fowrates are different. These are a direct result of turbine perform-

ance and pump horsepower requirements. The fuel pump discharge pressure

for a gas generatur system will be slightly higher- tijun for a tapoff system

because of an increased coolant pressure drop, thereby raising the pump

power requirement. A higher pressure drop is required because the fuel

uspd in the gac generator is not available for thrust chamber cooling.

However, this effect was found to be insignificant because the incrpase

in fuel pump discharge pressure was calculated to be only 60 psia, which

reduces specific iwpulse only 0.1 second compared to the tapoff system.

(C) The fuel turbine inlet pressure for the tapoff system is determined

by the main chamber pressure, the hot-gas pressure drop, and manufacturing

tolerances. For the gas generator system, the fuel turbine inlet pressure
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iA l1-iiteud by the oxygen pump discharge pressure, pressure drops in the

gas generator feedlines and injector, the hot-gas pressure drop, and

manufacturing tolerances. To ensure stable gas geyter•tor operation at

the throttled level using a fixed-area injector desiga, a large gas gen-

erator injector pressure drop is necessery at the full-thirtist point. This

requirement, together with an added liqviid control valve pressure lose,

is sufficient to bring the fuel turbine inlet pressure for the gas generator

cycle down to the approximate level of that for the tapoff system, and

thus, no significant increase in turbine pressure ritio can be achieved.

The study therefore indicated that tbi full-thrust zopecific impulses (f

the two systems were nearly identical. However, at the throttled condi-

tion, the tapoff system specific impulse is signiftcantly higher than the

gas generator system. This results from the throt'1inp, requirements on

the gas generator. Ten-to-one throttl.ing ol' the turbine flow is necessary

to meet the power requirements of the engine at 20-percent thrust- however,

only 5:1 throttling of a gas generator was cons.idered feasible for the

Demonstrator Module at this time. The excess gas ge.nerator flowrate was

then bypassed into the base regior, wi'lh a corresponding specific impulse

reduction of 3 to 4 szconds.

(U) The weight study of the two systems found the two to be quite com-

parable. Most of the components arc practically identical, and the dif-

ference in weight lies solely in the ignition and turbini drive subsystems.

The elimination of the turbine bvpn,:. duci and control vall-vc for. t'4e tap-

off system amounted to a small weight ei-ving over the gas generator.

(C) The complexity of the two systems. was measured iv+ terms of the control

requirements. Here, the tapoff cycle offers a simple systea with only two

servocontrolled valves, the tapoff hl.-j.'aa throttle vvlve and the oxidizer

turbine hot-gas throttle valve, whert-as the gas generator cycle requires

four servocontrolled valves, two in the gas generator liquid lines and two

in the turbine hot-gas system. Another small disadvantage to the gas

generatcr cycle also was attributed t, the fact that the engine thrust

(
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control was not accomplished at the turbine inlets, hut upstream of the 4
L t", ./ I'

gas generator in the liquid iiiucs. Thus, the gus generator osciLati -. s

become coupled with the thrust chamber oscillations and impose more strin-

gent requirements on the coutrol systcm.

(U) A limited evaluation of the development areas required for each ays-

tem was conducted. Control of the tapoff properties for- turbine drive

gases in the tapoff cycle will require extensive testing, and the tapoff

port design will have to serve a dual function to include ignition. This

latter consideration was felt at first to favor the gas generator cycle

thrust chamber development; however, it must be noted that the gas genera-

tor ignition port design must also be located in a cool-temperature region

to prevent burning out the ignition ports and manifold during mainstage

operation. Therefore, the development of a satisfactory port design is

roughly the same for either system. The tapoff property control develop-

ment in the tapoff system is offset in the gas generator system with a

gas generator throttling development; therefore, the area of' development

was considered a standoff.

(U) On the basis of the foregoing factors, the tapoff cycle was judged

to be the superior cycle, exhibiting higher overall performance and lower

weight with a simpler and therefore more reliable system.

(C) Turbine Arrangement.. The tradeoff between a series and parallel

turbine arrangement was studied becauae of the potential reduction in

turbine flowrate that the series arrangement offers. A more detailed

analysis determined that the series arratigement produced a higher engine

specific impulse (0.6 second at full thrust); however, the parallel

arrangement was a simpler and lighter systewi. These latter considerations

are discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.

(U) The parallel arrangement offers simplicity in packaging because the

turbine ij let lines for both turbines can be designed small in size as

llb "09~~~ ,M)EMR



a result of the high density of the gases at the inlets. The series

arrangement, on the other hand, requires a large-diameter crossover duct

betweea the two turbines to handle the low-density fuel turbine exhaust

gas, reducing Accessibility to the other components. Furthermore, thermal

growth in the crossover duct imposes side loads between the two turbopumps.

Designs to accommodate these loads would entail increased structural re-

quirements or incorporation of undesirable flexible joints.

(U) With the requirement of tank bead starts, it was found that the

series turbine arrangement was marginal in producing sufficient torque

for breakaway which was estimated to be between 15 to 50 in.-lb for each

turbopump. Hence, extended start times would result at sea level, It

therefore is necessary to design a fuel turbine bypass for the start tran-

sient. This additional ducting, valve, and control network adds weight

and complexity to the series design. The parallel arrangement, however,

exhibits completely aatisfactory start transients without any additional

turbine drive gas start controls (see the Engine Operation section,

page 75).

(U) The final results of the study therefore led to the conclusion that

the simpler control system, simpler component packaging, and lighter -;;eight

of the parallel arrangement more than compensated for the slightly lower

performance of this system.

(U) Control Point Selection. A trade study to determine the best choice

of control points for the tapoff cycle was conducted. Control concepts

utilizing multiple controllers for one function (e.g., rough thrust r-on-

trol with one hot-gas valve and trimming with two liquid line valves)

were eliminated because of the adverse effect upon. system reliability.

Therofore, Gnly those concepts with two-point control were retained for

study in detail. These are listed below with the numbers in parentheses

corresponding to the control points shown schematically in Fig. 51.
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1. FUEL TURBINE THROTTLE VALVE (HOT GAS)
2. OXIDIZER TURBINE THROTTLE VALVE (HOT GAS)i
3. MAIN FUF[ VALVE
4, MAIN OXIDIZER VALVE
5. FUEL. PUMP BYPASS VALVE
6. OXIDIZER PUMP BYPASS VALVE
7. TAPOFF THROTTLE VALVE (HOT GAS)
8. OXIDIZER VARIABLE-AREA CAVIlATING VENTURI
9. FUEL VARIABLE-AREA CAVITATIAG VENTURI

Figure 51. Candidate E'ngine Control Points
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1. Fuel turbine and oxidizer turbine throttle valves (1, 2)

2. Tapoff and oxidizer turlbine throttle valves (2, 7)

3. Main fuel valve and main oxidizer valve (3, 4)

4. Two variable-area cavitating venturis (8, 9)

5. Tapoff throttle valve and main oxidizer valve (7, 4)

6. Tapoff throttle valve and fuel pump bypass valve (7, 5)

7. Tapoff throttle valve and oxidizer pump bypass valve (7, 6)

8. Main oxidizer valve and fuel pump bypass valve (4, 5)

9. Main fuel valve and oxidizer pump bypass valve (3, 6)

(U) The study was pcrformed using steady-state operating level, at the

extreme points of the operating envelope. Constant-temperature tapoff

gas was assumed.

(U) The effects of each control system on the critical engine operating

parameters are summarized in Table 19. Undesirable levels of each param-

eter are sholn with an asterisk. (Since this study was completed early

in the contract, the numbers in tbe summary table do not agree precisely

with the la+.est engine balance; however, the conclusions of the study

rewiin valid.)

(U) The systems using two hot-gas valves have lower pump discharge pres-

sures or lower pump flowrates (or both) than all of the systems using

liquid side control. Therefore, the hot.-gas control systems have lower

engine weights ane/or higher engine specific impulse.

(C) A dynamic analysis of control system response favors liquid control

over the hot-gas systems. Nevertheless, the hot-gas system response was

still satisfactory in meeting the engine requirements, even at 20-percent

throttling. However, if the throttling range should be extended, this
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factor must be seriously reviewed. Another advantage of the hot-gas con-

troll systems i-- that they cans blt used to controL pump power duriag the

start and shutdown transients. The liquid-.aide control syotems cannot

be used for these applications because they also control flow to the thrust

chambtrs. Therefore, it was concluded that a system utilizing hot-gas con-

trol was preferable to concepts utilizing liquid.-side control, and a further

study between the series or parallel hot-gas valve arrangement was made.

(M) The series arrangement tends to separate the functions of each valve.

The common upstream valve is used for thrust control, and the oxidizer

turbine valve is used for mixture ratio control. This separation of func-

tions characteristic of system 2 will simplify dc.-ýJopment of the engine

system beeause it will be possible to operate the engine and components

with one valve and an orifice equivalent of the other valve. This charac-

teristic also gives this system the potential for open-loop operation

(valve position control only), and provides a measure of safety since the

failure of one valve does not destroy the functional effectiveness of the

other. The parallel arrangement will give greater start transient control

versatility; however, satisfactory start characteristics for the series

arrangement are predicted.

(U) Furthermore, a unique design incorporating the tapoff valve (poppet

type) of system 2 into a Y in the tapoff ducting provides design advantages

for this system over system 1, and the control characteristics of such a

valve will be superior to that of a conventional poppet valve.

(U) The conclusion of this study was that hot-gas valves arranged in series

(system 2) should be selected because of control flexibility, superior

design features, and safety advantages.
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(U) Control Logic. After selecting the system control points, the

control logic for the Demonstrator Module was investigated. The two candi-

dates considered were open-loop thrust and mixture ratio control, and

closed-loop thrust and mixture ratio control. Both systems were "aalytically

designed to meet the specific requirements for the thrust and mixture ratio

controls. The closed-loop system was selected because of its superior control

characteristics. Hybrid systems (such as open-loop thrust and closed-loop

mixture ratio control) were eliminated from consideration for the same

reasons prcse~ited for the pure oppp-loop system.

(U) The closed-loop system has a separate control loop for each valve.

The tapoff valve loop is closed on chamber pressure (the selection of which

is discussed on page 344), and the oxidizer turbine valve loop is closed on

engine mixture ratio. Interior closed loops on valve position are also

utilized.

(U) The open-loop system functions upon a valve position command and incor-

porates interior closed loops on valve position together with function gen-

erators relating the two valve positions. The function generators are

nece3sary to protect the engine since throttling of one valve leads to an

undesirable operating region unless the other valve is also repositioned.

(U) The closed-loop system exhibits much greater versatility than the open-

loop system. Extensions in either thrust or mixture ratio range are possible

with the closed-loop system with recalibration of the system, and components
can be replaced in the engine system without system recalibration. Further-

more, programming of the closed-loop system for test purposes will be

simplified because the path followed between two operating points will more

closely follow a predictable straight line. The closed-loop system can be

run in the open-loop mode, while the open-loop system cannot be run in the

closed-loop mode.
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(C) Tile. requirements for engine self-protection also create doubt that

k an open-loop system may be simpler than a closed-loop system. Safety for

either control scheme cannot be implemented by the location of fixed

mechanical stops on the hot-gas valves since mechanical stops on the tap-

off throttle valve limit the use of this valve during start and shutdown,

and mechanical stops on the oxidizer turbine throttle valve will not allow

full traverse at nominal thrust or will allow burnout and flameout at 20-

percent thrust. Both systems are therefore dependent upon signal limiting

and upon reliable feedback signal maintenance to ensure that the engine

is operating at a desirable point. This is accomplished automatically

with the closed-loop system and by function generators in the open-loop

system. However, the dynamics of the engine cause a problem with the

open-loop system when traversing from point to point. This can be seen

in Fig. 52. In the traverse from 20-ps.rcent thrust and mixture ratio of

7 to 50-percent thrust and mixture ratio of 7, a dynamic excursion of mix-

ture ratio to 8.5 is observed. This results from the ability of the oxi-

dizer turbopump system to accelerate more rapidly than the fuel system.
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Figure 52. Dynamic Performance Path for an Open-Loop Control System
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(C) The additional components to solve this problem will either make the

open-loop system more complex than the closed-loop system or require pro-

gramming at slower than the 5-second maximum excursion rate.

(iU) Furthermore, the accuracy of the closed-loop system will be much better

than that of the open loop because it is not dependent as much upon com-

ponent calibrations and engine calibrations.

(U) Therefore, the closed-loop system was selected for the Demonstrator

Module.

(U) Operating Envelope. The upper thrust level definition of the

engine operating envelope was fixed at a constant thrust during the Phase

I proposal; however, subsequent analysis suggested that other criteria may

possibly lead to engirt and vehicle advantages. Therefore, a study was

made comparing a constant-thrust mixture ratio excursion against a maximum

pump speed limitation and against a constant-chamber-pressure mixture ratio

excursion.

(u} Each of the different candidatcs defines a different, maximum thrust

vs mixture ratio variation resulting in different pump speeds. The three

candidates are shown graphically in Fig. 5 , which shows the trends of

these parameters with mixture ratio. Table20 summarizes the characteris-

tics of each method.
TABLE 20

(c) THRUST VS MIXTURE RATIO COMPARISON
ConsantP 'Maximum

Consideration Constant F Constant Pc Pump Speed

Specific Impulse, A seconds 0.1 <0.1 0

Engine Weight, pounds +30 <30 0

Engine Versatility Excellent Excellent Good
Maximum Fuel Pump Speed (1R=l5), rpm 38,900 38,300 36,000

Maximum LO Pump Speed (MPR7), rpm 25,330 25,700 25,000
Thrustva 0 (MR=5),pounds 250K 244K 244K

Thrust 5 1 (MI-5), pounds 208K 203K 186K

System Complexity Greater Simplest Greater than
than constant P
constant P c
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(C) The constant-thrust criterion is slightly more complicated than the

other two because the control system does not sense thrust directly. The"(.)

constant-pump-speed criterion eases the turbopump design requirements

but has the disadvantage of a 26,000-pound reduction in thrust at a mix-

ture ratio of 5:1. The constant-chamber-pressure criterion is easier to

control, and only a small decrease in thrust (4000 pounds) occurs at a

mixture ratio of 5:1. At the throttled condition (PC = 325 psia), the

variation in vacuum thrust for the constant-chamber-pressure method is

even less pronounced with a decrease of 1050 pounds at 5:1 and an increase

of 850 pounds at 7:1.

(c) A comparison of the constant-thrust and constant-chamber-pressure

methods was made in the applications study to determine the control method

effect upon the optimum vehicle mixture ratio. This comparison is shown

in Fig. 54 for a typical application, an expenddble first-stage engine.

The comparison showed the constant-chamber-pressure method to have

approximately equal maximum index, but more importantly, the optimum

mixture ratio shifted to a higher value. This shift is faborable with

regard to vehicle propellant tank construction costs since it will result )
in a smaller fuel tank.

S- OS0T POWD$ CIA•MBR PRESSURE . 1500 PSIA;
W•~aEDAITER - 80 INlC-ES

0 IKO FIRST SIAGF

O P [IM RTlI E RATIO

S2152

$,0 5,5 6.0 5.5 7.0 7.5

Figure 54. Comparison of Effect of Mixture Ratio on Performance Index
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Similar trends were found for all six vehicle applications studied during

Phase I. It was therefore decided to osiperate the Demonstrator Module

closed loop on chamber pressure.

(U) Ignition Systems. While no tradeoff study of alternative igni-

tiou systems was made specifically for the tapoff cycle, several differ-

ent candidates were re-evaluated in conjunction with the tapoff/gas

generator cycle comparison. This study compared tin hot-gas source with

hypergolic, propellant additive, spark igniter, and catalytic systems.

(U) The hot-gas source ignition system utilized for the gas generator cycle

is identical to the system used for the tapoff cycle. This has been described

on page 152.

(U) The hypergolic ignition system utilizes a third propellant, ihicl' in

hypergolic with liquid hydrogen, as a lead in the oxidizer system during

start. Separate hypergol cartridges with explosive valves are provided

for each start. Hypergols considered were chlorine trifluoride (CIF 3 ),

Compound A, a mixture of Compund A and trifluoride, and fluorine.

(U) The propellant additive ignition system utilizes an additive injected

into the oxidizer propellant during the start sequence which makes it hyper-

golic with the fuel. The main difference between an additive and a hypergol

is the manner of injection. The additive becomes integral with the oxidizer

propellant, while the hypergol slug is used as a propellant lead. The ad-

ditive system would utilize a start tank with a metering control valve at

the pump inlet.

(U) Two possible spark ignition systems were considered. The first was

simply a series of spark plugs, mounted around the chamber at or near the

injector face, which ignite the main propellants directly. The second was

a multiple augmented spark ignition system (ASI) which utilizes plugs
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recessed in the combustion zone with their own propellant feed independent ()
of the main chamber. Each ASI unit produces a small hot-gas source which

in turn ignites the main propellants. The ASI system has a higher ignition

energy than individual spark plugs, and fewer units would therefore be

required.

(U) The catalytic ignition technique makes use of an H12 and 02 reaction,

promoted by a catalytic surface, which gives off hot gases. The gases are

used to ignite the main propellant&. The catalyst is chemically unaltered

during the reaction and resists degradation due to thermal effects. Indi-

vidual catalytic packs would be required at several points around the

chamber, and separate propellant feed systems would be necessary for each

pack.

(C) In the preparation for Phase 1, these candidate ignition concepts were

studied and the central igniter hot-gas source was selected as the most

promising. This system offered many desirable attributes including low

weight, rapid start, unlimited restart capability, uniform ignition, and-.

high reliability. Its biggest drawback was the lack of experience associ-

ated with hot-gas ignition. A feasihility test Rtmdvy Vs conductied onn

related program to demonstrate hot-gas ignition. Results of the teat series

were encouraging, and satisfactory segment ignition was demonstarted with

hot-gas temperatures as low as 1400 F and ignition delays below 40 milli-

seconds. Test ignition pressures ranged between 118 and 195 psria which

are comparable to the design chamber ignition pressure of 100 to 150 psia.

(U) All alternate systems exhibit slow'er starts than the cen•tual hot..go

igniter system because the turbopump buildup rate is dependent upon the

main chamber pressure buildup rate. Provision fuo: an alternate t.,rbine

spin gas source was considered but it would hove added an. urdully Litge

weight and complexity penalty.

(C) Of the four hypergolic ignition systen candideto,: g;reo1i, fiuorine

injection into the combustor proved to be the vob'i, deei.rable, The major

problem with the CIF and Compound A systeiig is the (-evironwental tc.•.jera-
3

ture control. CIF3 will freeze at --L05 F ond Compouuid A i.L -!..')5 Y, .
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probably necessitating temperature contFrol through use of heaters. Further

undesirable features of each of the four hypergolic ignition systems are

the additional storage space, feedlines, and controls required.

(C) The propellant additive system is most attractive when a single start

tank is used rather than separate cartridges to provide accurate metering

of the additive. Of the additive candidates, only ozone difluoride meets

the performance requirements. However, ozone difluoride is not considered

feasible because of its stability characteristics. Ozone difluoride freezes

at LN, temperatures, and decomposes rapidly above L02 temperatures, pre-

senting only a narrow band for stability. In addition, ozone difluoride

is subject to detonntion and would present an unsafe condition should it

become ie.)1ated in an LO., start system. Therefore, this additive system

was eliminated because it requires more stringent control than the hyper-

golic syst.m without offering any advantages.

(C) Tho direct epark igniter system was considered and found to be imprac-

tioul because of the e.trmely small enerfT source. This would mean many

spark plugs would be mounted in tho main chamber compartments, requiring

ialutiple sets of elect-icel harraes. and exciter equipmeut. The complexity

fl thV i 4-s-- , - O-j4tLt 'rwtL ±r-luijt iuI-k tuegilgi and di evel O fleu pr.)b-

lows -nd prlba,.le high ,w'eight were a~dditional negative facl.ors.

(U) The multiple augmiented spark ign:iti systew mounted in the vain cham-

bcr showed little improveknit over the direct spark igniter system. The

hot ganeu it genevates ifrov.de a higher energy source, thereby redd:ing

the nurier of spark locationa rc-iquired, bLt each ASI tuit is more con-

plicate.d than the simple plug. It nevertLeless is preferred over siwpie

spark plugs because it produccs smoo-.•ez, m••e r,-peatable starte. How-

ever, Via high weight, electrical c.mp,.exi.ty, aaid duewmber design problems

for this rsy.teui re•trict ito applicatian.
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(U) The catalyst ignition syotems were analyzed from both the adaptability

and the state-of-the-art standpoint. The incorporation of this design into

a toroidal chamber is extremely complicated and the state of the art was

not considered adequate for this application.

(U) The results cf the study therefore led to the conclusion that the

hot-goo source ignition system was the best for either a tapoff or gas

generator cycle aý:rospike enginle.

Sytem Preliminnr Lei

(U) The Demonstrator Module design is based upon the requirement to design,

fabricate, and test a full-scale, high-performance L0O/LU2. engine at 250K

thrust and over the operating range anticipated for a Flighl E.gi:ie. Spe-

cific demonstration and design requirements are presented in Table 9

(page 62). The system and component designs duplicate the Flight Module

configuration as closely as practicable within the constraints of cost,

sch:,dule, safety, and development test flexibility. However, none of the

deviations from the Flight Module configuration affect the technical

integrity (f the concept demonstration.

(T) The mechanical design is divided functionally iVn fA,.l.r subysntems:

(I) thrust, (2) propellant feed, (3) turbine drive, and (4) hot-gas igni-

tion. These are shown schematically in Fig. 55. Organization into the

subsystems facilitates the system engineering concept by providirg overall

control of the technical logic process, by promoting function identification,

by defining function grouping, and by allocation of requirements for engine

system and component design, analysis, evaluation, and test. The integrated

system is shown in Fig. 55 and the individual subsystem considerations are

discussed below.
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C,(u) Thrust Subsystem. The function of the thrust subsystem is to develop

and transmit the thrust of the engine system to the gimbal point, to pro-

vide siructural and mounting support for the engine components, and to

provide hot gases to drive the turbines.

(U) Description and Analysis. The design requiremnents fori the thrust

subsystem are defined by the overall engine performance requirements and

the interface relationships with other subystems.

(L9 The Demonstrator Module thrust subsystem (Fig..56 ) is composed of

the following components: a thrust chamber, a base closure, a thrust

structure, and pump mounts. The thrust structure is assembled to the

thrust chamber at 40 points located in the plane of the 40 subsonic

struts, thereby providing a load path from the outer to the inner body.

The thrust is then transmitted through the thrust structure to the givr-

bal point which is located in the plane of the maximum d.ia-meter, hereby.

making the dynamic envelope equal to the static envelope. The thrust

chamber is described in det~ail in a separate section, page 160.

(C) The perforated base closure used with aerospike thrust chambers pro-

vides thu means for introduciion and distribution of turbine exhaust gases

into the inner-body base region to increase base thrust,. The basic design

approach consists of mounting the base closure assembly rigidly to the

tdrbopump exhaust flanges with a flexible coupling between the closure

and the nozzle fuel inlet manifold capable of accepting thermally induced

differential expansions and providing torsional restraint for lateral pump

support. The thrust loast of the closure is transmitted directly throungh

the pump casings into the thrust structure. A minor axis dimension of

6.00 inches was determined to provide a minimum weight compatible with

entrelope conoiderations. The aft surface of the closure extends 5.00

inches below the chamber exit plane; however, this additional height does

not affect the gimbal excursion, while the weigh, and internal flow advan-

tages offset the increased height. Turbine exhaust ducts are required

between the turbopumps and the closure utilizing bolted flange couplings.
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(U) An internal bolting arrangement on the base closure flange is used with )
access for insertion of the bolts provided by holes in the perforaved aft

shell. Cone-shpaed orifice plates are utilized at the inlet to the base

closure from each turbine to distribute gas flow within the closure as

well as reduciniz the fuel and oxidizer turbine exhaust discharge pressure

from 70 and 40 psia respectively, to the nominal 30-psia closure internal

pressure. A flexible coupling, consistiut of a laminate of Inconel 625
sheet steel with a total thicknebs of 0.020 inch, is provided for seal-

ing the closure to the nozzle and to provide the aft stabilizing support

for the turbopump system.

(U) The thrust structure (Fig. 57) is a truss-ring-beam-hub structure

which attaches to the inner periphery of the thrust chamber. It is de-

signed with an open radial beam structure to allow accessibility for

maintenance and inspection. The center rodial .beam thrust mount can be

removed easily from the truss-ring and lifted out (with the pumps, valves,

ducting, and hot-gas igniter attached) by removing six bolts a' the ring- Q)
beam interface. The turbine exhanst, ducts, and L1, LO, and hot-gas

2' 2
ducts will be disconnected before the assembly is removed. The truss

cone and ring assembly is not removable from the thrust chamber.

ka) TRUSS LOADS

TA:O LA HRUST REACT ION ~ iT iV -

_1TRM ATE

IDE LOADS Wb
RN G
LOADING

S -ý*'ýTUROOPUMP/
'~ - 4 LOADS z4

THRUST RAD;AL BEAM AND
LOADS THRST STRUCTURE

"9" r (c) RADIAL BEAM AND

BASE PRESSURE LOADS HUtB LOADING

Figure 57. Aero.pike Engine Thrust Lead Diagram
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(U) A graphic representation of the thrust structure load distribution
is alao shown in Fig. 57. All engine thrust loads are transmitted through

the combination truss-ring and radial beam thrust mount to a single, sim-
ulated gimba] block located an the engine's longitudiral ai.The thur-U-1

cone truss is attached to the chamber inner body at 40 attach points, and
transmits the thrust load (in tension) to the circular ring which, in turn,
transmits the load into the radial beams through a combination of bending,

ring torsion, and hoop loading. The six symmetrically spaced radial beams

transmit the thrust load, in shear and bending, to the centrally located

hub.

(U) The design is not deflection limited, and stress levels are within

normal design safety factors. The thrust structure beams are designed

to withstand a maximum bending moment as a cantilever beam. The entire

thrust load is carried in bearing through the shelf at the six clevis

fittings (Fig.56 ). The 1/2-inch-diameter shear bolt is sized to take

the thrust chamber weight multiplied by a ground-handling load factor

of 10 g.

(U) The thrust structure is fabricated from 6AI4V titanium, The thrust

beam and hub assembly is machined from hand-forged billets. The torus

ring utilizes seam-welded tubing made from strip sheet stock and the T

ring is a contour roll forged ring. The six beam attach fittings that

assemble to the torus ring are made from titanium bar stock or small hand

forgings. The 80 tension tubes that form the truss structure are welded

assemblies made of bar stock or forged fittings welded to seamless tubing.

(U) Trunnion-type mounts were selected for attaching both turbopumps to

the thrust structure. In this design, the fuel turbopump is provided

structural support from the thrust structure at the fuel discharge flange

(Section C-C, Fig. 56 ) and by a structural pad and fitting (Section D-D)

on the fuel volute opposite the discharge flange. To accomplish this,

fittings with spherical surfaces permitting angular misalignment are

(
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incorporated on the centerlines of the radial beams adjacent to the pump,

The fitting at. the fiangce prnvide= n- 4rlo piiint of support,. and the

opposite fitting is fixed in two directions allowing motion in a radial
direction from the pump centerline through the fitting. A third support
point ih provided by the turbine exhaust duct, base closure, and the pump

shell to prevent motion of the pump about tLe axis found by the two fittings

on the thrust structure. The trunnion design for the oxidizer pump pro-

video Ptructural support at two structural pad- end fiLtinge 180 degrees

apart on the volute in the manner shown in Fig. 56. The other aspects of

the oxidiz.r pump mounts are identical to those of the fuel punp. In addi-

tion to the turbopump loads, the turbopump mounts transmit the base closure

thrust loads to the thrust stracture.

(U) AlIteruntives Studied. A detailed trade study was conducted to

establish the optimum thrust structure configuration, and an alternate

pump mounting design was considered. These two studies are presented

below.

(U) A thrust structure trade study was made to :ýaluate the w'ight,

assembly, and accessibility aspects of this component assembly. Twenty

live basic concepts were evaluated in three basic categories using the

module gimbal point as a means of classification. These categories were:

(I) designs witlh the gimbal point at tne elevation of the injector foce.

(2) variations, o eateg0ry I designs but locating the gimbal point 5

inchei above iSbe injectir iace, and (. designs for a givbal point located

at the maximum elevation of 24 incheE. Because of volume requirements for

componeuts within the thrust chamber inner-body cavity, structure designs

veri limited to an envelope extending less than 13 inches below the in,-

jector face. The upper limit was established by dynamic envelope and

engine lengh requirenents from module application considerations. Out

of the 25 concepts, four candidates (Fig. 58) were selected for more ex.-

tensive evaluation preparatoty to the final selection. Figure 5)9 shows

the plot, of weiglt vs height for the truss configuration and. is the same
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in gencral for the bef.mZ, Figure 60 shows the dimeubional geometLy of

the wusdule s-eluted tP, available apace for the thrust sTructure. A plot

of the w'dule dynamic cuvelopw radius ve gimbbi point elevation is shown

NXU W&g UL V "iujt: j-L.t"gvtv CiruIA IrI gaiui&at )'ukt.IVIuI.

(U) Theme four remaining candidate th'rust structures were subjected to
deeper analysis. The final design selection is a modification of concept

*. The major facLors in the selection of the final structure were weight,

the size of the nodule static end dynamic envelnpes, the structural coxn-

sideratioa4 at the thruet chalmber interface, component mounting and space

considerations, manufacturing, ia,•L ly, and accessibility. Table 21 pre-

sents the evaluation of the four candidates in tems of the above factors.

As indiented in Tablc 21 , thrust chamber weight and thrust structure weight

for the selected structure were rated 4 and 3, reapectively. Through the

,tuso cone arrangement of con!ignration F, 40 points of attachment to the

thrust chamber are wade possible, thus providing excellent load distribu-

tion to the thrust structure. Configuration F, though somewhat lower in

structurel efficiency than the trues arrangeient of configuration R, is

more efficient than configurations C and Q because of the tension--type

structure uiutv shortened beam span. Relative ratings were assigned to

each candidate on a numerical basis of 1 through 4 with higher numbers

indicating better ratings.

(U) The module static and dynamic envelope with the selected structure

is rated 4. Through this structural arrangement, a minimum module length

is achieved and the dynamic envelope is no greater than the static envelope.

Nodule length and dynamic envL-Wpne are wreater .ithi +the other cdidae+-

(U) The structure interface with the thrust chamber rates (4) for the

s elected candidate by providing a more uniform load distribution through

40 attach points as compared to 6 attach p ints with the other candidates.

(U) Facility for component mounting is equally provided for by the candi-

date and the shallow beam structure (configuration C), based upon access
to the structure for this purpoise and space vitbhii the module envelope

'K for the components.
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(U) Configuration F is rated 3 for manufacturing simplicity, while the

simple beams of configurations C and Q are both rated 4. The pure truss

arrangement of configuration R is the most complex and is rated 1. Access

ad assembly of confimtrations F and C are hoth rated 4. The volume ac-

cessible from the rim of the thrust chamber cajsed by the low profile of

the thrust structure is substantial, while tire deep structures used in

configurations Q and IR tend to impair accessibility.

(U) In conclusion, the configuration F type was selected. This structure

conslsts of six radial beams, a torus ring, and truss cone arrangement

(Fig.56 ). The features that mark the principal difference between the

selected structur2 and that originally proposed for the demonstrator module

are the thrust cone which is replaccd by a series of individual truss mem-

bers, the weldment of the truss members to the torus ring and thrust chamber,

and the radial beam arrangement. The radial beams and hub are a removable

assembly b, virt.je of mechcnical joints between the radial beam ends and

the torus ring. The beams are of continuous shear web and cap construction

tapering to bolted fittings at the torus ring. The preliminary layout ams

completed with the arrangement of truss members between the torus ring and

the thrust chamber. They lie in a conical plane joined to the torus witb

weld fittings. This assembly in turn is welded to the periphery of the

thrust chamber inner body. The material throughout is 6ALkV titanium for

light weight and weld compatibility. Preliminary results of thq the•mal.

analysis show a 0.070-inch thermal contraction of th. thrust chamber strut- I
ture at start from introducing IlI,, into the regenerative cooling ••irc.uit

prior to main chamber ignition. This contraction is accommodated by the

tbrust structure by deflection of the truss cone arrangement and is jinimized

by location of the attachment tu the thruat chamner.

(U) Two turbopump mounting corcepts were studied. The first, for both

fuel and oxidizer pumps, features adjustability in the X, Y, and Z planes

provided by a yoke fitting and a btabilizing rod shown in Fig. 62. Attach-

ment to the turbopump is made thrý.igh Tour clevis fittings machined on the
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pump shell. Adjustment in two of the planes is accomplished by the serrated ( ,

plate and stabilizing rod, allowing the turbopump to be rotated about the

pinnit clevis by the stabilizing rod and adjusted radially by positioning

the serrated plate. Adjustment in the vertical plane is accomplished by

use of the removable siims.I

(U) The second concept -was the trunnion-type mount described on page 139.

The trunnion-iype mount was selected because of the more efficient, bolted--

type pad coinnection to the turbopump, the L 0ter section characteristics of

the trunnion fitting, and manufacturing simplicity.

Propellant Feed Sybsystem.

(U) DescriptioD and Analysia. The Demonstrator Module propellant

feed subsystem consists of the following components: (1) oxidizer and

fuel turbopumps, (2) oxidizer and fuel liquid-propellant line assemblies,

(3) main fuel and oxidizer valves, (4) oxidizer and fuel system flnmneters

and flow straighteners, and (5) hot-gas igniter liquid-propellant feed

lines. The complete subsystem is shown in Fig 63' Turbopamp details

are discussed on pages 2li3tbrough 330of this report.

(U) A single discharge line carries the oxidizer from the pump discharge

port to the flowmeter and main valve. )owustream of the control valve is

a Y fitting which splits and directs the flow to two branch lines of equal

diameter to two ports, 180 degrees apart on the injector oxidizer wuaii-
fo d A ....... .. for. .

±•±i ui•.GuAL-gv J& I~alm is used fot the fuei from the pump

through the fiovmetcr Cc, the, oaiui valve. The outlet flange of the main

fuel valve is the £ui! feed system interface with the thrust chamber

fuel manifold inlet flange. The hot-gas igniter fuel and oxidizer are

supplied by tapping off the main propellant li3nes belov the pump outlet

flanges. The oxidizer &ud fuel turbcpkrmps are mounted to the thrust struc-

ture beams, and the turbine exhaust ducts attach directly to the baoe closure

Ii p
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assembly. Pump axial dimensional variaLion in compensated for by the use

of a flexible, UJ-ahaped, hot-gas seal between the nozzle and the base

closure assembly,

(U) The main fuel and oxidizer valves are quick-response, flight-type,

pneumatically actuated visor (modified ball)-type mnita, and are lecated

downstream of the turbvliumpz to control propellont flow to tbh fuin and

oxidizer manifolds.

(U) Turbine-type flomnetcrs with flow straighteners simi!ar to those used

on the J--2 engine are instlled in each propellant line. Both flow•aete.

assemblies are instelled in their respective systems at a point upstream

of the propellant valve inlet ports.

(C) The oxidizer flow dividing the Y fitting is located above the thrust

structure to permit routing the oridizer branch lengths to tLe injector

oxidizer manifold to aid priming and equalize line AP. Tho ro.1ting oi

the main oxidizer line from the pum.p discharge to the main oxidizer v.al t

prov*ides a straight section of line upstreaw of the main oxidizer valve to

contain the oxidizer flowuieter. The main oxidizer line and branch line

sizes are 4.0 and 2.75-inch ID, respea;ively, which establishls 89 ft/aec

oxidiker flow velocity at the syai,em nominal operating point. The main

fuel line routing provides a straight section immediately downstream of

the fuel prmp discharge to contain the fuel flowmet-nr. This fuel line

passes through the shear web of the thrusx* structure radial beam adjacent

to the fuel pump discharge. It is provided with a spherical curface collar

The fuel line size is 3.75-inch ID, which establishes 200 ft/sec fuel flow

velocity at the system nominal operating point.

(U) All line assemblies arc made of Inconel 718 sheet stock, rolled, seam

welded, roll planished, and sized to the required inside diameter. Alt

flanges, flowmeter housings, and thŽ oxidizer Y fitting are machined frvm

Inconel 718 forgings. After completion of butt welding, each line atuembly

is heat treated to 175,000 to 200,000 psi ultimate tensile strength, and 7"
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(• .- final required dimensional control in obtained by a final post heat-tre tt

machining operation. The oxidizer branch lines are designed as symmetrical

as possible to equalize injector manifold propellant distribution. The

lines are designed to deflect as the injector manifold/thrust chamber ex-

panda or contracts during its thermal excursion. The line deflections will
not cause bending stresses that will exceed the allows ,le materfil 1yield •
value. Inconel 718 nickel base alloy was selected for this application

because of its high strength-to-weight ratio.

(U) The propellant duct structural sizing is bared on internal pressure,

bending atresses imposed by thermal loads, and material thinning in metal-

forming operations such as tube I ading and sheet forming. The system was

thtn optimized to yield the lightest weight and lowest pressure loss

(U) Mainy different types of commercially available static seals were con-

sidered during studica of statlic-sealing methods. On the basis of rroved

Patiafactcry operation and experience, the Naflen seal was selected for

usage on both the fuel and oxidizer systems.

(U) Al__ternatives Studied. Design alternative stud'i'es were conducted

to select the duct materials and fabrication processes, and to select the

best flange static seal. These evaluations are discussed below.

(U) A design evaluation study conducted to select the rnaterial for the MAin

oxidizer and fuel high-pressure propellant feed ducts resal.ted in the velec-

tion of Inconel 718 for both systems. Other candidates in the study were

6061-'.6 e.luminxum, 31,7 C,4 S, and inconel 718. Inconel 718 was selected be-

caure of itb higher strength-to--veight ratio and its superior capcbility §

to resist thermal stressez and deflections.
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(U) A design evaluatiou study wan likewise performed on the manufacturing (.

approach to be used to produce the oxidizer branch line Y fitting. Thbce-

dimensional machining of a one-piece forged billet, a formed sheet stock,

four-piece weldment, and a one-piece precision inventineLt costing. were

considered. The three-dimensional, machine-forged billet approach wasI

selected. The selection factors influencing the decision were wcight,

reliability, tooling, and cost for limited initial production.

(u) The Net1lex presaure-actuated seal wus selected for use in all the

flanged (static seal) applications. Elastomer 0-rings, metal 0-rings

(vented and preesurized types), K seals, and Cono-seals were among the

other types of seals evaluated ini an independent survcy of cryogenic,

static face aeaY• where the Nafler seal showed best performance.

Turbine Drive Subsystem.

(U) Description and Analysis. The Demonstratoi _'--ule turbine drive (
subsystem consists of (1) tipoff hot-gas ducts, (2) oxidizer turbine inlet

duct, (3) turbine discharge ducts, (4) taptff throttle valve, (5) oxidizer

turbine throttle valve, and (6) fuel turbine calibration orifice. The

subsystem integration is shown in Fig. 64.

(U) The tapoff hot-gas ducts interconnect the two ports on the combustio

chamber tapoff manifold with the tapoff hot-gas throttle valve which effec--

tively forms a Y joining the two dticts. The discharge port of the tapoff

throttle valve interfaces with the distribution manifold that is part o0

the igniter subsystem. The oxidizer turbine throttle valve is located at

the oxidizer turbine port oi the distribution manifold and the oxidizer

turbine inlet duct connects the valve with the oxidizer turbine. The fuel

turbine calibration orifice is located at the interface beLween the distri-

bution manifold and thE fuel turbine. Engine thrust control is achieved

with the tapoff throttle valve and engine mixture ratio is controlled by

the oxidizer turbine throttle valve.
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(9 (U) The concept of combining the tapoff throttle valve and the Y joining

the two tapoff ducts permitted the selection of a poppet-type val--e which

has a lower pressure loss than conventional 90-degree poppet valves. The

turbine-drive hot-gas ducts and manifolds are sized for the start condition

in order to provide a maximum turbine inlet pressure for the tank bead

start. The tapoff ducts are sized for steady state and have a 2.50-inch

ID; the oxidizer turbine inlet duct is 3.15-inch ID, and the nominal inter-

face between the distribition manifold and the fuel turbine is 3.15-inch

ID. The shape of the ducts interconnecting the two tapoff manifold flanges

to the tapoff throttle valve are designed to permit deflection during ther-

mal growth. The length and shape of the oxidizer turbine inlet duct is

likewise designed to permit thermal deflection. All high-pressure duct

assemblies are made of Hastelloy C, selected because of its high strength

at elevated temperatures.

(U) The futl and oxidizer turbine discharge ducts interconnect their

respective turbines with the nozzle base closure. These ducts are sized

for internal pressure and base closure thrust load&, and are made of

Inconel 718 material selected for ito high strength-to-weight ratio and

its capability to resist thermal stresses.

Hot-Gas Ignition Subsystem.

(U) Description and Analysis. The Demonstrator Module hot-gas igni-

tion oubsystem consists of (i) igniter assembly, (2) isolation valve,

(3) distribution manifold. (4) licuid propellant valves, (5) 1,0 pfreeirvP

regulator, and (6) purge and vent check valves. The location of the hot-

gas ignition subsystem within the Demonstrator Engine is shown in Fig. 65.

(U) The hot-gas distribution manifold serves as the interface between the

hot-gas igniter subsystem and turbine drive subsystem. This manifold has

four ports. One port interfaces directly with the fuel turbine inlet,
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another port interfaces with the oxidizer turbine throttle valve, and C

third port interfaces with the tapoff throttle valve. The isolation valve,

a poppet-type valve located in thz base of the distribution manitold, seats

on the fourth port and mates with the igniter combustor body.

(U) To provide multiple starts, the hot-gas igniter uses a spark ignition

system and is monitored by an ignition detection device. The hot-gas ig-

niter isolation valve prevents tapoff gas backflow into the igniier. The

igniter fuel and oxidizer valves are mechanically linked t3gether to provide

more reliable valve timing during start and shutdown. Hot-gas igniter tem--

perature is controlled by an oxidizer pressure regulator which maintains

the oxidizer manifold pressure at the proper level relative to the fuel

manifold pressure. Hot-gas igniter purge and vent check valves are provided

to prevent 6team and contaminant backftow through the hot-gas igniter combus-

tor and injector.

(U) Since the hot-gas igniter operates only during start, the propellant

lines and hot-gas lines for the igniter subsystem are sized for low resis-

tance for turbine spin and ignition under tank head conditions. Line sizes

for the hot-gas igniter subsystem are as follows: tapoff throttle valve

interface 3.50--inch ID, fuel turbine interface 3.15-inch ID, and oxidizer

turbine throttle valve interface 3.15-inch ID.

(C) "Hastelloy C" material was selected for the distribution manifold

because of its high strength characteristics at the 1500 F operating tem-

perature of the system. Casting was se]ected as the manufacturing approach

for the manifold because it is best suited to produce the internal passages

reauircd in the manifold and porting for attachment ox the igniter tom,-ustorF and the igniter isolation valve.

(U) Accessibility. Accessibility considerations assumed a mnjor role in

the design of the Demonstrator Module system. In this area, accessibility
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oraiti-on. Tire syfieaCs dcs~tn provided p teero for ad -fivc prd-ferr,-d3 lovv-

tioris to critical vomapuncnts. The engine designl thus pt-ovides fur compovent

()Locutions Gf leak, fuictiona] , awl electrical checkout parlels htaveJ

not bcat. finalized On the enginec; howeveiA, elccti its], mechanical, ned

!leak clhe-,t cormecturrs wtill be i'reug-ht the t"u of the epgncjackage for

easy access. Accessiblu diuicontrect panels oný shown in Fig. 66
TO TESI S1AM4D

OR VtHICLLI

DISCOM4EC1 -
PANEL -'DISCONSECT

PANEL

D

Two are located %,ithi:v the inner body; the other spans, the thrust structure

bcams and is for eugine-to-v-vhicle or teat facility interface. The turbo-.

puwpa, valves, and igriter tire arr-anged with mounting connections made to

the vvdiej beam and hub,1 asseimbty of the thrust structure such that thLese

cr'nponeuts way bŽ installed and removed together with their interconnect-

in~g ducts as a subas~icmbly. This debigni feature makes it possible to re-

1j1ace any ti.ajor component -After renoviag the hub and beam sLuharsocnbly Žom

the thrust chamtc~r.
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(C) Demontitro tor ModulIe 14 iaht. A ver~y iport~atti aspect, of the Dlemonl-

stra tok Mod,(ule Jeasi gir is Hlight Module ViicXr 4 h Derioiistrator

Modulf Collow.nedt.9 and oqsii re designed to be as nerar flightweight as

is cconomicn 1 l) pruetI withou com 1 'r,,Ounilus -- IV"

and tent flexibility that must vie ensured fur the demonstertur p~rogrnam.

ment t'fforts and design refinemettsri that would he iumpractiena& for ivox-0 I
porattion in thu Demons~trator Module., Forf rtIV5'LiP, flanUged fittings are

used through the Demonstrator Engine to reduce development time anti ccst,

wherea.E the Fl iglit Module will have all ittldea fi.ting13 cctsultiizg in) eig-

*nificant weighlt savings. The Demonstrator Modulte weight was cclc1ulat-ci

to be 3950 poundrp. A detailed weight breelidu~ii-i a; shio~n in Table25

l() itteritwe Iteguircuienta. The Doaienis-rntor Moduile is de:ýirucd to b

*interchangeable with all tebt facility at~taehwirut points. Thrust vector

control may lie accomplished by umeaups of a .3-2 type gi~ubeL bcaseing *ý,etuttedl

by liydraulic actuators attached to the thrust mounit. While this capability

is inherent in the basic (lesign, it- is not intended to incorpo,.ratu all active

system in the engiine design., The test stund-to-enginc interface arcosI

f ~ include (I~ thrust and st~abilizer connectionh, "-4 Tot'] aind

;.ressuie inlet ducts, (3) electrical1 supply lines, and (h) %yriuwat.ýc sipply

lines.

Thrust Chamber Teig

(IJ ) Thzrust t~tnmL'er Aýsemhiy ltgiceetite initloil ht-t!P'sk cI'ttuLWiv

assembly design requirements, which were derived from thie ciratuithrust,.

perT:1 martee, and ope rational. requiicements tand the- pressresc requirements

diefined by: tile -%qts analyssis, acev showun ini Table 23. ThrustL ch~amber

detrign details are shown,.T in) thle layouts of Fig. 67, anid the weight break-

down -,ias prebented in Table 22
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(c) TABLE 22

SU'dMARI OF DEMONWJTIATOIR MODULE W'lUI[TS

Thrust Subsystem (2675 pounds)*<

Injector awl Manifold 352
Injector Clamp Rings 14hi
Structural Tic 474
Inner Body 772
Outer Bod 3  431
Base Closure 72

Tapoff Manifold 60
Thrust Struc lure 300
Attach Parts 70

Turbine Drive Subsystem (106 pounds)

Tapoff Lines 26
Inlet Duct Oxidizer Turbine 6
Exhaust Duct, Turbine 18
Tapoff Throttle Valve 36
Oxidizer Turbine Throttle Valve 18
Calibration Orifices 2

hot-Gas Igniter Subsystem (112 pounds)

Combustor and Injector 117
1!'.t N-G- . "stihmtion Maniifold 33
hot-Gas Igniter Isolation Valve 28
Propellant Feed Line 2
Oxidizer Pressure Regulator 2

Propellant Feed Subsystem (1028 pounds)

Oxidizer Turbopump 343
Fuel Turbopump 453
Propellant Ducting 61

Propellant Flow Sensors 9
Fain Oxidizer Valve
Main Fuel Valve 59
igniter Propellant Control Valve 11
Mounts Turbopump 2

Vent and Purge Subsystem (29 pounds)
Gimbal Bearing
Controls Electrical
Controls Pneumatic

Total Engine Weight i3950 pounds)

*Thrust chamber assembly weight (thrust subsystem minus thrust

structure) = 2375 pounds
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(c) TABLE 23

TIIIMUST CIAMIBIEt 1iSEIXILY DE51GN lIIQIJIl1(4L2NTS

Perforuance Commensiurate vitlh mceting engine require-mvnts of 96, theoretical Is at full
I-thr,|at. 09f, T- Atirina thrfott.l incr

Maximum Engine Thrust 262,000 poundI

Iniector End. psia 1635

Maximum Pressure Limits Fuel Manifold Inlet, psia 5062
Oxidizer Manifold Inlet, psia 216?1

1) L)L110  UL1
MI21 L[ manifold

Critical Cooling Condlitions Ztia Ui11Rn c lb/sec Pr, pria

1500 5.8:1 6.50 79 3 2655
325 7:1 7.30 14.7 511

Maximum Thrust, pounds 9756
Base Closure Maximum Flowrate, lb/sec 11 95

Tapoff .Manifold 1500 F Gases at MR - 0.764

TMaximum Manifold AP - 129 at Co= 14.95 lb/sec

Life 300 thermal cycles, 10 hours TBO

Maximum single run duration:
Durability 100% F: 600 seconds

20% F at sea level: 20 seconds

(U) The three major sulccmponents, i.e., combustor and nozzle, injector,

and base closure, are discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.

(U) Materials and fabrication techniques utilized are state of the art, with

strong emphasis on cost and low weight. Features connected with critical

techlnology embudy the inful-umtiduz gaiiied and configurations proved succees-

ful in the Task II experimentation. These include: combustor shape, nozzle

contour, injector pattern, tapoff location and design, cooling tube material,

structural arrangement and throat geometry, LO 0 manifold priming features,

assembly seal features, cooling tube heat transfer criteria, and accessibil-

ity provisions for thrust chamber and injector inspection during development

test ing.
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(C) The thrust chambex for the Dcmouns tratorl Module Ihres evolved frow design

analysis awd Phase I testing, and repirsuents the best comipromiae between

concejit evaluation, cost., schedule, and weight. It is desigueO with a

nozzle length enuivfl rt Lij 25 iirrctiL tl,. Irngnth of a 15-degruvi- I half-atgile

cone of the same area r.atio, aud consists 4f concentric regeCeratively

cooled inner and outer eowbustor aosemblies; all iamuler injector; a per-

rotated base closure; LIIuSL mounlt uLa iet lirovisiolns; aInd ititerices for

fluid and gascous ducting from the turbolumps. The combustor assemblies

forn antill 1 iax chawl!'cr leading to a cei.vcrging throat, a shrouded outer

tubular noz.uie wall to the exit plate. These eltinents ire shown ini I".68.

100 INCH DIAMETLR __

COMBUSTOR 93 INCH DIAMETER

SOXIDIZER INLET

OUTER
BODY INNER BODY

OUTER BODY

FUEL I NLET-- _ BODY
. -- .. NOZZLE

49 INCH DIAMETER

PERFORATED EASE CLOSURE

(U) Each combustor assembly is fabricated of brazed tubing which forms

cylindrical sections with scaled manifolds at each end. The support struc-

ture is subsequently adhesively bonded to the tubes. The bodies are con-

nected by 40 regencratively cooled subsonic struts, each installed radially

ill the annular combustion chamber area wit! two preloaded bolts. The com-

bustion chamber is closed at the top of an injector ring assembly, axially
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bolted to each combustor assembly. Provision is made to attach a thrust

structure assembly to the backside surface of the inner combustor. The

base closure attaches at the inner-body nozzle exit. Each subassembly

can be readily removed for replacement or interchangeability. I
(U) To effect cost saviungs amd provide for flexibility in development

test operations, some design features are not flight type. The design

concept, however, has not been affected, and a logical growth to the Flight

Module will follew from the selected thrust chamber design. Although min-

imum weight has been a design objective, a weight penalty has been accepted

for the demonstrator thrust chamber if:

1. It can be logically shown that the weight can be removed from

the flight chamber

2. A significant cost saving can be ensured in Phase II

3. The technical integrity of the concept demonstration is maintained

It. The development test flexibility is improved

Specific areas affected by these considerations are the tube design, in-

jector design, and fuel risers.

(U) Combustor and Nozzle Description. The combustor and nozzle descrip-

tion can be separated into discussions of the thrust chamber construction,

the regenerative-cooling circuit, and the hot-gas manifold design. Each

is discussed in the following parx•gaphs.

(U) Thrust Chamber Construction. The combustion chamber and nozzle

of the Demonstrator Module thrust chamber are formed by two regenerativcly

cooled subassemblies, inner body and outer body, and 40 regeneratively

cooled subsonic struts with the design parameters shown in Table 24
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(c) TABLE 24

T1I1UST CIIAMI ME DESIGN PARAWTEItS

Length as Percentage of Equivalent
Area Ratio 15-Degree Cone. percent 05

Throat Area, in. 
8n.12

Overall Diamete2, inches 100.0

Overall Height, inches 35.90

Contraction Area Ratio 7.13

Expansion Area Ratio 74.1

Mens Combustor Diameter, inches 93.0

Combustor Width, inches 2.0

Throat Gap, inch 0.281

Length Injector to Throat, inches 6.0

Tube Material Nickel 200

Number Tubes Outer Body 4400

Number Tubes Inner Body 4240

Number Subsonic Struts 40

(C) The inner body which forms one side of the combustor wall consists

of a 4-l/2-.inch straight wall which concerges to the throat and diverges

to a truncated spike contour (nozzle) upon which combustion gases act.

The outer body forms the second side of the comrbustor wall and consists

of a 4-1/2-inch straight section, a convergent section to the throat, and

the contoured shroud. Both inner and outer bodies consist of regenera-

tively cooled, tubular systems to which the external support structurr is

adhe-iveiy bonded. The coolant circuit is formed by nickel tubes (4400

on the outer body and 4240 on the inner body), furnace brazed to form 360-

degree assemblies.

(U) Seats are provided at 40 locations, equally spaced on the inner and

outer bodies (on the straight walls of the combustor zone), for attaching

subsonic struts that carry separating loads and stabilize the throat gap.
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(U) The nozzle exit o(f the inner body contains a single inlet distribution

manifold into which hydrogen propellant from the turbopunp is introduced.

Provisions are also madie at this point to attach the perforated base

closure. Regenerativr.ly cooled tubes carry propellant to a collection

manifold at the injector end. The truncated spike nozzle of the inner

tubular wall (below the combustion chamber and throat area) is supported

against buckling and side loads by eight circumferentially placed "hat"

bands.

(U) The injector end of the outer body contains a propellant collection

manifold similar to the inner body. Fuel is accepted at this point and

distributed through regenerative-coolant tubes to the collection mnnifold

brazed to the end of the shroud. Provision is made at this point for

attachment of 40 transfer tubes that duct the propellant to the injector.

(U) Structural restraint against chamber pressure, thermal and operational

loads, and excessive throat deflection is provided the Demonstrator Module

thrust chamber by means of titanium (A1-4V) shells, fabricated in segments,

and adhesively bonded to the tube bundle. The segments are fabricated

with thin webs on the outer periphery to provide a maximum moment of iner-

tia and to resist bending with a minimum of weight. The segments are

bolted to each other and adhesively bonded to the brazed tube bundle.

(C) Forty subsonic struts maintain the inner and outer bodies at their

design radial locations and produce a rigid annular structure with a me-an

diameter of 93.0 inches. Each strut is secured in position by two bolts

passing through its center and through the inner and outer bodies.

(C) Each inner- and outer-body shell is fabricated in segments (four

outer and four inner) and mechanically joined at segment interfaces to

provide a continuous 360-degree structure'. The assembled combustor diam-

eter at the tube-wall interface of the outer shell is approximately 95

inches and that of the inner shell is 91 inches.
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(U) The four outer-body segments (Fig.69 ) are of identical geometry and

ex t en.. from, the ill ipotr Pud to a plane Just above the c-allection manifold

at the shroud end. Each is fabricated with a continuous contour oi the

tube muting surface, integrally attaching to four peripheral sections
spaced for maximum structural efficiency. At i0 equally spaced lo, ceiooii

on each quadrant, bearing surfaces for seating subsonic struts are machined

and holes for insertion of structural tie bolts are drilled.

(C) The inner body (Fig. 69 ) is formed from four segments, three of which

are identical units, each representing a 117-degree arc of a 91-inch-

diameter circle, and the fourth is a 9-degree segment. Each unit extends

from the injector end to a point on the nozzle approximately 6 inches

(measured axially) from the throat plane, and includes a nozzle support

structure anti provisions for thrust mount attachment. Bearing surfaces.

radially opposite those on the outer body. are provided for seating struts.

(U) Regenerative-Cooling System. The regenerative-cooling system '

consists of the brazed tube bundle, the various manifolds and ducts, the

subsonic struts, and all elements that provide flow paths for, and are

cooled by, the fuel during its passage from the inlet of the thrust chamber

to the injector inlet manifold.

(C) The basic cooling circuit for the inner and outer bodLes was optimized

early in the contract for the lowest pressure loss with reasonable tube

sizeb. This procedure resulted in the selection of cooling i.he inner bIlLy

in series with the outer body.(Fig. 70). In this scheme, the coolant enters

a L.aciiLold a. the exit end of the inner body, cools the inner body, flows

through the injector, cools the outer body, fad then is injected into the

chamber. The total regenerative-cooling pressure loss including inlet and

exit manifolds was predicted to be 825 psi.

/ -)
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INNER BODY

_ _goo o

OUTER BODY

Figure 69. Demonstrator Module Thrust Chamber
Segmented Titanium Structural Shell
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(11) I'otal fuel [low is introdxced ijpto a si,•k --inlet, nontapvved mani-
$3

fold located at the exit plane lf the i±nher tube-wall nozzle. A aingie-

paaq circuit Zeeds 210 tCubes spliced 2:1 to 42i•0 tubes toward the in-

jector z nd. At the start of chamber convergence to the throat i n the I
combnr'tion z-one of the inier body, two paths mrust be described fni clarity, i-
that tur'•.ch the NMafIe seat and baffle zsnid that through 'he remainder I

of Ohe toytts'm.

(;) 'Pe inile.r-li '!y tubes intorn-nAing each of the 40 eqqally •na.eti subs-

sonic strut seats (exterding from the start of the convergence sysate to

th. irjector end) discharge their flow into manifolding within the seat.

Paurl of this flow i. directed within this manifold into the strut across

the sealed strnt-seat -•terfrce. The remainde," of flow in thes seat is

direktd to a collection manifold at the injector end of the nhrer body.

I(I) Hylrogen flow through the remainder o' the system (between t strut seats)

continues from the start of convergence ti the throat of the inner bods to I
tb?% sane eollection manifold me-ntioned above.

(W) Az. each of the 40 strut locations, passages conntct the collection
manifold to the strut -icross the sealed strut-seat interface. Total fuel

..flow is thus directed into the subsonic strrit where upproximxntely 23 prt--

cent is ,ased tc cool the copper strut face in a sing]le-a.ýiss regenerative

circuit. The remtaining 75 percent of flow is dirv:ct-ed acrosis the baffle

where the t-a7al is discharged into a manitobding system. at t•le injector
•,i:2.• a* i't" ..... 4. .. .. Vk.--4",r 4^ 4dh+ +-r nn. -I -.n,,' fl-e, "hi

point, singlc-pass, flow thougl. the outer body aud shroud tubes occurs,,

1C
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(U) A colle•tion manifold at the exit of the outer-body shroud combines

the klow from the circuit% described. Transfer to the injector hydrogen

manifold is made through 40 riser tubes comi!ci~ing the shroud to the in-

:ctrr. Disa,'sembly during the development program is accomplished by

cutting the fuel risers, anl reassembly is -one by orbit welding or in-

duction brazing of 40 cunncctionPs. The orbit, welder has been succce-a

fully employed ona the J-2 engine for assembly of engine tubing. It is

An automatic device which rotatvc a welding head around a tube joint

acco::din: to prese condition to produce consistan t welded joints.

W) The Legefterat~ivcy cooled w.all of the inner body is composed of 2120

assemblies of 2:1 spliced tubes, e.g., 2120 tubes in the nozzle, to a

poin~t approximately 4.0 inches downstream of the throat, each brazed as
a s~tbasciembly to two tubes in the combustor region. Tube-wall thickness

throughout the inner body is 0.012 inch. Nickel 200 was selected as the
basic tube material, operating at a maximum tempurature of It1GO F. Inconel

625 was selected as a long-range substitute, pending the accrual of brazing

and formability data for this material. Substantial weight savings are

available through use of the latter material.

(C) The outer body consists of 4400 tubes of 0.010-inch Nickel 200 mate-

rial. To achieve wall temperatures under 1520 F (based on 300 cycle life

requirement), the inner body was displaced 3/16-inch downstream, starting

at the beginning of the chamber convergence. This effectively moves the

sonic point on the outer body 7i16-inch downstream. Ihis change permits

utilization of the maximum obtainable coolant curvature enhancement at

the high heat flux region of the throat (59 Btu//in. 2-sec for a 1450 F

wall temperature).

(U) Subsonic Struts, In addition to its function to space and struc-

turally tie the inner and outer bodies, the subsonic strut serves as a

fluid passage to transfer the hydrogen propellant from the inner body to

the outer body, as a fluid passage for introducing ignition gases into

the chamber (or extracting tapoff gases from the chamber), and as a stabil- -

izing influence to the combustion process.
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(C) Each of the 40 struts extends from the injector face to the start of

convergence to the throat, approximately 4.r5 inches. Located within the

combustion zone, the external surface of each baffle is exposed to com-

bustion gases and must be cooled. This is done regeneratively, utilizing
ilc transfer propellant mentiAoned previously.

(C) The exposed periphery of each strut is composed of 0.25-inch 0FIIC

copper containing five coolant passages 0.156 inch in diameter. The

copper plate is furnace brazed to a baffle body of Inconel which is suit-

ably compartmented to provide the differential pressure rcquircd to sus--

tain the regenerative-coolant flow through the copper surface plate.

Provision is mndp to "blced" hydrogen into the strut bolt cavities to

provide coolant to surround the bolt. In the event of seal leakage aL

the strut interface, coolant would flow from the bolt cavity into the

combustion chamber, ensuring that combustion gases do not leak into the

bolt cavity.

(U) Installation of seats for subsonic struts on inner and outer tuiue--

wall bodies is accomplished after the bodies have been through their initial

braze cycle. With this technique, the ciiticality of stack tolerances

and tube number and orientation in body fabrication is reduced. A pictorial

definition of the installation process is presented in Fig. 71. Step 1

shows the seats applied to inner and outer contours of a 360-degree brazed

body assembly. Steps 2 and 3 indicate the electrical discharge machining
(iIumi) processes for fermining manliolds internally and step q installation,

of the final scat by welding.
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/1 TUBE WALL

I ~ /

ii iii

STRUT SEAT

,• .- -- .• r .'OF WAkI t :

STEP I

APPLICATION OF STRU1 SEALS TO
TUBE WAIL, FIR T BRAZE CYCLE

STRUT SEAT "

"" STEP 2 •

MACHIN!NG OF STRUT SEAL STEP 3

4TO FORM MANIFOL ING

PLUG INSERION TO
COMPLETE SEALS STFP

Figure 71. Application, Machining, and Plug Insertion
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Installation of the strut seat by this technique prevents plugging of

tubes under the seat during the braze cycle.and enables pressure check

of the joint and realloying.

(U) iHot-Gas Manifold. The tapoff manifolding provides the dual func-

tion of: (1) dueling hot gaseb from the hot-gas igniter to provide ignition

of the propellants within the thrust chamber, and (2) ducting hot gases from

the thrust chamber to provide power to the engine turbines.

(U) The tapoff manifold consists of a large torus collection manifold and

40 riser tubes. The collection manifold is made from a tube 1.88 inches

in diameter and rolled into a torous 19.25 inches in diameter. It is moiuited

inboard of the inner body just above the centerline of the throat. The 40

risers, each 0.626 inch in diameter, mount the torus to the inner body.

The risers are fabricated with muliiple bends to provide the flexibility

necessary whel. the manifold system undergoes dimensional changes due to
temperature extremes. The torus and the risers are lined with a thin

sheet that is held from the outer walls by a mesh of stainless steel, pro-

viding the insulation necessary to keep ignition gases hot and structural

materials cool enough to function with integrity.

(U) Each riser is connected to a pass-through pipe that lines up with

the hot-gas tapoff hole in each baffle seat. This tapoff hole, in turn,

lines up with the hot-gas entrance ports in each subsonic strut.

(U) For ignition, the hot gases from the hot-gas igniter are ducted to

and through the manifold, up the risers, through the strut seat, through

the strut hot-gas passages, and are injected into each compartment of the

combustor. For tapoff, the flow is reversed and the hot gases are taken

from the chamber and ducted through the system to the turbines.
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Combustor and Nozzle Analysis.

MU) Combustor Configulatin Sele•tion. The performance and heat

transfer characteristics of the thrust chamber are determined by the shape

and contour of the various portions of the assembly. During the contract

pcrLaud, d UataU u 'oA tIe thU1, C h a w desigi were geIItia Led IIAIU

this program and complementary programs conducted in parallel. Analytical

studies, cold-flow testu, and hot-firing tests were conducted to optimize

combustor shape, throat flow aa-gle, shroud lengtb, and nozzle contout.

The results of this work have been integrated into the demonstrator thrust

chamber design.

(C) Selection of the combustor shape is based on the requirements of high

combustion efficiency and low heating leads while maintaining low weight.

The selected chamber geometry is 2 inches wide at the injector and has a

6-inch length from injector face to throat. The chamber walls are parallel

down to a point apprvximately 4.5 inches downstream of thle injector face,

and then converge at a 40-degree angle. This parallel wall design (evolved)

from the previously proposed curved wall design as a result of 2.5K segment

tests on several different combustor shapes) offers reduced weight and

improved structural characteristics. It also results in a smaller com-

bustor cross section and allows the exit throat to te moved outboard

nearer the 100--inch diameter. This change results in increased performance

associated with an increased area ratio and simplifies combustion chamber

construction. In addition, subsonic struts are much easier to incorporate

into this configuration. This combustor has a characteristic length (L*)

of approximately 40 inches, which is sufficient for achieving high com-

bustion efficiency. The throat radius of curvature of the outer body is

0.7 inch while that of the inner body is 0.51 inch, which, in conjunction

with the 40-degree throat convergence angle, provides beneficial coolant-

side curvature enhancement.

(C) Extensive water-cooled segment testing of this configuration in Task II

yielded parametric performance and heat transfer data, and combustion effi-

ciences of >99 percent were demonstrated. Heat transfer tests on curved
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tubes have also shown good corelation with the predicted curvature.

Phase I tcetiug experience (combustor shape, heat flux, enhancement)

has demonstrated that measured throat heating rates and total heat inputs

can be handled by regenerative cooling, using conventional tube materials.

(u) Nozzle Contour Selection. Mhe shroud and iiozzle conto-ar used

on the proposed Aerospike Engine employs a double-expansion shroud con-

figuration coupltd with a modified ideal spike inner-body contour. This

type of design (Fig. 72 ) was developed as a means of obtaining all Aero-

spike performance advantages while maintaining design flexibility. Of

particular advantage is the ability to orient the throat at any desired

angle, as distinguished from the unshrouded spike nozzle for which the

throat angle is a function of area ratio. Therefore, at high area ratios,

the mmshrouded spike nozzle throat angle would be approximately radial

as opposed to the more desirable axial position.

(C) The contour design analysis was based upon chemical equilibrium ex-

pansion of oxygen/nydrogen products of combustion, and the nozzle area

ratio defined by the engine diameter limit of 100 inches, and the required

thrust of 250K. The mean flow angle and radius of curvature (r) at the

nozzle threat were selected based on an attempt to minimize shroud length,

ard simultaneously minimize the difference between the angle of flow at the

injector and at the throat, and provic• adquate curvature on the inner wall

to enhance regenerative cooling at the thnroat. A throat flow angle of 4.5

degrees and a radius of curvature of 0.510 inch was found to be the best j
compromise between the three considerations.
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S( (U) The design plocedure consists of starting with an ideal spike exit

flow field and computing the unshrouded nozzle contour required to give

this flow field. The regulations of the flow field are solved by the

method of chl'acteristics, The mean flow angle selected for the geometric

throat, (W*), established three critical pointe in the nozzle design:

(1) the point on the inner wall at which the ideal spike contour will end,
(2) a corresponding point on the shroud exit, and (3) the point of tan-

gency to the throat curvature.

(U) The inner body wall contour is then completed by joining the ideal

spike contour and the throat with a straight line tangent to the ideal con-

tour at point (1). The shroud contour is completed by using the nozzle

design procedure beginning with the known flow field between (1) and (3).

(U) The nozzle thus developed has aerodynamic performance identical to

that of the truncated ideal spike nozzle, since the modification leaves

the exit flow undisturbed.

(U) During the nozzle selection study, the possibility of reducing the

shroud length was examined as a means of reducing weight, cooling load,

and friction loss on the outer wall. Theoretical calculations and cold-

flow model tests showed that negligible changes in base pressure, geometric

performance, and kinetic performance occurred for high pressure ratios

when the nozzle shroud was triucated to half the original length. However,

at low pressure ratios, theoretical flow field calculations indic&ted that

the truncated shrouds would produce a recompression shock of sufficient

strenath to exceed thb. eno]vg dn1 eiiw '_ th- -+"•r'.... tu.. duriAg

throttlel sea level runs.

(U) A comparison of wall pressure profiles for a short and long shroad

is presented in Fig. 73 for low pressure ratio (PC/P a) conditionc. The

wall pressure profiles for the long shroud configuration aye the result

of isentropic recompression, while the short-shroud wa'l pressure profiles

(This page is Unclassified)
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are the result of the impingement o0 oblique shocks on the nuzzle wall.

A sufficiently strong shock can result in local separation and reattach-

ment of the boundary layor. The Mager criterion has indicated that

separation could occur for the short-shroud configuration, but the long-

shroud configuration will not separate.

(U) A cold-flow test series was conducted to measure the recompression

wall pressure profiles for the full-length, shroud, and to verify the

calculated results. The model employed in this test series was a two-

dimensional quarter-scale segment of the 250K thrust chamber. Good

agreement was obtained between computed and measured pressure pro~iles

for the cold-flow model, as shown in Fig. 74. The full-length shroud

configuration was selected for the demonstrator thrust chamber to mini-

mize the heat fluxes on the nozzle wall during sea level operation.

(U) Structural Analysis. The thrust chamber structure resists

the pr,.saure loads and transmits the resultant useful thrust to the

thrust structure. The sea level and astitude gaa pressure distribution

on the nozzle structure is 1hown in Fig. 75. Because of the rapid de-

crease in pressure downstream of the throat., it is only necessary to

support the nozzle tube bundle uniformly for a short distance. Beyond

this point, the nozzle tube bundle is adequately supported by intermit-

tently spaced compression rings. The radially inward component of the

nozzle pressure distribution is transmitted as a compressive load to

the rings by the tube wall. The thrust generated by the nozzle pressure

axial component is carried by axial compression in tbe tube bundle.

(u) The compression ring spacing is determined by consideration of the

stresses imposed by bending of the tubes, tLe compression from thrust

loading, and tension due to the tube internal coolant pressure. The

cross sections of the rings are governed by the moment of inertia re-

quired to resist buckling and ring bending.
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ii

(U) The thrust In-h tube bundle and the thrust from the combuetion

chamber throat are transmitted to the thrust structure through 4O struc-

tural members. Because these 40 attach pointi: cannot be located in the

plane of the resultant thrust, and because they are not reacting the thrust

uniformly, bending moments, twisting moments, and shear forces are devel-

oped at the combustion chamber. The combustion chamber structure reacts

these in addition to the chamber pressure (Fig. 76).

(C) The annular combustion zone was analyzed for a chamber pressure of

1530 psia, a nominal thrust of 250K, a maximum gimbal acceleration rate
2

of 30 rad/sec , and longitudinal and lateral accelerations as outlined in

Table 9 . The main loads are carried by the titanium combustor bodies

and the Inconel baffles. The combustor body structure is of open web de-

sign to facilitate fabrication, and the pressure is contained by the outer

and inner bodies through beam action between the baffles. The outer and

inner combustor bodies are tied together by two Inconel 718 bolts in each

baffle with a total of 40 baffles located every 9 degrees around the cir-

cumference of the annular thrust chamber. The injector is used to con-

tain the pressure in the forward direction.

(CW The selection of titanium for the backup structure precludes a brazed

assembly. For this reason, a study was conducted to select the optimum

adhesive for attaching the structure to the brazed tube bundle. The operat-

ing regime of the thrust chamber dictates that the adhesive must be capable

of withstanding thermal cycling from chilldown to throttling temperatures

and must also have insulating capability to keep the temperature of the

lightweight structure within reasonable limits. Adhesive strength proper-

ties are not required below the outer-body throat, since two mechanical

joints support the tubes in this region. Among the important requirements

for the adhesive were:

1. Retention of suitable strength from tube temperatures to 600 F.

Below the outer body (where the temperature exceeds 600 F at

throttled sea level operation), the adhesive has no strength Q
requirement and need act as an insulation barrier only.
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2. Ability to withstand up to 300 thermal shock cycles over the same

temperature extremes

3. Excellent bond developmenit to nickel, aluminum, and titanium

4. Workability characteristics consistent with thrust chamber fab-

rication, i.e., long pot life to permit assembly and bonding

pressure requirements of lebs than 100 psi

(C) Mechanical property tests of bonded joints for butt tension, lap

shear, and peel were initiated at temperatures from -300 to 650 F, after

50, 150, and 300 cycles. Several materials were utilized as the base

structure for comparative results.

(U) The end results of the test program indicated that although certain

adhesives displayed good performance within certain temperature ranges and

under specific conditins, only one consistently met the requirements as

set forth earlier in the program. American Cyanamid's LIT 424 Epoxy Phenolic

film on a glass fabric carrier exhibited the best all-around characteristics

of all adhesives testee. Boom temperature and cryogenic lap shear values

were both moderately hijgh, while 600 F strengths were slightly lower

(Fig. 77). Most other adhesives tested were high at one temperature range

and low at others.

(1) The epoxy phenolic bond showed only slight degradation due to cryo-

stated that the strength levels of the T' 424 will be satisfactory even

after repeated thermal shock cycling in the thrust chamber.

(C) The change in throat area during operation is a function of the

chamber pressure, the rigidity of the chamber structure, and the tempera-

ture. Analysis indicates that the maximum change in throat area is 9.25
percent. Tests conducted on similar chamber structures showed ex-ttllent
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correlation between teat and analytical predictions (Fig. 78 ). [he
chn- .... 4"hro-t -a- is repeatable and has the desirable attribut.e of

.-. &~i ý - -, a r a,.

increasing performance at throttled levels because the throat gap closes

and the nozzle area ratio increases.
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Figure 78. Throat Deflections for Center Compartment at Several
Chamber Pressures

(U) Tube Material Selection. With the targeted engine life goals

in mind, an effort was made to obtain an indication of the life capability

of many thrust chamber tube materials. Special consideration vas given to

those materials that had received usage in production thrust chambers, and

also those materials that had received some thrust chamber usage and were

of high thermai conductivity. The latter requirements were very desirable

because of the high peak heat flax at the throat of the thrust chamber.

(C) A recently developed tube-wall, plastic strain analysis was used in

conjunction with a heat transfer analysis to predict the cyclic plastic

strain incurred in many candidate tube materials operating as throat tubes

during an ambient to 15 0 0-psia chamber pressure start sequence. This

analysis and experimental verification is discussed under Task II, Thrust

Chamber Cooling, Investigation.
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?V (C) The materials evaluation effort described above, in conjunction with

Rocketdyne's previous sand concurrently generated fabrication and cost

experience, led to the selection of Nickel 200 as the tube material for

immediate and long-range application tolthe Aerospike Exighi.

(C) Recent and past experience at Rocketdyne has shown that Nickel 200

tubing has excellent tube-tapering and forming properties in the sizes

required for the Demonstrator Module thrust chamber. Nickel 200 oxides

are easily reduced in a dry hydrogen atmosphere, affording excellent alloy

flow during furnace brazing. Recent laboratory tests have shown the rigid-

ity of Nickel 200 tubes at 2000 F -to be more than adequate, permitting

the use of efficient pressure bag tooling for dimensional control during

the furnace brazing process. A full-scale Nickel 200 chamber has been

successfully furnace brazed for the SDI program with the same tooling used

to braze the stainless-steel, tube-wall thrust chamber.

(C) A series of ciht tests, from chamber pressures of 310 to 2050 psia,

were also conducted with a 2.X nickel tube-wall segment to extend available

information on the regenerative-cooling capabilities of nickel tubular

designs.

(U) Tube Design. Figure 67 shows the tube profile for the inner-

and outer-body tubes. The cross-sectional areas were established from

the heat transfer analysis to provide adequate cooling and life with a

mini'num pressure loss.

(C) The tube splice was studied in a heat transfer/p-essure droh/hydrauiic

stress tradeoff analysis- The tube upstream of the splice is designed to

a mixture r.tio of 6:A at a 1500-psia chamber pressure, which will produce

slightly reduced wall terperatures at MR = 7dl. The tube below the splice

is desiO-gn.cd to operate aL'. a 300--psia chamber pressure n,,d a mixture ratio

of 7:1 at sea level conditions, this being the most stringent coidition for

this part of the inner bGdy. This results from the recompression which

i occurs at sea level in conjunction with the low: coolant flcrrrates.
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(U) Ifeat Transfer Analysis. The thrust chamber design is firmly based on

. . ÷ nta a al +,tlappl besr tvransfer data develonpd durig this and

other related programs. Study support effort has been provided for the

areas of both gas-side and coolant-side detailed heat transfer measure-

ments and in the definition of th( wall material requirements to provide

long life and low wall temperatures. The life aspects were described in

detail in the Tube Material Selection section, and the following discus-

sions treat the aspects of heat transfer and wall thermal conduction.

(C) Heat Input Definition. Detailed heat transfer measurements at

axial wall station locations have been provided by highly instrumented

water-cooled segmcnt testing during this program and related programs.

Data were developed by calorimetric measurement of water temperature risee

for a range in chamber pressure of 150 to 1580 psia and a mixture ratio

range of 3.31 tn 9.71 in 170 tests.

( )

(C) Data of the axial heat flux distribution vs length are shown in

Fig. 79 for a nominal MR = 6:0. The nearly proportional increase of

local heat flux with chamber pressure is shown. Isolation of the peak

heat flux to a local region in the throat vicinity is also illustrated.

(C) Experimental heat flux data (Fig. 80) defined a slope of 0.8 with

chamber pressure, which confirms that a turbulent boundary layer exists

iJL the LhruaL region. Thib resuiLs in an exceiieL thruro.,Liing capability

over the planned 5:1 range because of the nearly linear reduction of heat

flux with chamber pressure. Throat heat ilux -s shown to vary from

.58 Btu/in.2-sec at a 1500-psia chamber pressure to 15 Btu/in. -see at

the 300-psia throttled condition. A mixture ratio of 6:0 is shown to

result in the peak heat flux input to the thrust chamber wall surface

as predicted by experimental and theoretical predictions, shown in

Fig. 81. At mixture ratio values below and above 6:1, the combuttion

6)1
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gas enthalpy decreases with an attendant related decrease in heat transport

enthalpy from the combustion gas to the chamber vall surface. Consequently,

off-design operation at the low mixture ratio side poses no problems due

to rapidly decreasing wall temperatures. Operation at a high mixture

ratio (MR = 7.0) will theoretically result in a nearly constant wall

temperature because the decrease in heat flux and boundary layer re-

sistance is approximately proportional to the decrease in fuel flovrate.

Variation of theoretical relative coolant mass velocity and flow areas

required are shown in Fig. 82.

(U) Confirmation of the water-cooled testing integrated heat input value

for the combustion zone and throat region has been provided by the tube-

wall segment tests of Task II. The excellent agreement with the heat

invt data for both the hydrogen-cooled copper and nickel tube-wall

chambers is illustrated in Fig. 83. The anticipated slightly higher

heat input values shown for the copper tube-wall segment are due to the

lower .wall temperatures provided by a higher wall thermal conductivity. ( )
Approximately 60 percent of the total heat input profile (excluding the

nozzle region, including the highest heat flux regions of the combustor

and throat) has been verified during this program.

(U) Coolant Heat Absorption. Detailed analysis and experimental

study of the influences of tube internal surface roughness and throat

region tube curvature on the enhancement of the hydrogen-cooling capability

'were carried on during the program. Substantial improvements in the

hydrogen-cooling capability (Nusselt number), expressed in the equation

below

N NU 0.025 (NREB)O.8 (N Pit 4 (T /T )0"55 w

BPB 13  Iiw

(-)
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are provided by the curvature and roughness factors P and . Figure
84 illustrates the variation in curvature enhancement piedicted with

tube turn L/D. Improvements of 40 to 50 percent over the noncurved tube

case are noted for the outer- and inner-body design, respectively.

Figure 85 illustrates the improvement factor, ýO, predicted for the

proposed tube internal surface roughness and coolant mass velocity.

With the natural tube manufacturing roughness and the tube-tapering and

forming effects of fabrication, a considerable enhancement factor is

predicted.

(U) Experimental values of the inner- and outer-body tube combined

roughness and curvature factors (PcP) were determined in Task II, Thrust

Chamber Cooling Investigation. At the throat locations indicated for

the inner and outer body, combined factor experimental values of 3.0

and 2.5 are found. These are somewhat higher than the respective values

of 2.0 and 1.85 which were predicted early in this effort. However,

the lower predicted values have been used for the Demonstrator Module

design, thereby providing an added design margin. Curvature enhance-

ment effects on the wall temperature for the inner and outer body of

the demonstrator are shown in Fig. 86. A reduction in wall temperature

of over 300 F as a result of the curvature enhancement is shown.

(U) Wall Thermal Conduction. Selection of Nickel 200 as a tube-

wall material for the Demonstrator Engine was based partly upon long-

life characteristics discussed in the Tube Material Selection section

of this report. However, from a heat transfer standpoint, the allow-

able wall temperature of 1520 F, combined with the excellent thermal

conduction (2.5 times that of 347 CRES), is very advantageous in main-

taining coolant velocity conditions below a Mach number of 0.5 to pre-

vent coolant-flow choking.
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(U) The theoretical predictions for the gas-side heat flux and the cor-

responding coolant-side film coefficient relationshipa for the analysis of

the demonstrator design conditions are discussed presently.

(U) Heat Transfer Design Conditions. The thrust chamber tube seom-

etry has been optimized on the basis of the most current heat transfer

data, both analytical and experimental, oblained during the program. All

analytical correlations bave been checked against the test data, and this

information has been used to make refinements in the cooling system to

achieve a minimum coolant pressure loss.

(C) The combustion zone tube geometry has been optimized at the maximum

heat flux condition (NR = 6) for the 250K Demonstrator Module. The pro-

cedure used involves achieving a wall thickness and tube flow area that

yields a maximum wa' temperature that is consistent with life cycle re-

quirements and is capable of withstanding the internal pressure stresses.

The minimum tube flow area occurs at, the throat and must be designed for

a 1500-psia chamber pressure and a mixture ratio of 6.0. The nozzle tube

geometry designed for the nominal chamber conditions must be modified to

accept heat flux levels predicted for sea level operation at throttled

conditions. because of recompression effects at sea level, the maximum

heat flux on the nozzle is nearly independent of chamber piessure with the

location of the peak heat flux shifted toward the throat as chamber pres-

sure is decreased. Since the impingement point shifts with chamber pres-

sure, the maximum design condition for each chamber pressure must be in-

corporated into the tube design at all axial locations.

(C) lnner-Body Tubes. The desigit of the inner body must be divided

into two parts. The portion of the inner body downstream of the shroud

exit is to be designed to meet sea level operation over the full range of

201
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chamber pressure (principally between 300 and 600-psin P ) at MR = 7.0.C

The throat and combustion zone are designed for 1500-psia PC, HR = 6.

(C) The inner-body design parameters are shown in Fig. 87 through 89

The heat flux profiles for both inner and outer bodies are shown in Fig.

87. The peak heat flux at the throat is 58 Btu/in. t-sec, based on 1500-

puai PC. M = 6.0, 100-percent 71 '. The heat flux profile between the

injector and thrcat is based on 2.5K solid-wall data and has been verified

in terms of overall heat load by the 2.5K copper and nickel tube-wall test

data shown previously. Theoretical nozzle heat fluxes, based oil aerodynamic

analysis, are about the same at nominal conditions and throttled sea level

conditions, making the latter a more severe cooling problem because of

less coolant flow at lower chamber pressure.

(C) Figure 88 shows the nozzle contour, the hydrogen bulk temperature

profile at 1500-psia P (Hit = 6), and the gas-side wall temperature pro-

files at sea level and vacuum. About 60 percent of the bulk-tomperature

rise is seen to occur between the injector and shroud exit plane when

operating at 1500-psia P vacuum.
c

(C) Under vacuum conditions, the maximum wall temperature occurs in the

throat, where the design temperature is 1450 F. The combustion zone is

designed for a 1250 F wall temperature. It is seet. that the throttled

condition in a vacuum results in lower wall temperatures than the nominal

15 0 0 -psia chamber pressure condition. However, at sea level, the nozzle

wall temperatures appr,)ach 1490 F, based on the current theoratical analysis

of the recompression strengths and locations, and the resulting heat fluxes.

The wall temperature peaks match the heat flux peaks in Fig. 87, which, in

turn, line up with recompression zones at a chamber pressure of 300 psia.

The first and strongest recompression is seen to occur within 4 inches of

the shroud exit plane at a 300-psia chamber pressure.
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(C) The coolant mass velocity profile is shown in Fig. 89 for the nominal

operating condition. The mass velocity peak value of 12.3 lb/in. 2-sec

occurs in the throat and is based on 1500 chamber pressure operation with

a coolant curvature enhancement of 1.5 at thu turou.t.

(U) The coolant, total press1ure profile- is also shown F'i-. R_. There

is about a 50-psi loss in the first 15 inches of tube. The principal

pressure drop occurs in the throat (about 150 psi) with about 60 psi in

the straight section of the combustion zone.

(C) As indicated earlier, higher heat fluxes occur at sea level because

of recompression regions on the spike. While this results in higher wall

temperatures, it also results in higher hydrogen bulk temperatures.

Figure 90. shows the coolant bulk temperature profile for a chamber pres-

sure of 300 and mixture ratio of 7 under vacuum and sea level conditioni.

The inner body tube exit temperature is predicted to be 375 It (Fig. 88)

in vacuum at nominal conditions. This increases to about 520 R and 800 It

at a chamber pressure of 300 psia for vacuum and seal level operation,

respectively. This increase in hydrogen temperature will affect inner

and outer body wall temperatures and pressure drops, as well as injector

pressure drop. The difference in bulk temperature between vacuum and

sea level operations becomes less at lower mixture ratios and high chamber

pressures because of: (1) more coolant flow, (2) peak nozzle region heat

flux is nearly independent of chamber pressure, and (3) less of the nozzle

is affected by recompression zones.

('1) Outer-Body Tubes. Sea level operation should not affect the heat

flux profile for the outer body (Fig. 87) except at the very shroud exit

for the required engine throttling range. The outer body operating condi-

tions are shown in Fig. 91 and 92.
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(C) The combustion chamber gas wall. temperature profile shown in Fig. 91 (
is similar to that for the inner body upstream of the throat, with a design

value of 1250 F. However, the maximum coolant mass velocity in Fig. 92 is

limited on the outer body by choking considerations. A mass velocity of

10.5 lb/in. -scc was chosen which provides a peak coolant Mach number of

O.IiO for a coolant throat bulk temperature of 520 It (Fig. 91) and tube
exit pressure of approximately 1800 psi. BuLsed on this mass velocity,
the throat wall temperature is approximately 1520 F, assuming a curvature

enhancement of 1.4 for the shifted throat design. This curvature value

is based on the ratio of film coefficients between the outside and inside

of the curve as measured in heated tube tests discussed previously.

(U) The pressure drop shown in Fig. 92 is somewhat higher for the outer

body than the inner body because of the slower expansion, higher hydrogen

bulk temperature, and lower coolant pressure.

(C) The hydrogen temperature at the injector is shown in Fig. 93 as a

function of chamber pressure and mixture ratio. For a mixture ratio of )
6.0, the injection temperature is approximately 600 it at full thrust

and 790 It at 300 PC for vacuum operation. At sea level, the tempersture

becomes 1105 R for MI = 6.0 and 1250 R for MItR = 7.0 at 300 P . The bul|k
C

temperature of the hydrogen at PC ý 300 psia and Mit's = 5, 6, and 7 is

shown in Fig. 94.

(C) Subsonic Struts. Because the subsonic struts are made of copper,

the maximum gas -wal ipmperautre is limited 6, 1000 F. The heat ilux in

this region of the chamber is quite low (23 Btu/in. 2 and there is therefore
no difficulty in cooling the struts with only 25 percent oi the hydrugens
flow. The selected orientation for the baffle cooling passeges is parallel

to the flow of hot gases, which results in a cooling pressure drop of 104

psi including frictional, rounded ent..ance, and exit losses. The iWlet
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bulk temperature for the design condition (PC = 1500, miut 6) is 300 R

with a temperature rise through the strut circuit of 155 It.

intercepting the flow from the inner body tubes and passing through the

strIt seat transfer passages. The data shown in Fig. 95 and 96 were

used to determine the pressure losses through the seat and to size the

transfer passage areas.

(U) Combustor anJ Nozzle Alternatives Studied. Tradioff studie. were

conducted to select the support structure mate,'ial, the support structu:e

assembly technique, the cooling circuit desigi , and the possible incorpora-

tion of a tube splice in the inner body nozzle. Theue are discussed in

the following paragraphs.

(U) Support Structure Material. The chamber wall structure heas been

defined as titanium alLy (6A1-'iV). Nickel coolant tubes will be brazed

to a thin nickel backup member (either bands or a complete sheet), which,

in turn, will be epo2y-bonded to the titanium etructural v ll. lr• addi-

tion, the chamber walls wili be linked together by bolting through the

4ko chamber baffles. This structural tic will maintaiv tae thrat gap

within acceptable lim~ts during firing, and will result in a sigrificantly

luwer chamber weight over an unlinked design.

(U) Rhis design approach resulted from a parallel and competitive design

study which compored a conventional Inconel 718 structurv (Fig. 97 ),

and rore advanced uruciu•'al concepts of honeycomb (Fig. 98 ), and press

difii.sion-bonded titanium (Fig. 99) with the selected confignration

(Fig. 67, page 163). The criteria for sc.ection in this design study

wure WLeight, manufacture and Lsaembly, cost, and c•[.perience. The col-

clusioUs are present.d in T, hle 25. The more advaqcod huneycomb and

diffusion-bonded titanium designri will require develoYment o! the specific

I IN
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fabrication method, which would require more time ha.n available for

the demonstrator module. Thcy were, therefore, eliminated for tile

demonstrator and 20K segment. They do point out the potentirl of ad-

vanced fabrication techniques for the Flight Module.

(U) Titanimu was selected for the choamber 4all structure because of its

extremely high . ... ..... eight......ng G.. ap. .... at4 1'

200 pounds cam. be realized with titanium over aor INCO 718 configuration.

Fabrication of the titanium wall will be achieved by machining a ring

forging to the configuration required to yield the highest strength-to-

weight design. This method was selected over a mchined and welded assem-

bly because it can be devigx:ed to higher stress levels because of the

absence of velding.

(c) TABLE 25

DESIGN COMPARISON STUDY

Chamber Manufacture and
Design Weight Experience Assembly Cost

Machined 990 State-of-the-Art Difficult to machine Moderate
INCG 718
SMachined 750 Semiadvanced New assembly tech..- Moderate

Titanium niques required for

I epoxy assembly

Titanium 650 Advanced Difficult to machine High
Honeycomb and asaembly

Diffusion- 600 jAdvanced Ertremely difficult High
iBonded to assemble

, lloneye mh

(U) Assembly Techniques. An assembly concept using 36 0-degree con-

tinuous titanium atructure for inner and outer bodies and segmeated tubo

sections was compared to the chosen 360-degree brazed tube bundle and

segmented titanium structure. The former c,mbination made mandatory braze
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and weld operations after adhesive application and magnified segment tol-

erance and fit-up problems. Until technology in these areas is advanced,

the adoption of the potentially lower-cost, segmented-tube bundle concept

will be deferred.

(U) Mechanical joining of segments has ueenu a5Uu tedJIULvor t

beam welding which had been considered earlier. This was done despite a

potential weight increase, because of manufacturing and processing prob-

lems defined in a more detailed investigation. Among these are dimensional

control of the segment fit to ensure a satisfactory joint penetration con-

trol of the electron beam to preclude adhesive and tube damage, and control

of the welding atmosphere in the presence of adhesive to ensure a sound

joint. The mechanical joint contemplated employs tensile bolts between

the titanium segment flanges and line-drilled shear pins for alignment

and shear-carrying capability.

(U) TwG concepts (Fig. 100) were studied for the structural tie betweea i

the inner and outer bodies. Thne first was the selected tie through the

chamber La4 flea, while the second was to employ separate structural ties

in the subsonic portion of the combuotor imediately upstream of the throat

(Fig. 100a). Chamber stability baffles would still be required with this

design.

(C) The initial results of this study indicated that 80 subsonic ties

together with 40 stability baffles would yield the lightest-weighu chamber

assembly. DeltilIed deipini and analysin rpvk lpd thnt with 80 nroIoadpd

ties, the predicted weight increased, while the amount of chamber blockage

ti 2
increased the heat flux on this tie from approximately 15 Btu/in. -see

to 28 Btu/in. 2-Rec, and therefore increased the coolant pressure drop

required to cool the tie. Furthermore, with both a subsonic tie find a

stability baffle to cool, the hydrogen coolant circuit became undesirably

complex. For these reasons, the 80 separate structural tie design was

abandoned in favor of using bolts through the 40 baffles.
/)
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(U) Coolant Circuit Alternatives. Ser-cvl difc'-cnt cooling circuit

designs were studied before the final series cirucoit We. swllted. The

two in tial candidates were t separate baffle cooled with the flow inter--

,eit., by the ..... seat a Id the reiiiuder of tlh inner body• L-I1W AI AL)-t'

crossing over to the outer body through the injector (Vig. lOA)I:.d an
integral baffle cooled by all of the fuel collected in a w-nifold ir V.-ý,
injector (Fig. 101A). These two designs are shown together with the finial

design in Fig. 101B). The final design incorporates a separate baffle w'ith

all of the flow crossing over from the inner body to the outer body through

the baffle and using a portion of this flow to cool the baffle. The cir-

cuit LP'n shown in Fig. 101 represent the increase in cooling circuit

pressure loss over a reference circuit which has no baffles. The selected

circuit combines the most desirable features of the two configurations shown.

In this design, both the pressure drop and bulk temperature rise of the

separate flow paths have been balanced before they are combined in cooling

of the outer wall immediately upstream of the throat. Furthermore, the

baffle is separated from the injector assembly, which ensures easier in-

stallation of the injector on the chamber wall a ambly, and the injector

is smalle because it does not have to provide room for crossover passages.

(U) Tube Splice. Two configurations were considered for the inner

tube wall: 4240 single tubes extending from injector end to the exit, and

4240 single tubes in the combustor to a point approximately 4.0 inches

downstream of the throat, which are then spliced (two to one) to 2120 tubes

extending to the exit. Both configurations were evaluated with respect to

pressure drop, fabricability, weight, and cost with the following results.

(C) The use of singli tubes extending the full length of the inner chamber

wall imposes a preaszire drop penalty of 100 psi over the spliced configura-

tion. In addition, the "splice" subassembly affords a weight reduction of

approximately 50 pounds. These advantages are tempered, however, by added

fabrication and tooling costs, required to braze and flow check the three-

piece subassembly in addition to each individual section. The 2:1 splice

joint configuration shown in Fig. 67 and located approximately 4.0 inches

below the throat plant was selected for the inner wall of the Demonstrator

Module thrust chamber based on pressure drop and weight factors.
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(U) Iniector Design Description. The injector forms the forward closure (

of the combustion chamber and is an assembly of copper-orifice strips,

LO2 and Glý proj !llant manifolding, and a structural body ( rig. 67 ).

(U) The injector is designed to resist thermal contraction loads by

piloting on the upper seal rings of inner and outer bodies. Internal

preasure-separating loads are carried through the attaching bultL to the

inner and- outer bodies. External loads induced by differential thrust

are taken through the subsonic struts, and thus do not affect the injector.

Several configurations were considered for the Demonstrator Nodule injector,

all of which were based on the 40-comparL.ment combustor and the orifice

strip design demonstrated during Task 1I testing. The design aspectb of

the selected injector are shown in Table 26.

(C) TABLE 26

INJECTOR DE.SIGN PARAMETEWS

Mean Injector Diameter, inches 93,O0

Injector Face Width, inches 2.(0

Number Injeclor Compa.rt-ments 1t0

Number Strips Per Coupartment 6

Total Number Injector Strips 240

Diameter, Fuel Orifnfees, inch 0.085

Diameter, Oxidizer Orificep,, in.ch 0.040

Injection Pattern Triplet, two oxidizer

(C) The injector face is divided into 46 compartments, 2 inches; wide by

7 inches long, physically separuted by structural subsenic struta when

assembled to the thrust chamtber. Eah compartment thus formed is composed

of six copper strips (which contain bith L 2, and U1, injection orifices)

extending radially across the width of the cocibustor compartment. Figure

102 is a detail drawing of the DemcLstrator Fngine injector Assembly.
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(C) The injector face pattern is similar to those used in Phase I. Each

strip contains eight triplet patterns (two oxidizers on one fuel). LH2

is injected through the center of each orifice sb.rip from the apex of

the "steeples." Two L02 orifices in the flat surface on either side

direct oxidizer which impinges with LH2 streams 0.160 inch downstream of

the "steeple." The triplet pattern formed utilizes the injected hydro-

gen to atomize the LO2 streams through shear action (momentum exchange).

The raised "steeple' prevents injector face burning by reducing hot-gas

recirculation against the face. The "baffle" effect formed by this

geometry is also an aid in stabilizing combustion.

(U) Electrical discharge machined flow passages in the injectcr body

connect the fuel and oxidizer manifolds directly to the orifice strips.

Entrance to the LO2 toroidal manifold is made through two tangential

inlets to ensure good distribution under all operating conditions. The

smaller LH2 toroidal manifold is fed by 40 "riser" tubes bringing flow

from the outer body exit manifold. The L0 2 toroidal manifold is fabri-

cated from INCO 718 shells welded to the central body.

(U) Fuel transfer holes are provided in the central body through which

jacket coolant flows from the inner body to the outer body. These pas-

sages are located over each strut betwc'en compartments. A small deflector

on the outboard side aids in curbing the flow -iith minimum turbulence.

(U) Provision is made on the injector body in a manner similar to that

used on Task II hardware for installation of instrumentation in critical

locations. Oxidizer manifolding will contain bosses for installation of

such instrumentation to record inlet pressures and temperatures and gra-

dients from inlets to the remotest distribution point. Provision for

recording chamber pressure in several compartments is made through a

hydrogen strip by means of 0.125 diameter pressure probes, secured to the

body exterior. The probes are inserted through the body, an H2 electrical

discharge-machined (EDM) feed slot, and through the strip, and then are

sealed against external leakage.
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(U) Injector Assembly Analysis. An experimetital study was conducted

(using 2.5K toroidal combustion chamber segments that resulted in: (1)

achievement of performance and operational goals, and (2) selection of

an injector pattern for a full-scale (250K) injector design for the

Aerospike Engine. The pattern chosen was the result of experimental

screening through hot firing of numerouq candidate injector patterns,

all of which were applications of basic injector design principles to

the requirements listed in Table 27. Further design considerations of

the injector and the LO2 manifold are discussed in the followirg

paragraphs.

(C) TABLE 27

DESIGN REQUERLMENTS- INJECTOR

c* Efficiency

at Maximum Thrust (250K at MR = 6:1) 99.6
at Minimum Thrust (50K at MR 6:1) 98.5

Propellant

Oxidizer LO
FuelGH

Oxidizer Flowrate, lb/sec

Maximum 5:3.6
Minimum 90.4

Injector Inlet Pressure, Oxidizer, psia

Max imum 2126
Minimum 335

Fuel Flowrate, lb/sec

Maximum 86.2
Minimum 14.0

Injector Inlet Pressure, Fuel, psia

Maximum 2033.0
Minimum 396

Ignition Medium Hot gas

Ignition Flowrate, lb/sec 3.69
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(C) Injector Performance. By use of a fan triple-. vattern, c*

efficiencies greater than 98 percent at low chamber pressures (325 to

937 psia) and better than 99 percent at high chamber pr-essures (up t'i

1500 psia) were demonstrated with strip injectors in the 2.5K segment

tests in Task II, "Injector Performance Investigation."

(U) Ignition and Tapoff Considerations. The iiijector was designed

on the basis of requirements imposed by the use of hot-gas tapoff and

hat-gas ignition. The injector design selected is ideal in this respect

in that the orifices in each strip adjacent to the struts, through which

the hot gases flow, can be adjusted to provide a low mixture ratio bias

for low-temperature tapoff gases and yet not obstruct the hot-gas ignition

source. This strip adjustment was initially accomplished by plugging LO2

orifices and adding hylrogen orifices. Further adjustment of these features

and of stream location and angle is possible. Since these changes are made

on only two strips per compartment, and in a local zone, no significant

change in overall performance results is anticipated.

(U) Stability Considerations. Combustion stability is an important

criterion for injector design. In general, three types of combustion

instability can be identified as oscillations driven by energy sources

in: (1) the combustion chamber alone (so-called acoustic instability),

(2) the feed system alone, and (3) both of these subsystems with coupling

between them (so-calld chugging instability). The first and third types

are not only the most frequent, but can be influenced by the injector design.

(C) Because of the short length of the annular combustion chamber, cross-

sectional modes of acoustic instability are all of such high frequencies
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that they are not expected to occur. The first longitudinal mode for the
6 -inch-long chamber is approximately 5500 cps; liquid rocket instabilities

at frequencies greater than 4000 cps are usually nonexistent. No instances

of sustained croqs-sectional modes have been recorded in all annular com-

bustion chamber tests accomplished to date.

(C) Circumferential (race track) modes, which are acoustic instabilities

of the lowest frequency that can occur in ar annular combustion chamber,

have been computed to be approximately 220 cps, based upon a mean diameter

of 93 inches and a sonic velocity of 5500 ft/sec for the combustion gas.

Higher-order resonances will have frequencies which are integral multiples

of 220 cps. It is in this mode that an injector design, if prone to acous-

tic instability, will manifest itself in the annular combustion chamber.

The subsonic struts, which are to be used for structural support, will

serve as damping devices for this mode.

(C) Recent tube-wall thrust chamber testing has also shown thrust chamber

and L0 2 torus pressure oscillations in the 220 cps frequency range. Exam-

ination of the torus pressure reveals a phase shift which definitely iden-

Uifies a circumferential pressure wave in the system. The frequency of

220 cps corresponds to a propagation time of 4.5 milliseconds. Since L0 2

has an acoustic velocity of 3000 ft/sec, and the torus mean circumference

is 24.3 feet, a wave propagated through the torus will require approximately

8.1 milliseconds to complete one cycle. The observed 4.5-millisecond

propagation time is therefore a reflection of the first acoustic mode in

the thrust chamber combustor. It appears very probable that incomplete

compartment separation was the cause of the circumferential pressure

oscillations. The Demonstrator Module will utilize the subsonic struts

as an integral part of the structure and all gaps will be closed.
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(U) Chugging instability is a coupled phenomenon between the thrust chamber

combustion process and the propellant feed system. Of the Eeveral types of

combustion instability, chugging is probably the best understood and there-

fore the easiest to predict and eliminate. In a thrust chamber utilizing

hydrogen as a regenerative coolant, hydrogen becomes very compressible near

the injector face and will not participate in chugging instabilities. The

oxidizer then becomes the propellant which is of interest when discusu.r•'

chugging. Chugging has been observed during both solid- and tube-wall,

full-scale testing.

(U) For the Demonstrator Module injector configuration, tio effective

areas exist for controlling chugging threshold. The first concerns the

oxidizer injection velocity and is often referred to in terms of irjector

pressure drop. Increasing the velocity will reduce the chugging tendency.

A second area of effective control involves the feed passages from the

oxidizer torus to the injector. A smaller diameter increases the fluid

inertance and tendR to dceouple the combustor from the LO2 torus.

(U) LO2 Manifold. The design requirements for the 250K Demonstrator

Module LO2 manifold have been developed based on the following generalized

oxidizer manifold design criteria:

Item Criterion

Oxygen Quality for Ignition Gas

Differential Priming Time Balanced ignition

Design No pockets for gas or
dead ends

Static Pressure Distribution ±4 percent

Torque No additional system
weight

Roll Impulse (volume), 1000
ft-lb sec

(This page is Unclassified)
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(C) These criteria are based on experimental cold-flow (LN2) and water-

flow results of a full-scale, four tangential inlet manifold, and 1/4-

scale transparent models of the four tangential, the two tangential, and

the two radial inlet types tested under the NASA System and Dynamics

Investigation Advanced Engine Aerospike. Based on these criteria, the

following specific design requirements for the 250K Demonstrator Module

10 manifold have been developed:

1. The manifold torus should be a constant cross-section manifold.

2. There should be no dead ends in any section. With a constant

cross-section manifold this would imply complete circulation

from one sector to the other.

3. The inlets should be of the tangential type.

4. The number of inlets to the torus depends on the desired volume

of the manifold, the maximum velocity, and the allowable differ-

ential prime time.

5. The inlets may be located on either the top or the inside of the

manifold, and the inlet should intersect the manifold torus in a

tangential manner.

6. The inlet should have the same diameter as the manifold torus,

and the transition zone between the inlet and the torus should

occur in a minimum of 25 degrees of arc.

7. Central location for the origin of the inlet ducts or a uniform

length of all lines will not be required. Acceptability of a

given design will be based on an evaluation on the individual

merits of the design. However, as a general ground rule, all

inlet line configurations should have one-half engine symmetry,

and the differential line length between the shortest and longcst

pair should not differ by more than 30 percent.

8. To maintain a ±4 percent static pressure distribution, the maxiuum

manifold velocity should be 60 ft/sec.
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9. Tile number of "downcomers" will be controlled by the injector

v-equirements. For the current injector design, three downcomers

per baffled zompartment should be employed.

10. The dovxicomers should he located in the outside scetion of the

manifold. / I
11. The mass of the manifold iith resect to tie vapor-forming

potential must be considered and maintained tit a minimum.

(U) Tie specific design requirements uere based on criteria developed from

LN, cold-flow testing of the LOO manifold. It is possible that hot-firing

engine data could modify these criteria,; which could lead, in turn, to

modification of the specific design requirements, One of the more stringent

requirements, from the -. andpoint of engine system design, is the number

of inlets. In general, more inlets produce smaller manifold volumes and/or

lower manifold velocities. In addition, the greater number of inlets pro-

duces the smaller differential prime times. (The differential prime time

is defined as the time between ignitable quantities of oxidizer discharged

through all orifices.) While there is strong experimental evidence to

indicate that the minimum number of inlets (from an operational standpoint)

should be no less than four (and pussibly more), final evaluation of both

the minimum number of inlets and the minimum manifold volume will depend on

the complete hot-firing test result,.

(U) Injector Alternatives Studied. Several materials were appraised for

use as the structural body of the Demonstrator M, odule injector. Design
considerations included: (1) minimizing weight, (2) providing assurance

of primcry leak path repair by hand brazing, and (3) minimizing manufac-

turing development by utilizing techniques developed during the Phase I

program. Materials considered were INCO 718, Inconel 625, and CITES 3117.

The Inconcls presented problems in either TIG braze repair or confidence

in nttaining adequate braze of strip to body. CRES 347 was chosen as

the material offering the best compromise between fabricability, repair-

ability, and weight.
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(U) The injector configuration was fixed as an axially bolted desigu with

separate baffles. The injector body is held in place by two titanium

retainer rings which are axially bolted to the combustor body. The con-

cept is shown ill Fig. 10O in comparison to an alternate method of attaching

the injector, as shown in Fig. 103b. In the latter design, the axial bolts

are placed thrug aA I'CUC1 fIng Uxeso of LIEu ±iLJv LU. Lilt: 1VLLULULUC

ring design was selected in preference to the steel body flange design

because of lower weight and cost estimates.

(U) The decision to use the axially bolted concept was made after compari-

son with an integral baffle-injector design which utilized the upper struc-

tural tie bolt as a shear connection. The integral concept provided

restraint against hydraulic and pneumatic separating loads and offered a

pGtential large weight reduction. The concept, shown in Fig. 104, will

be analyzed for growth from the bolted concept for application on the

flight configuration. Alignment, the necessity for injector preload and

line drilling for installation, and questionable component interchange-

ability are problems which must be solved before this lightweight configura-

tion can be adopted.

(U) Base Closure Description. The perforated base closure used with

aerospike thrust chambers provides the means for introduction and dis-

tribution of turbine exhaust gases into the inner-body base region to

increase base thrust. Criteria for design of the base closure included:

1. Compatibtlity with engine system components regarding deflections

and dimensional variations due to temperature and vibration

2, Efficient dispersion of turbine gas flow for uniform secondary

flow injection
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15/8 hla Bolt (/t' 1 dian
Bolt

Titanium 2lamp Ring Axially Bolted
Injcctor Design Injector Design

a b

Note: AISI 347 used for injector
body in both configurations

Figure 103. Axial Bolted Injector Design Concepts
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3. Minimum weight

4. Capability for removal of closure to facilitate component

accessibility and repair

5. Adequate cooling

(U) The nozzle base closure design (Fig. 105) is a membrane-type INCO 718

structure using an oblate spheroid configuration. This closure is mounted

directly to the pump turbine flanges, thereby transmitting the closure

thrust directly through the pumps into the thrust structure. Such a design

minimizes any loads imposed on the thrust chamber nozzle exit. A flexible

omega joint seals the connection between the bottoia of the chamber and the

base closure.

(U) The minor-to-major axis ratio of the spheroid was selected after con-

ducting a trade study analyzing pressure vessel head shape and weight. A

minor axis dimension of 6 inches was determined to provide a minimum weight

compatible with envelope considerations. The aft surface of the closure

extends 5.0 inches below the nozzle exit plane; however, this additional

heiqht does not affect the gimbal excursion. while the weiaht and internal

flow advantages offset the increased height.

(U) An internal bolting arrangement between the turbine exhaust ducts and

the base closure flanges is used with access provided by holes in the shell

for intersection of the bolts.

(U) The aft portion of the shell is perforated with orifices that comprise

125 sq in. of the flow area (10 percent porosity). A representative orifice

size and spacing would consist of 0.257-inch-diameter orifices, 0.875 inch

apart.

(U) Base Closure Analysis. Design studies were made to determine the beat

base closure configuration to ensure high performance of the secondary
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flowrate. Additional analysis was made to study the base hieat ing to

determine temperature requirements imposed upon the base structure. These

studies are discussci in the following paragraphs.

(U) Performance Considerations. Secondary gas flow is introduced in

the wake region of separated supersonic flow to improve the interaction

with the surrounding primary flow and thus increase base pressure. In the

application of this principle to the Aerospike Engin , Rocketdync experi-

ments have been conducted under NASA Contract NASS-19. This program under-

took evaluation of bleed injection methods, cavity depth, and base geometry.

The resulto of this investigation showed conclusively that injection through

a perforated base closure (either flat or curved) located at the exit. plane

achieved performance equal to deep-cavity injection ovei a wide range of

toecondary flowrates, all other nozzle parameters remaining consistent with

the principle of low axial momeauum. In a short distance downstream of the

closure, the gases from the individual perforations undergo a sudden expan-

sion, thereby ensuring a uniform subsonic secondary flow distribution in

the wake region formed by the separated primary flow.

(C) Base Hebting. The base closure for the Ae.-rospike iozzle consists

Ii U I 1 . 1 V,\ A -t -. : 1. * I - '. - __ .of a perforated obtaue sphrpuie id Lt, iiul ) WIIJ.... .ULAt l11 ... ... g / .OUI nut

flow) passes. The holes are spaced to produce recirculatory flow of the

secondary gases in the vizinity of the perforated base, thereby protecting

the closure with a low-temperature secondary flow blanket. The maximum

secondary gas temperature is appro:ximately 1300 F; therefore, the temperature
of the perforated base closure will not exceed this value. The base surface

temperature measured as a function cf time during uncooled chamber tests

is shown in Fig. 106 for a zero-base bleed condition. Maximum wall tem-

perature for the solid base closure (no secondary flow) at the end of the
6 00-millisecond test was 200 Y, indicating no heating problems in that

region as seen by the small surface temperature rise 'oiLa time. The
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Figure 106. Base Closure Temperature, Phase I Solid Wall (Test No. 000,
P = 900 psi0)

C

Demonstrator Miodule viil operate with a large base bleed, which is intro-

duced in the base cavity. The base bleed wiil consequently maintain the

base st~ruct~ure tit that temperature..

(F) Base Closure Design Alternative Studies. The two basic concepts

studied for the module base closure design are shown in Fig. 107 and 108.

The first was a conventional flat plate base closure (similar to that

used in the experimental chamber), attached rigidly to the LUt2 thrust

chamber manifold at the nozzle exit (Fig. 107). A thrust load of approx-

imately 7401 pounds would be transmitted through the closure to the ihrust

chamber. The necessity of flexible connections between the closure and

the pump turbines required the assumption that a modification of the oxi-

dizer turbine flange was feasible. Even with the assumed diminishing of

the oxidizer turbine flange diameter, available space precluded the effec-

tive utilization of a bellows section. A slip joint was less desirable

but could be made to fit in the space limitation. The 7-inch depth of
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the lba.te cl(sure wUs de Vt 'iuiicd b a the available geuflmevtry. The colnf igula-

tion it.si-:f cuonLai used a f l at predri Iled LoLtum plate and an upper dish-

shaped p1iite of INCO 71t4. The iulternun reinforc ing stiructurt( consisted

of eight radiial rib.: andi 1(t partial radial ribs3. The ribs were coxiiected

1i1N tire,' circD1me renjLial rinings at tile bottom viod thrce circumferentia]

ribs at the top. All radial rib,,, contaitnud large orifices to allow the

distriout ilu of the ilnternai g.ses. Plate stie Qss cotnsiderations determined

-hii rib and ring spaci-a.g. The estimalted weight of 251 pounds for this

'onfigu'ition significantly exceedcO its budget, 190 pounds. l'urthermore,

there uas difficulty in disperoing turbine gases because of the restrictive

intvirnal striicture.

(U) The second design was the oblate spheroid shown in Fig. 105 and 108.

T1his design was selected over the flat plate because of its ability to

meet the targeted -%,eight of 90 pounds and simplified configuration elim-

inating ext.:.'sive welding of internal suppport structure.

(U) N'o methods for attaching tile base closure to the chamber assembly

were evaluatcd: (1) attachment directly to the chamber nozzle with

expansion couplings provided at the turbine duct interfaces, and (2)

attachment, dlirerly to the turbopuimps vý*i-h a flexible coupling between

the closure and nozzle to contain tie secondary flow base pressure and

to provide aln aft support for tile pumps. Because of the limited space
available betw'een tife closure said ttirbine discharge flanges antd thle

simplicity of design with a rigid connection of the base closure to the

turbines, the second configuration was incorporated in the final system

design.
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(U) A preliminary design of thc enigine turbomachinery was undertaken to

establish the component performance and weight, te piuvide more accurate

envelopes for the module design system integration, and to define tile re-

quirements for long-lead item!, which would require action at the onset of

Phase II. Two individual turbopump units were studied, oie for the fuel

and one for the oxidizer, each of -hich includes a pump, preinducer, and

turbine. The separate designs, analyses, and tradeoff studies are dis-

cussed in detail below.

(C) Fuel Turbopiump Design Requirements. The initial fuel turbopump de-

sign requirements were derived from the contract thrust, performance, and

operational requirements listed in Table 9 together with the pressure

requirement,, defined by the system anaiyses. The Demonstrator Module Fuel

Turbopump design must meet the requir(ments listed in Table 28 and provide

not less than ai maximum pump efficiency of 75 percen. over tile mixture

rfitio excursion at full thrust.

(U) The turbine was designed based upon gases having the properties listed

in Table 29. These properties correspond to those of gas generator gases

and not tapoff gases. This assumption was made to ensure an adequate tur-

bine design before definite tapoff properties have been established. A

turbine designed for gas generator properties will not suffer a periormance

loss when operated with tapoff gases; however, the converse is not true.
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(C) TAILL 28

UIJOPUMP DESIGN CONDJITIONS

Nominal Maximum 3 or Maximum Design
Parameter (MR-U,:1) Off Noaiinal Tolerance llequi rement

Pump Qf, gpm 8450 9500 483 10),OWi3

Pump1 D' Psia 27(6 29h2 210 3152

NPSII, feet 60

PIump Inlet Pressure, psia 32.0

hunp Inlet Temperature, It 1l1.7

Turbine Wf, lb/sec 10.5 12.2 1.3 13.5

P. (Turbine Inlet Pressure), 1000 1165 117 1282110

ps1a (mt5)

P (Turbine Discharge Pressure), 70 76.9 8.23 85.13
psia (MrC 5)

T. (Turbine Inlet Gas 1960 1960 152 2112
Temper.ture), F

Turbine Efficiency 62.2

For •turopu~mp upe tgll dciiacieiN iLics aL -t-ff-design ti~xtur_ r&aios see

Table 10, page 78.
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(C) TABLE 29

TURBINE GAS PROPERTIES

Mixture Ratio 1.12

Molecular Weight )L.272

Temperature, F 1960

C p, btu/t lb F 1.802

Specific Heat Ratio 1.348

(U) Fuel Turbopump Alternatives Studied. Several tradeoff studies were

conducted before the final turbopump design concept was established. These

included a study of pump types, preinducer drives, number of turbine wheels,

turbine disk configuration, and the aft turbine bearing carrier. These trade

off studies are discussed in the following paragraphs.

(C) Confijg.ration Selection. Establishment of the maximum opera-

tion head of 96,970 feet for the fuel pump required a re-evaluation of the

selection of the type of pump best able to meet this requirement. The

three types rc-evuluated were: (1) a single-stage, inducer/centrifugal

pump (one and one-half stagesP; (2) a single-stage, multivaned centrifugal

pulp (multistaged radial); and (3) a two-stage centrifugal pump. Pump

parameters at the design point us( for comparison are shown in Table 30

lnd the head and efficiency curves for the three types are shown in Fig. 109.

(U) The evaluation of the pumps was made on the basis of life, weight, hy-

drodynamic performance, uprating capability, manufacturing difficulty, effici-

ency, off-design performance, structural design, maximum bearing DN, maximum

seal speed, and overall dimensions.
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(c) TABLE 30

LIQIDI "'.T GE" PNFUM Pa.&M'T'Li AT D-_IGN POINT,

MIXTURE RATIO = 6

One and Mu ]i;i tage
Parameter One-Half-Stage Two-Staj~v Radial

Impeller Speed, 36,000 36,000 36,000
rpm

Preinducer Speed, 14,600 14,6oo 14,6(;.j
rpm

Impeller Discharge 11.4 '.30 12.4
Diameter, inches

Impeller Inlet 6.75 6.0 5.5
Diameter, inches

Preinducer Inlet 9.0 9.0 9.0
Diameter, inches

Preinducer Head, 700 700 700
feet

Impeller Required 600 600 600
NPSH, feet.

Overall Head 0.820 1.23 0.820
Coefficient

IL
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(U) A sunmmnrv of the comnarison of the three fuel numn ronfi yurntioAnfl

is shown in Table 31, Based on weight, efficiency, upiating capability,

and off-design performance characteristics, the one and one-half stage

pump was eliminated from further consideration.

(U) The choice between the two-stage centrifugal and the radial stage

pump was more difficult. Weight and efficiency were about equal. Reli-

ability and long life, achieved through the design approach of a minimum

of parts, a minimum number of joints and high-press,,re leak paths, elim-

ination of stress areas, and material selection for adequate strength,

were roughly equivalent. The difficulty of casting crossover lines on

the two-stage design was balanced by the effort required to maintain rotor

tip clearances on the multistage radial concept. Seal speeds and bearing

DN valves were almost identical. IHowever, data on the operating character-

istics of the radial design was extremely limited and on this basis, the

two-stage centrifugal configuration was selected.

(U) Preinducer Drive Selection. Requirements of minimum weight and

size, high overall efficiency, and reliability for the preinducer drive

generated a design study in which six configruations, shown schematically

in Fig.ll0, were investigated.

(U) The through-flow, hydraulic turbine drive was selected for the fuel

pump, while ihe high-pressure hydraulic hub turbine drive was selected for
the oxidizer pump. The tradeoffs leading to these decisions are presented

below.

(U) The gear-driven preinducer offered the advantages of relatively high

efficiency (gear box efficiency of approximately 97 percent) and a constant

spk-ed ratio. The gear drive is an attractive solution to the problem; gear
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SEPARATE GAS TURBINE DRIVE

HI GH-PRESSURE -••)-
HYDRAULIC TIf THROUGH-FLOW

TURBINE DRIVE HYDRAULIC TURBINE
DRIVE

ROTATING DIFFUSER HIGH-PRESSURE

DRIVE HYDRAULIC
HUB TURBINE DRIVE

Figure 110. Candidate Preinducer Configurations
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face loads are low (approximately 800 lb/in.) and pitch line velocities are

only 3900 ft/min. Additionally, previous experience has indicated success

in operating gears in both oxidizer and fuel. It is believed, however, that

the added complexity of the gear box may increase development time, and

therefore this concept is less attractive than others investigated.

(U) The separate gas turbine-driven preinducer offers the highest potential

overall pump efficiency, provided hot gas is available with no performance

penalty to the system. Low-pressure turbine exhaust gases are a possible

source for this purpose. The disadvantages of this system are that both

complexity and weight are markedly increased. In essence, it meens adding

a third turbopump with its own turbin. , bearings, seals and attendant inlet

and discharge piping. It was believed that these disadvantages out-weighed

the pump performance advantages to be gained, and therefore, it was not

considered further.

(U) The high-pressure hydraulic tip turaine drive operates by recirculating

high-pressure fluid from the discharge of the main pump through a staged

hydraulic turbine mounted in the tip of ihe preinducer. Tae efficiency of

this desiun was somewhat lower than the through-flow desi•;n, partly because

of the recirculation, but mainly because the large turbin.ý pitch diameter

resulted in extremely short blades and stators and the ratio of leakage

area to through-flow area was large. Sealing at the large diameter also

presented a problem, and as a result, this design was dr,3pped.

(C) The through-flow, hydraulic turbine drive systum i:3 designed integrally

between the low-speed preinducer and the high-speed inpeller. A high-speed

preinducer mounted directly on the pump shaft providec. the head rise to drive

the hydraulic turbine, which is directly linked to the.! low-speed inducer.

This design offers a relatively high overall turbopum. efficiency, a minimum

of mechanical complexity, and it can be developed independently of the main

pump. The main drawback to the through-flow hydraulic turbine design is a

possible loss in performance at off-design operation. An analytical investi-

( gation was performed to determine the off-design pe3rformance of this candidate.
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It wihs found that if the speed ratio (ratio of main indlicer speed to pre-

inducer speed) was approximately 2 to 1, there was very little drift

(ratio stayed constant) at off-design conditions. The speed ratio is

determined by vector diagrarms covering inducur blade leaving angle, pas-

sage flow area and therefcre velocity, rotor entrance and leaving blade

angle, turbine entrance and leaving angle, and a factor for friction los-

ses. Because the ratio of the fuel pump inducer to main inducer was

approximately 2 to 1, the throughflow, hydraulic turbine drive preinducer

was selected for the fuel turbopump.

(C) However, the speed ratio for the oxidizer pump is approximately % to 1,

and thus, the through-flow drive would result in an adverse drift at off-

design. Also, an axial thrust analysis in the oxidizer pump through-flow

inducer resulted in the requirement for either a balance piston or a large-

diameter balance drum. Because both conditions were undesirable, the through-

flow induccr was eliminated from consideration on the oxidizer pump.

(C) The rotating diffuser drive, in which a set of rotating vanes at the

main pump discharge is used to drive the preinducer, was investigated as an

alterna-6e to the oxidizer pnmp through-flow inducer to eliminate the axial

balanct, problem introduced by the through-flow hydraulic turbine. This de-

sign allowed the balance drum diameter to be reduced, reducing the rubbing

velocity from 700 to 600 ft/sec at the nominal operatinu point.

(U) Since the stator has to operate over a considerable range of incidence

angles as the pump is throttled, stalling may occur, with a resulting per-

formnance loss. With the rotating diffuser design, stalling, should it occur,

could not be alleviated because there is no method of adjusting preinducer

speed.
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(U) As a solution to possible stalling problmes of the rotating diffuser

design, the high-pressure hydraulic hub turbine drive was analyzed. Its

operation is similar to the high-pressure hydraulic tip turbine drive except

that the hydraulic turbineis mounted in the hub instead of at the tip. This

allows the turbine to be designed with adequate blade heights and reduces

the sealing requirements (two seals compared to five for the rotating dif-

fuser). Furthermore, the preinducer can be developed independently of the

main pump, in contrast to the rotating diffuser design. Because the hydraulic

turbine is physically separated from the main pump in the preinducer hub, this

design can accommodate preinducer speed controls which will provide the capa-

bility to vary the inducer discharge flow angle. Then, should a stall region

be encountered during throttling, it would be only necessary to place a speed

control valve in the hydraulic turbine inlet flow line to change the flow

angle and alleviate the condition.

(C) Turbine Selection. Since the turbine flowrate in an aerospike

engine is used as the secondary flow in the base region of the nozzle, it

becomes desirable to optimize the magnitude of this flow. The amount of

secondary fnl.w _ a ratio of the Primary flow was shown in the performance

analysis section to have a direct effect upon the engine specific impulse.

While the magnitude of this effect does not change total specific impulse

more than 1 percent, it is nevertheless worthwhile to attempt to achieve

maximum engine performance. For the 1500-psi chamber pressure demonstrator

engine, the turbine flowrate is larger than the desired aptimum secondary

flow. Therefore, efforts were made to improve the turbine performance and

reduce the required turbine flourate.

(U) The required pump horsepower establishes the turbine power requirement

which, in turn, is the product of three primary elements:

Ht'turbine = turbine efficiency x usable available, energy x flowrate
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(U) To minimize the flowretc, both of the other elements must be maximized.

The usable available energy is a function of the turbine drive gas tempera-

ture and the turbine pressure ratio. These parameters are fixed at their

maximum values by stress considerations and the system pressure balance. The

turbine efficiency is a function of the pitch line velocity and the number of

blade rows. The first, of these two design parameters, pitch line velocity,

is established by the pump speed and stress limitations on the turbine disk

and rotor blades.

(U) Therefore, the only design --ariable remaining is the number of blade

rows. Efficiency will increase with added turbine wheels; however, an

associated weight and envelope penalty is incurred. The optimum turbine

design is then determined from a total system specific impulse-weight

tradeoff. This was done for both the fuel and oxidizer turbines, employ-

ing the performance index tradeoff factors in the applications study sec-

tion of this leport.

(U) Figure ill shows the variation in fuel turbine flovrate as a function

of the number of blade rows, together with tile corresponding change in

turbine weight and the average change in performance index for the six

vehicles in the applications study. These data were used to complete the

turbine wheel tradeoff optimization which is also shown in this figure.

This figure shows the three-wheel turbine to have a slight performance in-

dex advantage for the fuel turbine. Furthermore, the three-wheel design

has a lower development and fabrication cost than a four-wheel configuration.

(C) The oxidizer turbine study involved an additional tradeoff with pump

speed. The maximum pump efficiency occurs at about 20,000 rpm; however, it

was not possible to obtain satisfactory turbine performances at this speed

because a 50-percent admission design was necessary. Therefore, the pump

speed was increased to 25,000 rpm. which allowed the diameter to be

decreased from 12 to 10 inches which increased the blade height from

0.260 to 0.320 inch.
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(C) The oxidizr turbine study involved an additional trileoff with pump

speed. The maximum pump efficiency occurb at about 20,000 rpm; however,

it was not possible to obtain satisfactory turbine performances at this

speed, because a 59-percent admission design was necessary. Therefore,

the pump speed was increased to 25,000 rpm, which allowed the diameter to

be decreased from 12 to 10 inchbs which increased the blade height from

0.260 to 0.320 inch.

(U) Fuel Turbine Disks. A number of turbine disk profiles were anal-

yzed to determine the required thicknesses for various configurations based

on estimated rotor blade profiles and turbine disk temperature distributions.

(U) Fir tree and integrally machined blades with welded and bolted curvic

disc connections were cousidered in various combinations. The selected

disc profiles and corresponding stresses for discs having integral blades

with curvic connections are shown in Fig. 112 through 115 . A summary of

stresses and allowable operating speeds is shown in Table 32

(U) The curves of Fig. 116 show the results of the configuration investilna-

tion. The allowable operating speed vs center thickness for various disc

configurations is pvesented. The blades can be changed from integrally

machined to fir tree attached blades for the same disc center thickness,

provided the wheels are attached by welding rather than by curvic coupling.

(U) Natural frequencies and critical running speeds will be calculated,

and the profile will be modified as required to remove these from tbe ,'per-

ating speed range.

(U) Aft Bearing Carrier. Both the L02 and LII2 turbopumps haw- an out-

board aft bearing. The bearings must be rigidly supported by membrs which
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Iigure 112. Mark 30 Turbine Disc Profiles
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TABKE 32

(c) MAIR 304- nUB=INE DISK DAMT

Stage

1 2 3

Required Center Thickness, inches 1.4 1.25 1.4

Center Thickness for Numbers in 1.5 1.25 1.4
This Table, inches

Neck Thickness, inches 0.25 0.26 0.37

Rim Thickness, inch 0.65 0.65 0.86

Blade Attachment Integral Integral Integral

eel Attachment Curvic Curvic Curvic

Average Tangential Stress, psi 62,500 67,400 68,900

Maximum Tangential Stress, psi 88,100 97,300 93,000

ximum Radial Stress, psi 98,000 99,000 94,000

Burst Speed, rpm 52,880 51,100 51,100

Allowable C-('-ating Speed, rpm 39,600 38,400 38,400

Materials Properties for INCO 718

Ftu' psi 156,000 160,000 161,000

Fty' psi 125,000 126,000 127,000

longation, percent 15 15 15

ljeighted Average Temperature, F 800 680 590
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will be exposed to the turbine hot-gas environment and must block only a

limited portion of th, gas flow area. The thermal stresses and distortions

caused by these ga::u:s ';ould be very high. The struts are enclosed by sheet

metal shrouds to protect them from direct gas impingement and to serve as

turbine discharpe gAn: flow straighteners. The struts have pinned ends to

minimize the thermal stresses. A study was conducted to determine thermal

stress and structure flexibility for various strut configurations. The

results are tabulated in Fig. 117 anl 118 and Table 32. By using pinned

end struts, the bearing carrier flexibility can be easily varied by changing

the strut dimensions. The thickness of the fixed end struts is limited

bec.:ause of the thertlly induced bending stresses. The limiting thickness

vPL]I.ues are shown at the bottom of Table 33. The selection of pinned end

struts virtually eliminates the thermal stress problem.

(U) The chosen configuration of six 0.15- by 1.75-inch cross-section struts

on a nine-btrut pattern will have a radial spring rate of 5.96 x 106 lb/in.

(U) Fuel Turbopump Description. The fuel turbopump c insists of a two-

stage centrifugal pump mounted on a cnuilzintfq, . w threerow turbin-e

with a concentric integral, hydraulic turbine driven preinducer. Turbo-

pump axial thrust is handled by means of a hydraulic balance piston located

between the two main impellers. A layout of the complete assembly is shown

in Fig. 119, and the subcomponents are discussed further in the following

paragraphs.

(U) Pum•. The fuel pump assembly consists of the preinducer, the

impellers, the balance piston, and the housing.

(C) The preinducer, designed to meet the NPSH condition of 60 feet, has

as axial flow design with four vanes at the inlet increasing to eight vanes

at the discharge. The higher solidity at the discharge iE; to provide a

(
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(C) TABLE 33

A.F BEARING SUPPORT

SPRINGRATE SUMMARY

b

Fixed or Pin Ended

t b 3 Struts 6 Struts 9 Struts

0.15 1.00 1.71 x 10 3.-42 x 10 5.13 X 10]

.4C 2.25 10.23 x 106 20.46 R 106 30.69 x 106

0.07 2.25 1.80 x 106 3.60 x 106 5.40 x 106

0.10 2.25 2.57 x 106 5.14 x 106 7.71 x 106

0.15 1.75 2.98 x 106 5.96 x 106 8.94 x 106

NOTE: For the configuration, the springrates are approximately

proportional to the area, where

A = x-sectional area of strut

-t xb

b = maximum allowable width of strut - 2.25 inches

ta = Maximum allowable thicImess of strut

= 0.07 inch for Hastelloy-C

S0.10 inch for Inconel-X Fixed End Only j

= Determined by Thermal Stress
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more uniform flow distribution to the high-speud rotor just aft of the pre- (

inducer. It operates at approximately 42 percent of the main pump speed

(14,535 rpm) and produces a head rise of 883 feet. The preliminary con-

figuration of the high-speed inducer has sevcn blades, is machined from a

titanium forging, and is splined to the main sha-t. It operates at a tip

speed of 1160 ft/sec (driven by the main turbine at 35,000 rpm) and pro-

duces a head rise of 4000 feet. The flow then passes through a single-

stage impulse hydraulic turbine which drives the low-speed preinducer be-

cause the two are coupled together through their shrouds. The turbine

head drop is 1b92 feet, which means that the overall head rise in the pre-

inducer section (head available to the main impellers) is approximately

'3200 feet. The preinducer design parameters are shown in Table 34.

(C) The two pump impellers are mournted back-to-back and the flow from the

first-stage impeller passes through five crossover tubes to the inlet to

the second-stage impeller. The impellers are made of titanium and fully

shrouded to improve impeller efficiency and mihimize variations in devel-

oped head because of axial ulcarance. The rear shrouds are tilted so the

exit angle is approximately 60 degrees from the axes to p'ýrmit the vanes

to bL nearly radial elements with discharge vane angles of 60 degrees from

tangential. With tbe preindncer, the required impeller suction specific

speed of 7313 is easily attainable and no cavitation problems are anticipated.

The basic impeller geometry is presented in Table 35.

(U) The axial thrust loads of the pump and turbine are controlled by

means of a balance piston which is located between the two impellers for

two reasons: (1) there is no external leakage, i.e., balance piston flow

path is from the discharge of the second stage (high-piessure impeller)

through the balance piston and then into the discharge of the fiv.t-stage

impeller, and (2) the leakage is the same as would result wit)? the normal

interstage seal between the two impellers. That is, if the balance piston

was not located between the two impellers, a labryinth seal would have to

be installed between the two impellers, and the leakage across the labyrinth

would be approximately the same as the flow required by the balmace pigton.
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(c) TABLE 34

DESIGN P.AIULME.R AND FJLEL. Pit-.!NDL1 RIER

OFF-DESIGN OPERATING CONDITIONS

Mixture iiatios
5 6 7

Pr einducer

Speed, rpm 15,300 14,535 13,950

Hfead Rise, feet 941 8R3 829

Inlet Flow Coefficient 0.0755 0.07 0.0663

Inlet Tip Diameter, inches 9.5 9.5 9.5

Discharge Tip Diameter, inches 7.83 7.83 7.83

High Speed Inducer

Speed, rpm 36,800 35,000 33,600

Head Rise, feet 4250 4000 3760

Inlet Flow Coelficient 0.0373 0.081 0.0767

Inlet Tip Diameter, inches 7.6 7.60 7.6
Discharge Tip Diameter, inches 6.9 6.90 6.9

Suction Specifi, Speed 1,,300 18,900 18,500

Turbire

Speed, rpm 15,300 14,535 13, 950

Head Drop, feet 1795 1692 1590

Inlet Tip Diameter, inches "'.83 6.83 6.83

Discharge Tip Diameter, ihchus 6.5 C. r0n
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(c) TABLE 35

FUEL MUWP IMPELTLI D-Q-.IGN PARAMPTERS

Number of Stagei 2
Impeller Head Rise/Stage, feet 39,000
Impeller Discharge Diameter, inches 9.5

Impeller Tip Width (Normal to Flow), inches 0.45

Rear Shroud Angle at Discharge (from axis), degrees 60

Discharge Blade Angle from Tangential, degrees 60

Impeller Inlet Eye Diameter, inches 6.28

Inlet Hub Diameter, inches 4.5

No. of Blades at Inlet 6.0

No. of Blades at Discharge 24.0

Head Coefficient (stage) 0.597

Suction Specific Speed 7313

(U) The pump inlet housing and volutes are made of cast Tens 50 aluminum

alloy and include the first- and second-stage discharge volutes and cross-

over tubes. The flow from the second-stage impeller passes through five

crossover tubes between the first-stage tubes and into a volute mounted

forward of the first-stage impeller. This produces a rigid casting with

a minimum diameter. The main pump housing is bolted to the preinducer

housing at one end and to the turbine inlet manifold at the other end.

(c) Turbine. The fuel t..urbine is a Lhr•rcr.., e.. .... ntilly volncityv-

compounded impulse turbine; however, there is a small change in static

pressure across each blade row. All three turbine discs are machined from

Incone! 718 with integral blades to minimize turbopump length and weight.

In the first two rows the blades are shrouded; the third row has an un-

shrouded blade to allow maximum blade height to utilize as much of the
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available energy in the gas as possible. The turbine discs are fastened

together with through bolts and torque is transmitted through curvic

couplings. Honeycormb seals are utilized at the blade tip and on the be-

tween stage stator elements to decrv.as losses. The turbine mani.fold .

kept at a minimum diameter to obtain the lightest possible weight. Power

from the turbine is supplied to the second-stage impeller through a sp'ine
drive and then to the first-stage impeller which is fastened to the second

stage with through bolts. The turbine nozzle is welded integral with the

turbine manifold with a conical support between the manifold and housing.

The individual turbine stator vanes are supported by rings bolted to the

housing and to the inner diaphragm. The turbine outboard bearing is mounted

to six struts with pinned ends 15 degrees off radial to maintain bearing

alignment when subjected to thermal gradients. There are nine discharge

turbine vanes, six fair around the bearing support struts,and the other

three are utilized to provide propellant cooling to the outboard turbine

bearing. The turbine gas path and design parameters are shown in Fig.120.

(U) Bearings. The liquid hydrogen turbopump employs two hydraulic-

ally coupled rotating elements, each supported on two ball bearings. For

purposes of tabulation, they will be designated starting at the inlet to

the preinducer IF, 2F, 3F, and 4F. The design requirements of the fuel

turbopimp bearings are shown in Table 36.

(U) Ball bearings were chosen throughout because of their inherent

ability to start quickly without prepressurization. to survive lube coolant

and successfully ingest some contamination. Furthermore, a large body of

_neccessful test experience has been gained for propellant-lubricated turbo-

,•--.p ball bearings.

(C) The LU12 preinducer operates at 14.500 rpm mounted on two outer race

rotating ball bearings (IF and 2F). This approach reduces the bearing
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TAPOFF CYCIE

Dm - 8.90 INCHES TURBINE MEAN DIAMETER

Ae - 2.29 SQ IN. TURBINE
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I I - 1.348

L-Ao0.140 (TYP)

0.700 050 0.650 0.650 5LADI

2.50 .. 8 ........TE..

.I -TYP-

0.i,70LII0620 0.760 0 .90 0.700

16000 
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N 35000 RPM 1"63-J

T 1500 F TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE

P 1000 PSIA TURBINE INLET PRESSURE
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- 10.53 LB/SEC TURBINE FLOWRATE

NOTE: (1) TIP SHROUDS AND SEAL STRIPS ON
ALL ROTOR BLADES EXCEPT STAGE 3
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Figure 120. Mark 30--F Turbine Gas Path Sketch
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size to the point that the application is considered state of the art.
Both. bearin~gs arecooe bGI- Wy r':ý u~to of " 2With te ubriCatio

requirements defined by thy cage material constituents.

(C) The inlet end bearing (3F) on the pump main shaft operates at 35,000

rpm and is also cooled witu liquid fuel. The bearing is preloaded axially

by a spring with the rotor thrust carried by a balance piston. This appli-

cation, except for the long life required, is considered state of the art.

(U) The preliminary design of the fuel turbine shows ball bearings located

at the af•. end of the turbopump in the turbine discharge area (4l') which

are preloaded with springs and cooled with gaseous hydrogen. Selection of

this design is not firm and the subject is discussed further in the Analysis

s•t( ion.

(U) Seals. The liquid hydrogen turbopump has two main seal areas.

One between the second-stage pump impeller and the turbine, designated AF,

and the other between the outboard bearing and the turbine exhaust, desig-

nated as BF. Hydrostatic liftoff seals with the design requirements shown

in Table 37 were selected for both applications.

(U) materials. The materials seloct.ed for the primary turbopump

components are based on Rocketdyne experience in the design and production

of pump assemblies for rocket engines. This experience, which includes an

extensive past history of service together w¢ith continuous material tesc-

ing and structural testing, has provided the detailed background necessary

fo-. the material selections which meet the performance, reliability, and

long operating life requirements of the module.
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(U) Tens-50 aluminum alloy castings are the primary selection for the

12II and LOX volutes and inlet housings. This material provides satisfactory

strength at minimum weight and can be cast in complex forms. Foundry tech-

nology required to cast complex structures has been acquired through exten-

sive development and production usage, and guaranteed minimum mechanical

properties for Premium Strength Tens 50-T60 at room temperature and -423 F

have been easily met.

(U) Forged titanium 5.OAl-25Sn is used for the inducer, preinducer, and

main impeller. This selection was based on material testing and actual

service experience. The material has demonstrated that the conservative

minimum properties used in the design can be easily met if normal metal-

lurgical control is enforced at the suppliers.

(U) The use of the same alloys for the major components of the Demonstrator

Module turbine as are used for the corresponding components in the J-3

engine fuel pump turbine is contemplated. For the manifold and nozzle

block, Hastelloy C alloy will be used; for the integral turbine disk and

blades, Inconel 718 will be used.

(C) Considerable design and fabrication experience has been gained on

these alloys in the production of the J-2 fuel pump turbine. However, the

increase in operating time and number ot starts of the turbine over

that of the U-2 turbine will require the development of additional material

properties design data. The design parameter of 300 starts makes it neces-

sary to consider thermal fatigue properties in the design. The approach

here will be to generate low cycle isothermal fatigue data which can be

applied to the thermal fatigue design problem. The 10-hour firing life

requirement also requires that creep and stress-rupture data be developed.
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(U) The requirements of propeilant-cooled bearings for LO 2 a'd Ui!2 tur'uu-

pumps have been satisfactorily filled by ball bearings with 4i40 C races

and balls, equipped with glass fabric supported Teflon (GTFE) cages.

(U) Testing of other cage materials (including polyimides, Chemloy 719

and Rulon A) for LO02 and LI 2 cooled bearings did not demonstrate any to

be superior to GYFE (Armalon). For this reason, Armalon is the first choice

for use in all bearing cages.

(U) Fuel Turbopump Analysis. The following paragraphs discuss the perform-

ance, hydrodynamic, and stress analyses made in connection with the foel

turbopump design.

(C) Pump Performance. Pump hydrodynamic performance is predicted by

use of a digital computer program which calculates the performance and losses

through the pump fc" each pump element. All losses are calculated in the

dimensionless form of head lost times gravitational coxistant divided by tip

speed squared. The program evaluates losses of inducers, stators, impellers,

varied diffusers, volutes, and volute exit diffusers. Types of losses include

iniuikt L. q, L Afuio , dis frctcnlay6Ina rilh nnpr- re ir u-

lation loss, clearance loss, wear ring leakage, and momentum loss. The co-

efficients and equations used in the program have been found to give reliable

preliminary design performance predictions of bo.h II-Q performance and power.

To assure meeting the NPSH requirement of 60 feet, a design input value of

30 feet was used in the hydrodynamic analysis for the preinducer. The over-

all performance of the fuel pump, including its preinducer, i- shown in

Fig. 121, and the estimated pump operating line throttling down to 5:1

is shown.
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(C) Volute lydrodynamic Analysis. The first-stage impeller dis-

charge flow system condists of five flow passages which drop the velocity

and direct the flow to the second-stage impeller inlet. The diffusion

occurs in the elliptical difusing passages which diffuse the flow while

turning it. Such a design has been shown experimentally to be capable

of producing higher efficiencies than straight elliptical diffusers

(Itf. ' ).

(C) The second-stage impeller discharges also into five elliptical flow

passages with a velocity ratio of 2.341. These passages then discharge

into a collector which leads to a single discharge flaLge. A clay model

of a portion of the volute is sl ,i in Fig. 122.

(C) Main Inducer. The main high-speed fuel inducer provides a head

rise of 4000 feet, which imposes substantial centrifugal and hydrodynamic

loads. Therefore, a preliminary structural analysis was performed for the

estimated blade geometry. The maximum calculated vane steady stress is

31,350 psi (25,700-psi centrifugal stress and 5, 6 50-p)si pressure bending

strc.es) which is satisfactory for titanium. The two lowest blade betiding

mode natural frequencies are approximately 3900 Cps and 14,200 cps. These

are sufficiently removed from the 1550-cps excitation frequency produced
by the preinducer blades.

(U) Fuel Impeller. Preliminary structural calculations of several

proposed impeller backplate configurations have been performed. The geom-
etry and maximum allowable tip velocities are presented in Table 38 for

various materials.
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(U) Titaniium and several aluminum alloys were considered as possible im--

peller materil- .ccauoe of their favorable strenoth-to-weight ratio. Duc-

tility, ease tv' fabrication, and history of successful use as impeller

material were also considered. The allowable tip speeds were calculated

in accordance with establis'aed locketdyne burst speed poi.cy; i.e., the

maximum allowable operating st1red equal to 75 percent of the calculated

burst speed.

(C) As shown in Table 38 , 6070-T6 aluminum and A1lO-AT-FIl titanium alloy

impellers cal be fabricated to meet the 1700 ft/"so'c maximum tip speed re-

quirement. A weight comparison of the impeller confxgurations for aluminum

and titanium is shown in Table 39. A-i alominum impeller is seeni to have

the weight advantage; however, the waximum tip speeds are marginal even

for the thicker profiles.

(U) The vanes are perhaps the most, critical area of the inupeller because

of the high speed requirements of the hydrogen pump. Structurally, a thick

vane is desirable to carry the centrifligal loads; hydrodynamically, a thin

vane is desirable for performauce. To compare the effect of these conflict-

ing requirements for aluminum and titaizium impeller materials, the minimum

possible vane thicknesses required for structurul adequacy (the thickness

for a vane having no bending stresse:i) were cals~u.lated. These vane thick-

ness profiles along the mean stream]itie arc shownm in Fig. 123. The aluminum

vane requires approximately twice the thickness of the titanium vane for

structural adequacy.
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TWO-STAGE IMPELLER WEIGIK COMPARISON

Aluminum Weight, pounds Titanium W'eigbt, pounds

Pre- Pre !

Configuration Impeller Impeller Total Impeller Impeller Total

1 2.1* 7.8* 9.9* 3.4 12.6 16.0

2 2.1* 7.91 13.0* 1.2.7 16.1

3 2.1 8.9 11.0 14.3 17.7

4 2.1 10.3 12.4 i6.6 20.0

5 2.1* 9.3* 11.4 15.0 18.4

*Does not meet 1700-fpj tip bpeed requirement
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,A^, VANE TIal(NESS, (AinON MEAN STREAMLINE)

0.250 INCH 0,1-..--- 0.125 INCH

PREIMPELLER

MAINSTAGE IMPELLER

I INCH ITINCH

0.400 INCH- 0.200 INCH

ALUMINUM TITANIUM

THESE ARE THE A'AL.UES OF THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM
VANE THICKNESS REQUIRED - THESE ARE TO BE USED
ONLY FOR PRELIMINARY HYDRODYýAMIC ANALYSIS.
BENDING STRESS AND TAPERS WERE NOT CONSIDEREC.

i'igkre 123. Minimum Required Impeller Vane Thickness
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(Ui) Titanium was chosen as the impeller material to permit the vanee to

be thinner for increased hydrodynamic performance. The impellers will be

integral with the shaft and will be joined with through bolts. The integral

impeller-shaft design increases the strength of the backplate by eliminating

the central splined bore. A portion of the impeller, the preimpeller, will

be made separaLe fIru tile Wain impeller to Provide ea . .....

Shear pins will be used to distribute torsional and centrifugal loads into

the main impeller backplate.

(C) The maximum allowable tip speed cf the selected configuration, estimated

from calculations of a number of proposed backplate configurations, is approxi-

mately 1800 ft/sec. A representative backplate stress distribution is shown

in Fig. 124.

(U) Fuel Pump Rotor Studs. An analysis was conducted to determine the

adequacy of the pump rotor bolting arrangement. The choice of titanium as

the impeller material provides a marked advantage over aluminum insofar as

the allow.able impeller thrust separating load is concerned. This can be

seen from Fig. 125. The allowable separating load increases with decreasing

temperature for the selected impeller materials 5Ai-2.55 ELI titanium. At

liquid hydrogen temperatures, the separating load that the bolts can carry

and still waintain an adequate margin on separation between components of

the bolted utackup is approximately three times as large with titanium im-

peller material as with aluminum.

(U) The shear stress in tbhe studs aL the iu,.efacts iet,wei, th, two .... ll.r.

is 16,500 psi, well within the acceptable limit.

(U) The turbine torque is transmitted to thp high-pressure impeller through

a spline which is integral to the stub shaft of the impeller. This arrange-

ment circumvents the problems resulting from drivingz with shear pins through

(
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Figuie 124k. Fuei impeller Representative Backplate Stress Dist,ribution
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two relatively thin inverwediate members. ilowever, the torsiot-al wind-up

of the stub shaft introduces excessive binding sLvetses ii the pump rot'or

studs if they are supported in the tangential direction. A d2siga which

allows tangential freedom but. provides radial support j•r the studs will

minimize these bending streses,

(U) The splinu shear stressev are low and at the minimum secitin the shaft

is adequate to cna•y the torsional load.

(U) Fuel Pump Balance Piston Backplate. The balance piston backplate

will bc made of titanium to minimize thermal differential movements betweenr

it and the impellers. The deflectio.n, and stresses for the worst load con-

ditions; i.e.- with the high-preesure orifice closed, are shown in F"ig. Lb.

(U) The maximum tangential str-ess is vpproximately 11,000 psi, The taxi-

mum principal stress in the r-z (radial-axial) plae is 16,000 psi. These

stresse.ý are within the acceptable limits for titanium, -

(U) Fuel Volute Structura! raEL tj. The volute will be designed to

minimize the aeflections in the discontinuity areas, near the tonguPa. In

keeping with current Roeketdyne policy, the volutes will be subjected to a

proof-pressure test during manufacture. This proof 'test will serve two

purposes. First, high localized discontinuity stresses will he preyielded,

and second, a partial measure of quality assurance will be accomplished.

Volutes ni similar design have been subjected to 509 proof-rressure cycles

without failure.

(u) Preliminary calculations were performed t.o determine the required wall

thicknesses of the interstage crossover ducts. The large sepirating load

created by the f]uid pressures is carried by the walls of t'hese passages-
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p - 00 PSI ~ 1  2130 PSI

0. 002!

0.0.022"
0.002'00

p =700 PSI1

. p -19 5 PSI

p 700 PSI 0.004"

MAXIMU.M STRESSES

- 11,000 PSI (HOOP PRINCiPAL STRESS)

r -m !6,000 PSI (r-z PRINCIPA'_ STRESS)

NOTE; FRESSURE LOADING CORRESPONDS TO "HE
HIGH-PRESSURE ORIFICE CLOSED LONDITiON

.. ,,..p - FLUID PRESSURE LOADING

Figuvo 126. jalan'e Pigvtsa Backplat4
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The volute has 10 crossover ducts (5 per stage), hence 10 tongues. The

required wall thickness varies from 0.60 inch at the entrance of one passage

to 0.90 inch immediately upstream of the entrance to the next. The required

wall thickness for the high-pressure collector scroll is 0.75 inch at the

volute discharge.

(U) Turbine Performance. The estimated performance map for the fuel

turbine is shown in Fig.127. This map was developed by reducing the avail-

able energy in accordance with turbine energy loss coefficients that have

evolved from dtsign and development of previous turbines. These coeffic-

ients adju,-t the available energy for primary friction losses caused by

gas flow and expansion within the individual blade passages and for sec-

ondary losses resulting from blade path geometiy, incidence, Mach number,

trailing edge thickness, and leakage within each nozzle-rotor stage. These

loss coefficients were derived from correlations of preliminury perform-

ance estimates with the final test data for previous turbines that have

beeti built and tested. These turbines h - ! been tested over an operating

rf-nge of speed and pressure ratio far greuter than the turbine was intended

to operate to accurately determine both design and off-design performance.

After t-3sting the complete turbine, individual rotors and stators were system-

atically removed and tests were conducted to determine performance with and

without these elements. The resulting overall and staging test data were

then compared with the preliminary performance estimates and the energy loss

coefficients used in the design were revised, if required, according to the

test results.

(U) This metiod of design and development and the considerable amount

of test data accumulated allowed the refinement of design coefficients

to a high degree of confidence.
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Figure 127. Turbine Estimated Performance, Three-Stage Veraiou
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(U) The fuel turbine staging, impulse with velocity compounding, i' quite

similar to staging that has previously been evaluated. Therefore, the final

fuel turbine hardware is expected to perform in close conformance with the

estimated p rformance map.

(U) Fuel Turbine Rotor Blades. Turbine blade stresses were esti.-

mated based on similar bl.'les in existence. The first- and second-stage

blades are hollowed and shrouded. The third stage is tapered and twisted

and will probably be shrouded to reduce vibration induced stresses. The

estimated steady-state stresses are shown in Table 40. The values shown

do not include stresses caused by twisu or stacking. Optimum fillet radii,

having minimum stress concentrations, were assumed.

(U) Vibration natural frequencies 'vere estimated for the third-stage blade,

which is expected to be the most critical stage. An interference diagram

for this stage is shown in Fig. 128. If the blades are unshrouded, a reso-

nant frequency will be experienced within the operating speed range. A

number of approaches to minimize the severity of this potential problem

area will be considered. A selection of geometry and numbers of nozzles

to remove the resonant frequencies from the operating speed range is a

possible but not probable solution. A continuous tip shroud may raise the

first tangential bending frequency above the operating speed range.

(U) If the resonant frequencies cannot be removed from the operating speed

range, the geometry may be selected so that they occur in the lower speed

(low stress) range, and the intermediate and high-speed ranges are free freom

resonances. An additional alternative is available. A change in geometry

to fir trec attachments can be made without affecting the overall package

size, providing the discs are welded together rather than bolted, as men-

tioned previously. Tests will be conducted to verify the blade natural

frequencies. Studies will be made to optimize the design for the vibration

2( '2
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(c) TABME 40

U2 TURIWU• MADE SMSIS I
First Stage ISecond Sta e Third Stage
(Shrouded) I (Shrouded) (Unshroudee)

MAXIMUM STIh'SES (at leading and trailing edgies), psi

Without Stress
Concentra tion

Centrifugal* 30,500 44,100 42,170

Power Bending 5,360 5,560 5,190

Total 35,860 49,660 47,360

With Stress Concentration

Centrifugal* 37,900 54,900 52,300

Power Bending 6,700 6,900 6,400

Total 41tO00 61,)00 58,700

MATERIAL IP!OPIMlT11- FOR INGO 718

Ultimate Strength, psi 124,000 153,000 156,O000
10 Hour Rupture Strength, psi 83,000 140,000 150,000

empe rtutFe, " 1,320 1,100 945

NOTE: Speed 38,900 rpm

Torque 36,500 in.-lb

*Centrifugal bending stresses are not included.
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consideration°. Dhie vibrat.ir consideraiious are expected to be less critical

in tile first- and second-'-:t.,ge hi rades with iiltegral continuous shrouds. The

thermal duty cycle will be deŽfined for operating coiditions. Thermal stresses

aad the attendant. low cycle fatigoe will also be a consideration izn determining

the airfoil and shroud cross-sectional geometries.

(U) Fuel Turbine Inlet Manifold. The turbine inlet manifold will be

made of llat telloy C. Use of Ilastelloy C eliminates the need for a heat treated

veldmeit. bind lprovides adequate rupture strength and good ductility. The ther-

wal duty ý,ych. will be defined and low cycle fatigue considered in the siziag

of the manifold and turbine stationary parts.

(C) Seal Analysli. The function of the main liquid hydrogen pump seal

package is to prevent excessive leakage of liquid hydrogen into the turbine.

The package consists of three flow restrictious in series between the

1600-psig fluid at the islet to the second stage and 270-psig turbine

downstream pressure. The first and third restrictions are labyrinth seals

which must flow a substantial amcuat of fluid to create a pressure drop

seals which must. flow a substantial Lmount of fluid to create a pressure drop,

and so are considered mainly as backup seals. The second seal is the lhainm

flow restriction and is a positive-type 8haft seal, which will be referred t'j

as the primary 1119 seal.

(C) The most advanced seal application in the L1L 2 pump is the high-pressure

primary Ill,, seal which will be required to operate outside present experience

and state of the art for both speed (735 ftjisec) and pressure (160o psig).

(U) In order to attain the life required, seal concepts other than two con-

tacting flat rubbing surfaces will be required because of the high heat gener-

ation and resulting wear. An attractive alternative is the liftoff seal, in
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which the sealing faces are Separated, eliminating wear. Tes ting to date

had indicated tha, hydrostatic I if toff seals call perform satisfactorily at

high speeds for LII, service. It it. felt that the hydrostatic seal is adapt-

able to higher pressures and speeds because of its noncontrctiug feature.

(U) The hydrostatic seal is self-compensating, iin thlat face geometry is I
designed so that the seal is hydraulically in balance with the faces sepa-

rated slightl13 . Further opening drops the pressure between the seal face..',

a:-d hydraul'c forces tend to close the seal. The seal then operates at a

small controlled gap with a small steady leakage. Because the hydrostatic

seal remains lifted off as long as the applied i)ressure exceeds the design

liftoff !ressure, this type of seai should be insensi tive to speed, higher

pressure, or operational time. The remaining desxign goal is then to provide

a secondary seal (most probably a bellows) capable of withstanding the seal

pressure.

(C) Bearing Analysis. The most significant new technology area in

the turbopumps is the turbine bearings which moust operate at 35,000 rpm

(lit 2 pump) and 25,000 rpm (L20 pump) lubricated and cooled by gaseoui hydio-

gen. A limit-d amou-t of testing was coutducted in which ball bearings were

cooled with gaseous hydrogen. Two sets of 4I5-mm bore bearings were run at

triO0 rpm to 38,K00 rp- f2 212 :Nin'•ftz tot,,l t-oa time. Three sets ol

60--mm bore bearings were operatedI for accumulated test time of 1181, 301,

and 507 seconds, respectively. In general it was concluded that more cage

pocket wear, lower load and speed copacity, and more ball and race surface

degradation occur with GIL -cooled bearings when compared to LII-cooled
2

bearings.

(U) Two potential solutions are considered; the final choice will depend

upon test results. Preliminary tests kill be conducted to determine uprating

limits with gaseous hydrogen coolant. As an alternative, a lubrication sys-

tem with gaseous hydrogen plus an additive such as tributyl phosphate will be

tested. This system has been used for gear and bearing lubrication in another

application. The anticilated lubrication requirements for the turbine bear-

ings are less severe than those for gears, and it, is therefore expected that

an additive system, if needed, will comprise a satisfactory solution of opera-

tional problems.
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(U) Tile preliminary dle.sigis (of botA, turbhupumpa show ball bearings preloaded

with springs. Consideration will be given during the detail design to tIe

use of roller bearings in the turbine position. The roller bearings are

expected to have the following advantages:

1. No sliding of outer race requiredl

2. lilgh ralial stii'Ms I
It is expected, however, that rou]]tr bearings will require additives in the

gaseous hydrogen to prevent excessive roller end wear.

(U) Tile choice among the alternaui'e systems will be based on design anal-

yses including shaft dynamic analysis and upon bearing test results.

(U) Lotordy'namics. Several critical speed analyses were performed for

various configurations of UL,1 turboiump rotating assembly. Each reLating

assembly was idealized as a system of lumped mass stations. The inertia

properties and elastic characteristics for eacht station were then approxi-

meted. The s•tem simulated was then evaluated b3 a transfer matrix sciheme

yielding the critical speeds. The analysis procedure was performed using

digital programs operating on the MBM Qvst'm 360. Critical slieed variations

for changes of bearing radial spring rates were studied. The final config-

uration analyzed exhibited at least one critical speed within the operating

speed range for a13 pnactical range of bearing spring rate. Figurel 29 dis-

plays a plot ol c: itical speeds vs bearing radial spring rate. Bearing

spring rates in excess e f 1.3 (O') lb,/in. are recommended to minimize criti-

cal speed problems; i.e., for such values only one critical speed will exist

within the desired operating speed range. Figure 10 shows the first critical

speed shaft normalized mode shape. Although the rotor analysis indicates

the first critical speed to be within the throttling speed range, it is pre-

dominantly a bearing critical speed (most of tine deflection due to 1vparirli

flexibility). Experience with similar types of rotating assemblies, writh

proper balancing of the physical rotor and damping by the fluid forces,

show that this critical speed mode is not apparent in experimental data.

However, the analysis does point out a potential area to be cognizant of,

uluring development testing, should problems arise.
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(C) Oxidize r 'il_._boIium1 . Digil Requirements. The ilitial uxidizci turhu-

pimp dels ign reitquirement8 were derived from the thrust, perfluiulzce, aud

operational r elutrclew tts listed ill '1lab!e 9, together 'With the prv-s1ur4

requireruunts definied by the 'ysytuw analyses. The demonitz-utur nitile o.1.i-

dizeer pump (8esigli !numt vieet the reqluirement* listed ii T'able 41 anti pro-

vide a maximwtA cffticieucy not lewm thliw 73 percent over the mi xture r-tiI
ecXur'sionl at full Ilhva. 1

(c) TABLE 4 1

OXIDIZIEAL T'1WOFrUl'P DESIGN CONDITI ONS

Now iinal Maximum 3 M ?aximum D)esign
I'raruttc r (?41t-6:1) Off Nominai Tolermace Requirement

Pulp Q0, gpm 3126 3295 160 31,55

Pump I'll, ps i ix 2060 2118 166 228)j

NPSII. feet 16

l'unmp Inlet Pressure, psia 40.0

Pump Inlet Temperature, It 175.6

Turbine W., lb."Bee 3.91 4.13 V.47 11.6

p. (Turbine Inlet Pressure), 750 791 92 883
pmta

11. (Turbine Discharge Presaure), 4o Ill.1 (Rltl5) 4.32 48.42
p~ia

1W t u (Turbine Inlet Gas 1960 1960 1.52 2112
Temperature), I.

Turbine Efficiency 47.4 1 1 1
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(U) The turbine was designed based on the gas generator properties listed

in Table 29 . For turbopump ol;erating characteristics at off-design mixture

ratios see Table 1) , page 78.

Oxidizer Turbopump Al terratives Studi ed1.

(C) Pump Configurations. Because of the high density of LO2, the

required pump head is relatively lo-4 (II 4610 ieet maximum). The low head,

when combined with high speed (to minimize weight and envelope), results

in a high specific speed design. The high specific speed and medium volume

flow of 3100 gpm, combined with the requirement for throttling, make this

pump ideally suited to a centrifugal design. Such a pump has the charac-

teristics of high efficiency, low weight, design simplicity, and wide off-

design performance. Therefore, no other candidate configurations were

investigated for the main centrifugal stage. The analysis for the selec-

tion of a hydraulic turbinp mounted in the preinducer hub to drive the

preinducer was presented with the fuel pump preinducer drive analysis,

page 248.

(U) Oxidizer Turbine Disk Configuration. A study was conducted to

determine the required turbine disk configurations. The selected profiles

aid corresponding eiresses a-e shown in Fig. 131 through 134. The disc mate-

rial is Inconel 718 and the blades are fir tree attached. During the

initial portion of this study, the required sizes were calculated for the

third-stage disc with and without a central hole. The results are shown

in Fig. 131 anLd 135. This study was conducted considering blades with fir

tree attachments. The thickest hollow disc considered (Fig. 135) did not

have an adequate allowable speed. From a comparison of Fig. 131 and 135 it

can be observed thst the solid disc offers advantages in turbine assembly

and weight. During the detail design of the turbine disc, analysis will
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Figure 132. First-Stage Oxidizer Turbine Disc Stress vs lRadius
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T 900*F

OPERATING SPEED (RPM)

DISC. ALLOWABLE -26450

MK 30-0 REQUIRED -27000

"WEIGHT - 17.6#

Ftu=120 KSI AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
ELONGATION-15%

Figure 135. Mark 30-0 Turbine Third Stage Disc Preliminary Sizing
Disc With Hole (Shrouded Fir Tree Blades)
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be perfonned to determine the disc natural frequencies and critical running

speeds. Disc profiles will be modified as required lo remove the critical

running speeds from the operating speed range.

(U) Oxidizer T urbpump Description. The oxidizer turbopump consists of

a single-stage, centrifugal pump mounted on a common shaft with a three-

row turbine, with a concentric, iutegral, hydraulic turbine driven --rc-

inducer. A layout of the complete assembly is shown in Fig. 136.

tU) Pumly. The oxidizer pump assembly consists of the prei-ducer,

the impeller, and the housing.

(C) The preinducer, designed to meet the NPSH condition of 16 feet, is

similar to the fuel pump preinducer, with four vanes at the inlet increasing

to eight at the discharge. It operates at approximately 25 percent of the

main pump speed (6000 rpm), and produces a hiad rise of 320 feet, which re--

quires that the following high-speed inducer operate at a very moderate

suction specific speed of 17,900. The uxiditer preinducer drive differs

from the fuel preinducer drive in that a four-stage hydraulic turbine is

located in the inducer hub rather than a single-stage in the main hydro-

dynamic passage. It is driven by high-pressure (2000 psai) liquid

oxygen tapped from the pump discharge, and returned to the main pump flow

between the preinducer and the main inducer. At the nominal design point

the recirculated flow is approximately 15 percent of the total oxidizer
flowrate. A fifth stage could be added, which would reduce the hydraulic

turbine flow to 12 percent if a higher efficiency became necessary. The

hub turbine drive also offers the possibility o0 " sepRerate speed control of

the preinducer by including a throttle vaive in the hydraulic turbine sup-

ply line. The preinducer design parameters are shown in Table 42.
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Figure 136B. Demonstrator Engine Oxidizer Turbopuzup
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(c) TABLE 4-2

OXIDIZU1 PREJINIDUCEI DESIGN PIlUAMII'EIRS AND

0I'T-DESlGN 0P1I1tATING CONDITIONS

Mixture Ratios

5 6 7

Pre induce r

Speed, rpm 1:300 6000 6300

Inducer Inlet Flow Coefficient 0.069 0.07 0.0706

Head Rise, feet 310 320 330

Inducer Inlet Tip Diameter, inches 9

Blade Number 4 Plus 4 Splitters

Inducer Disc'iarge Tip Diameter, incites 7.75

Inducer lien.] Coefficient 0.250

Stator Inlet Tip Diameter, inches 7.75
Stator Discharge Tip Diameter, inches 6.75

Hydraulic Turbine

Hub Turbine Pitch Diameter, inches 3.75
Pass,;:., Height, inch 0.29

Number (if Stages _ to 5
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(C) The high-spjeed inducer has blades machined from K-monel and sp1lind

to the main shaft. It operates at a tip speed of 507 ft/sec (at 25,000

rpa tdprovidua a head rise of 716 feeL

(C) The selected irijeller design results in a centrifugal stage head co-

cfficient of 0.357 and a stage efficiency of 80 percent. The impeller is

made of Tens-50 aluminum and is shrouded to permit large clearances between

metal surfaces to minimize explosion hazard. The impellei seals, which

operate with close clearances, are fabricated of fluorocarbon material,

which has been experimenLally demonstrated to be safe for this application

during operation in 11-1, J-2, and F-1 oxidizer pumps supplied to the NASA.

The basic impeller geometry is presented in Table 43.

(U) The pump housing is made of cast Tens 50 aluminum alloy and incorpor-

ates a double-tongue volute with the two passages joined upstream of a

single discharge. The volute construction minimizes radial bearing loads

at off-design conditions and re4uces vulute friction losses by cutting the

flow path length. A port is provided upstream of the discharge flange for

the preinducer turbine drive fluid supply.

(ij) Turbine. The oxid~zer turbine is a three-row, essentially velocity

compounded impulse turbine similar to the fuel turbine.

(U) Turbine discs are mounted simi].ar to the U1,o turbine, and torque is

transmitted to the pump impeller through a splined, integral turbine shaft.

Since turbine length is not dictated by disc stress considerations, discs
ivill be machined independently of the blades and the cast blades will be

attached to the discs w¢ith fir trees. Blades on all three rou;s are shrouded,

and honeycomb seals are provided both at the blade tips and at the inter-

stage diaphragm. The turbine gas path and design parameters are showu in

Fig. 137.
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(c) TAB.LE 4,3

OXIDIZMI ;UNiRIFUGAL PUh-? STAGE G•h•' MLi-X

High Speed Inducer

Speed, rpm 25,000

Inducer inlet flow coefficient 0.201

Inducer heat rise, feet 716

Inducer inlet tip diameter, inches 4.65

Inducer discharge tip diameter, inches 4.41

Inducer head coefficient 0.100

Suction specific speed 17,900

Imaellere

Impeller inlet eye diameter, inches 4.4

Impeller tip diameter, inches 5.5

Impeller tip width, inches 0.9

Centrifugal stage head coefficient 0.357
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(U) Bearings. The liquid oxygen turbine employs two hydraulically

coupled rotating elements each supported on two ball bearings. For pur-

poses of tabulation they will be designated lp, 3p, 343, and Wg. The de-

sign requirements of the oxidizer turbopump bearings are shown in Table h4.

(C) The L 2 pump employs four propellant-lubricated ball bearings for

component location: two on the hydraulically driven preinducer and two

on the turbine and pump shaft. The preinducer operates at 6000 rpm, with

both bearings cooled and lubricated by recirculation of L02. Both bearings

have 40-millimeter bores, operate at nominal speed, and are considered to

be a state-of-the-art applications that will pose no design and development

problems.

(C) The inlet end bearing on the pump shaft (50-millimeter bore) will

operate at 25,000 rpm, cooled by I0k, and will support any net hydraulic

pump thrust loads. Recent testing on an IRD program has demonstrated the

capability of a similar bearing to operate at 25,000 rpm at a thrust load

of 600 rounds for 15 hours. To attain bearing reliability with no further
developments, the net turbopump thrust must be balanced to the ±600 pound

range. Assuming that this is done, the 30 bearing application is considered

withiii successful test experience.

(U) Since the environment downstream of the outboard turbine bearing

seal in hydrogen-rich, this bearing is lubricated and cooled with gaseous

hydrogen tapped from the thrust chamber inlet manifold. A discussion of

this application was presented in the Hydrogen Turbopump Bearings section
of this report.

(U) Seals. The most sensitive seal application is the oxidizer

seal package, whose function is separation of L02 and hydrogen-rich steam

used in the turbine. Mixing of these fluids can result in an explosion.

The oxidizer pump will employ a redundant seal arrangement, in which failure
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of any one of three seals will not result in mixing of the sealed fluids.

The package will consist of a primary LO, face sea], designated A, a

purged shaft riding intermediate seal (B), and a turbine face seal (C).

The purge gas vill be introduced into the interior of the shaft riding
-Real, where it wgill be mlaintained at a pnressure higrher than that exist-

ing in either of the drain lines, thus preventing any leakage of either

seal from entering the purged area. The purge gas leaking across the

shaft-riding segments carries leakage with it from both seals out the

drain lines. This seal arrangement has been used successfully on the

11-1, F-I, and J-2 turbopumpe.

(U) The design requirements for the above seals and also the outboard

turbine seal (D) are summarized in Table 45.

(U) Materials. The oxidizer pump does not have stress levels as

high as the fuel pump, and therefore aluminum alloys are used wherever

possible. The preinducer is made of machined 6061-T6 aluminum and the

impeller of cast Tens-50 aluminum. These materials provide the required

strength for the pressure bending loads and have long been used success-

fully as a cryogenic inducer material. However, -wrought K-Monel was

selected for the high-speed inducer because of its cavite'ion resistance

properties. The pump inlet housing and volute are made of cast Tens-50

aluminum just as in the fuel pump.

(U) Because the turbine blades are machined separately and attached to

the discs with fir trees, it is possible to use a different material than

that of the disc. Therefore, Inconel 713C was used for the blades be-

cause of its better machinability, and Inconel 718 was used for the tur-

bine discs as in the fuel turbine. The turbine manifold and nozzle block

are both made of flas.tell•oy C.
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(U) Oxidizer Turbopump Analysis. The following paragraphs discuss the

performance, hydrodynamic, and stress analyses made in connection with

the oxidizer turbopump design.

(C) Pump Performance. A hydrodynamic analysis similar to that dis-

cussedl under the fuel pump was used to generate the pump performance

shown in Fig. 138 This map also includes the estimated pump operatine,

line throttling dor'n to 5:1. For the oxidizer preinducer, a NIS31I of 12

feet was usýed to ensure meeting' the requirement of 60 feet.

73

- -2"-, 000RPM

-o -25,000 RpM (
SI -MR C 5I NGINE

• --MR -6 OPERAT ING,

.•" . * 7 LINES

20,000 RPM

27

I/

I /. 5000 RPM Ig [-''lZ•

RPMORP

85,000 RPM

MR IN N

0 I 2 3 1
FM6OWRATE , I NG

Figure 138. MIark 30 Oxidizer Pump Performance Map
(With Engine Operating Lines)

(U) Axial Thrust flalance. The turbopump axial thrust balance will be

accomplished by setting the front and rear impeller seal diamet~ers to bat.-

ance the pump and turbine loads within values which can be sustained by

the bearings. The axial thrust can be maintained within +500 pounds after
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a development program, and the initial load values will permit thle teat

program required to finalize the axial trust system. Trimming of axial

thrust will be accomplished by use of antivortex ribs inside the impeller
rear see!. Thý' Lq.ntionary ribs control the pressure gradient inside tile

wear ring, and varying tile diameter will vary tile impeller thrust. This
system has proved effective on the J-2 oxidizer pump and tihe F-1 fuel purup.

(C) Pump Structural Analysis. The fluid turbine preinducer assembly

for the IOX pump will have a maximum operating speed of 6750 rpm. At this

speed, the proposed aluminum hub and shroud assemblies will be structurally

adequate to support the centrifugal loads without excessive deflections.

(C) The [02 pump main inducer will operate at a maximum speed of 27,000

rpm. The calculated maximum allowable safe operating speed for the K-

Moriel splined hub configuration is 31,500 rpm.

(C) The 102 impeller backplate (Fig. 139)is satisfactory for the 27,000-

rpm maximum operating speed. The impeller will be made of premium strength

Tens-50 aluminum with Grade 1 properties 1im the critical areas. The cal-

culated backplate burst speed is 41,800 rpm, resulting in an allowable

operating speed of 31,400 rpm. Tbe radial and tangential stress distri-

butions are also shown in Fig. 139.

IT, Tc cri+-i1 ++-h nf +.h n _hf+÷ h'.s_ n the impeller drive spline

and the turbine (the spline relief) is structurally adequate. The shaft

is sized to withstand the applied torsional and bending stresses.

(U) This volute, like the fuel volute, will be made of high-strength

Tens-50 aluminum, and will be proof tested to pre-yield the material in

the higher stress regions and to provide a partial measure of quality

assurance.
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(C) Turbine Performance. The estimated performance map of the oxi-

dizer turbine is shown in Fig. 140. This map was developed in a manner

similar to the fuel turbine map discussed on page 290. Because of the

system control requirements, the turbine inlet pressure for the oxidizer

turbine is 750 psia. This is 250 psi lower than the fuel turbine inlet

pressure because of the series hot-gas valve arrangement. However, higher

inlet pressures were not found to be advantageous for the oxidizer turbine

because they require a reduction in the first-stage blade height, with an

associated loss in efficiency.

(U) LO, Turbine Rotor Blades. Turbine blade stresses were estimated

from data on similar Rocketdyne turbine blades. The blades will be hollow

ard shrouded. The steady-state stresses are shown in Table 46. The

blades will be designed with optimum fillets to minimize stress concentrations.

(U) The blades will be tilted to partially compensate for the power btndiag

moment, and hence reduce the leading and trailing edge stresses.

(U) Vibration natural frequencies were estimated for the first- and third-

stage blades. Although the configuration shown on the layout has fir tree

blade attachments, frequencies were estimated for integrally machined blades.

This was done to see whether there was any possibility of designing the un--

shrouded blades such that no natural frequencies would fall within the

operating speed range, i.e., if the first tangential bending mode could be

rai-serl lhnv fin th avirnuninam rne
t

r neýna Tha niatnrfernn- 
0 gramre

sulting from this study is shown in Fig. 141. As can be seen from this

figure, the first cantilever bending natural frequency of an unshrouded

integral blade falls within the operating speed range.

(U) Incorporating a fir tree blade attachment lowers the natural frequencies.

It is likely that there will be some natural frequency excited within the
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Figure 140.. Mark 30-0 Turbine Estimated Performance, Tapoff
Cycle, Parallel Operation, Three-Stage Version
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(cDW.LE 4A6

AIA' TURBINE BLAJ.L STILESMIS

First Sta [Second St.ae Third Stage1
(Shrouded) (Shrouded) (Unhrouded), - I I - -

KAXD4"U STRESSES, psi

Without Stream Concentration

Centrifugal Stress 8,280 20,000 31,900

P3ower b~ending Stress 2,080 3,370 3,300

Total 10,3bO 23,370 35,200

With Stress Concentration

Centrifugal Stress 10,250 24,800 39,600

Power Bending Stress 2,580 I,1A0 I4,090

Total 12,830 28,980 43,b90

HATERIAL PIROPEATUE, LNC0 713C

Ultimate Strength, psi 106,000 107,000 100,000

10 Hour Rupture Strength, 85,000 100,000 104,000
psi 8,0 0,0 0,0

Temperature, F 1,330 1,120 890

NOTE: Speed 27,000 rpm

Power 6,258 hp

Torque 14,650 in.-lb
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operatixug speed range. Se,,t:rel alternatives will be considered. Choosing

the niumber of nozzles suci, that the first tangential and first axial mode

natural frequencies are excited below the minimum steady operating speed,

and tbe second tangential mode is excited above the maximaum steady oper-

ating speed, is a possible alternative. Another consideiation is to allow

the blades to be in resonance at low speeds (low stress) such that the

blade is free of resonance in the middle and higher end 0l thc operating

speed range. Still another consideration is to cast the turbine blades

in clusters with continuous root and tip shrouds joining the blades within

the cluster. This would raise the tanigential frequencies considerably.

(U) The most probable solution to the frequency problem would be to machine

the blades inLegral with thc disc with a continuous integral shroud. This

would possibly raise all major natural frequencies above the maximum oper-

ating i1peed if the number of nozzles could also be minimized. Other prob-

lems, such as damping, thermally induced stresses and anticipated scrap

rates would also have to be considered for this type of design.

(U) Liqu.d Oxygen Turbine Manifold. The turbine manifold is made of

llastelloy C. Use of Hastelloy C is desirable because no heat treatment

is required. This facilitates fabrication and welding. The thermal duty

cycle will be defined, and this part will be designed to meet the life ri-

quirement as dictated by low-cycle fatigue and stress rupture considerations.

(C) Rotordymiics. Several critical speed analyses were performed

for various preliminary configurations of the LO 2 turbopump rotating assembly.

The final configuration considered conpisted of pump mainshaft and preinducer

rotating assemblies. Figures 142 and IY'3 display the variation of critical

speed vs bearing radial spring rates for both the inducer and main shaft.

The analysis indicates that, for bearing radial rates in excess of 2 (106)
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lb/in., o;i both mainshaft and preinducer, no critical speed problems will

exist within the operating speed range (8,600 to 25,000 rpm). Figure 144

shows the first critical speed shaft mode shape.

(U) Oxidizer Turbopump Seals. The high speed of the L0 2 turbopump

leads to the choice of a hydrodynamic or hydrostatic liftoff seal for

the primary L02 seal.

.(C) Testing accomplished under company sponsorship at similar speeds indi-

cates that a hydrodynamic seal outperformed a conventional rubbing contact

face seal for LO2 service; a modified hydrodynamic seal operated for 14

hours at 25,000 rpm, whereas a conventional seal was limited to approxi-

mately 2 hours. The tests simulated turbopump speed, but at low pressures.

Since test conditions approaching turbopump pressure levels induced high

wear rates, it is concluded that improvements must be made to the existing

design before considering it suitable for turbopump use. Three seal de-

signs will be considered for the primary position:

1. Commercially designed hydrodynamic similar to the type tested

2. Spiral land hydrodynamic designed by Rocketdyne

3. Commercially designed hydrostatic seal

(U) A segmented shaft-riding seal is used for the intermediate pump seal,

which is typical of turbopump secondary seals and turbine seals. A major

anticipated problem associated with the use of shaft-riding seals in high-

speed applications is the heat generation at the mating surface. To achieve

the life requirements of the Mark 30 pump, some means of reducing ,he seal

friction, such as pressure balancing or reducing shaft forces by arch-

binding of the segments must be employed. Another approach is to design

a seal similar to an orifice-compensated hydrostatic bearing with pressure

pads. Design analyses of these concepts should be part of any future

program.
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(If) The turbine seal design will be similar to the primary oxidizer seal,

and it is expected that a lift-off seal will be required to avoid exces-

sive wear rates. The comments made on the primery oxidizer seal will, in

general, apply to the turbine seal as well.

(U) Oxidizer Turbine Bear ing Analysis. A discussion of the oxidizer

turbine bearings was included in the fuel turbine bearing analysis, page

Control Design

(U) The controls design effort was conducted in two distinct areas, per-

formance controller logic and valve mechanical design. Some of the basic

trade studies leading to the selection of the control system (open loop

vs closed loop) and the control valve location (hot-gas vo liquid valves

and series vs parallel arrangement) were discussed under the System Ana-

lysis section. The Controls Design section therefore covers a more de-

tailed descripdion of the selection system (closed loop, series hot-gas

valves) and the design of the control valves.

(U) Control System Description. The selected performance co~itrols system

is shown schematically in Fig. 145; facility-type components are distin-

guished from engine-type components by a dashed line.

(U) Control over engine thrust and mixture ratio is obtained by proper

positioning of two hot-gas valves in the turbine-drive subsystem. One of

these valves is located in the tapoff gas line common to both turbines;

the other is located in the hot-gas supply line to the oxidizer turbine.
The first of these .valves. the tapoff throttle valve, is primarily for

thrust level control; the second, the oxidizer turbine valve, is primarily

for mixture ratio control; however, there is some interaction between the

valves so that neither valve ie functionally exclusive. These valves will

be driven by integral hydraulic actuators, which will be positioned by hy-

draulic servovalves. Integral with the valve actuators will be variable

reluctance-type position transducers producing modulated carrier signal

feedback.

0]
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(U) The signals from the variable reluctance position transducers Vill be

demodulated and compared to a valve position reference signal. The error

between these two signals, if any, will be passed thrwugh a dy-nariu-,IuuAu•-u--

network, amplified, and applied to the hydraulic servovalve during the

appropriate hot-gas valve for correction of the error.

(U) Demonstrator Module thrust will be measured by a chamber pressure

transducer (which may consist of several units to obtain an average). The

signal from this transducer will be compared to the desired signal. The

error resulting from this comparison (if any) will be used, after appro-

priate dynamic shaping, to produce an appropriate change in the valve

position reference signal.

(U) Engine fuel flow and engine oxidizer flow will be measured volumetri-

cally by turbine flowmeters. FM to DC converters will be used to process

the flowmeter pulses to a level proportional to flow. The signal from the

fuel flowmeter converter will be multiplied by the desired mixture ratio

and this product compared to the oxidizer flow signal. The error resulting

from this comparison will be used, after appropriate dynamic shaping, to

produce an appropriate change in the valve position reference signal.

(U) Should studies b ,w the desarability of adding either pressure or tem-

perature compensation to the volumetric flow measurements, a term can be

added to the error signal for correction of the constant-density assumptions

made.

(U) Control System Analysis. A nonlinear analog computer model of the

Demonstrator Module was constructed and developed for control studies.

This model was used to evaluate dynamic performance of several control

schemes for the trade studies and to provide a design tool for the closed-

loop cuntrol system.

(U) Engine components simulated by the model are the fuel and oxidizer

turbopumps, fuel regenerative-coolant circuit, thrust chamber, control

valves, and the fluid flow ducts. Pump performance was simulated by
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curve fits of the head-capacity and torque-capacity curves. Turbine per-

formance was simulated by programming the turbine performance maps which

relate turbine torque to turbine speed, drive gas properties, and pressure

ratio. Simulation of the fuel regenerative-cooling circuit required con-

sideration of heat transfer and hydrogen properties. The cooling circuit

was divided into two lumps. For each lump, the heat input was deterwnucd

as a function of the temperature difference between the thrust chamber

gases and the coolant, chamber pressure, and mixture ratio. Specific

volume and specific internal energy of the hydrogen coolant were determined

from mass and energy balances across the two "lumps." Pressure and tempera-

ture are determined as a function of specific volume and specific internal

energy from hydrogen properties curve fits. The thrust chamber was rep-

resented as a sonic nozzle with the characteristic velocity a function of

mixture ratio, The control valves were simulated as compressible flow ori-

fices with pneumatic position control systems on valve area. Friction and

threshold nonlinearities were included. Fluid flow lines wc .e treated as

lu'dped resistances only with the appropriate choice of compressible or

incompressible flow.

(U) A special device used to assist in obviating the requirements for large

number3 of function generators was a multiplexor. This device allows high-

speed switching of input and output to a function generator, thereby elimi-

nating the need for large numbers of gas flow functions and hydrogen prop-

erties functions. The speed of operation was far outside the bandwidth of

(T) A linearized version of the engine cquationa was also developed for

digital computer use. The purpose of this effort was to develop an optimi-

zation design tool so that various control optimiLation techniques could be

applied and then verified by insertion in the nonlinear analog computer

model.
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(U) The required transfer functiows for the Dcionstrator Module. controi

system are illustrated in Fig. 146, which is a block diagram of the system.

The design differs somewhat from conventional servomechanism design in that

two interacting loops are present. Nevertheless, a design procedure can be

developed for this case and used for optimum control search and synthesis.

(C) The "fixed" part(s) of the block diagram (all those blocks that do not

have the key word "compensation") were determined by using the nonlinear

analog computer model to obtain frequency or Bode plots at various operat-

ing conditions. A Bode plot of the hydraulic valve position control J.oops

is shown in Fig. 147. This plot shows commanded valve position, 0., as
input, and valve area, Atov, as output. The presence of nonlinearities

is obvious from the steep dropoff of the gain curve at 80 rad/sec. The

engine transfer functions were also determined from Bode plots made from

the analog model, two of which are shown in Fig. 148 and 149 . Transfer

functions have been determined at the four extremes of the operating region

(100 and 20 percent thrust; 5:1 and 7:1 MR) and for the "cross" blocks

shown in Fig. 146.

(C) The curves of Fig. 148 and 149 show frequency responses for both nomi-

nal and 20-percent engine thrust levels. The gain is not normalized for

purposes of comparison with the ditital linear model, and for obtaining

influence coefficients directly at low frequency. Both curves show that

up to 50 rad/sec, the pnert.-inular transfer function may be approximated by

a single-order lag term.

(C) Results from the linear digital model for the 100- and 20-percent thrust

level operating points give *the following transfer functions for the engine,

where P is chamber pressure, MR is mixture ratio of the thrust chamber,c

A is tapoff throttle valve area, A is oxidizer turbine throttle valve
ttv otv

area, and a is the Laplace operator.

dPc/dA = 440(s/116 - 1)/(s/12.5 + 1) PC = 1500 psia, MR = 6
C ttvc

d 'R/ot 5.96/(s/24 + 1) PC = 1500 psia, MR = 6

ott
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dP /C dA 583(s/275 - 1)/(8/7.2 i 1) P = 325 psia, MR 6

dMl1/dAotv 9.11/(s/16 + 1) P = 325 paia, M4-R = 6C

(U) No attempt to compare the results obtained from the digital model and

the analog computer model other than a cursory examination has been tried.

It should be noted that. the analog computer modl in-c.udcG many nonlinear-

ities not found in the digital system equations.

(U) The final step in the control system design is the establishment of the

compensation and feedback transducer functions needed to complete the des-

cription of the system s1.nwn in Fig. 146. For purposes of performing studies

during Task I, this was azcomplished by insertion of a proportional plug

integral compensation network into the analog computer model and start model.

Servoloop operation was found to be satisfactory for the study purposes, but

design and optimization remains to be accomplished using updated component

and system data and an exact solution for the missing transfer functions.

(U) The dynamic control compensation terms added can be minimized to reduce

equipment complexity and improve reliability, and the "cross" transfer func-

tion terms can be utilized as necessary to reduce control system interaction

and improve the speed of response. To illustrate the design procedure for

determining the compensation transfer functions, consider the following

method. The system is defined by the block diagram of Fig. 150 The equa-

tions may be written without cross compensatioki as:

rc(l + GIClHl) + 1.R(G2C2tt2) = GICIPI + G2C2R2

-P (G-cl51l) + MR(l + G4C2H2) G=iC2R2 - G3ClRI

with the solution:

ClRI(GI 4 Gi(i4C2H2 +- G2GjC2H2) + C2R2C2

SG64C2H2 + GICIII + G1CIHIG'C2tt2 + G2C2-2°G3CII

(
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) C22(G= i GlG40IHl + G2G3C1H1) - C•lUG3
1 + GW212 + GMCOHM + GlCIH1G4C2H2 + 02C2H2G3ClHI

which can be manipulated algebraically by choices of Cl and C2 to get stable

acceptable dynamic response, although this is cumbersome. A fruitful ap.-

preach i_ to include the crese-c•mpeneation ter-m_:

Pc-(l + Gicin) + mR(rGlc~ + G2C2H2) -- RlGC + (GC3 + G2C2)

Pc (GkC4HI - G3ClHl) + KR(l + GhC2R2) R2G4iC2 + Rl(G4C' - G3Cl)

If the cross-coiapensation terms are especially selected:

C4 = G3Cl/G4

C3 = G2C2/Gl

then the solution becomes:

GIC1R1
c 1 + GICIHI

1 + G4C21I2

which is more tractable in that conventional root locus techniques can be

applied separately to each loop.

(U) Final determination of the compensation and the transducer feedback

transfer functions can then be accomplished by consideration of singularity

location over the entire range of engine operation. Compensation singular-

itiee will be added according to modified root locus techniques illustrated

by the procedure listed.
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(U) The servocompensation obtained can then be inserted into the analog

computer model of the throttling system for verification of design goals

end for trimming, and to obtain plots of expected response characteristics

of the closed-loop engine 9)stem. Start and shutdown characteristics can

also be obtained by insertion of system equations into the digital start

model.

(U) Control System Alterni~tivet Studied. Studies investigating a control.

system with no cross-transfer functions, and the desirability of different

feedback point measurements for system control were conducted. These are

presented in the following paragraphs.

(U) Simplified Control System. A control system without interrelating

valve function generators was initially considered; however, such a system

does not permit throttling at constant mixture ratio. The throttling paths

of this design are shown in Fig. 151. It can be seen in this figure that

throttling, using one valve without modifying the position of the other,

will probably lead to an undesirable operating region, or, at least, away

from the desired point. This is largely because of differences in the

steady-state operating parameters of the pumps and turbines. Because spe-

cification of these parameters will compromise design of the pumps and

turbines, it will be necessary to provide trimming in the form of function

generators. There are a number of ways to provide these functions, such

a6 electronically, cam linkage, etc., but they all share the requirement

for calibration to one particular set of hardware.

(U) The effect ol variations in turbomachinery hardware is also shown in

Fig. 151 by the dotted paths. These data were based upon a turbomachinery

design which has, roughly, a 10-percent change in the pump Rl-Q curves and

the turbine efficiency -U/C curves from the design represented by the solid

lines. The figure reveals the controls sensitivity to the turbomaehinery

characteristics because a three-unit change in mixture ratio at low thrust
occurs between the two designs. Although the expected variations in pump

curves from engine-to-engine is a factor of 3 less than shown, and the
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expecLed variation in turbine elticiency is a factor of 5 less than shown,

this vill nevertheless produce an intolerable variation in mixture ratio

during throttling.

(U) It was thcreforc concluded that a cross-function generator was re-

quired in the system.

(U) Feedback Point Selection. The following parameters were consi-

derel iii a feedback point study to e.tlect the optimum measured parameters

for the control system: fuel ttrbopump speed, oxidizer turbopump speed,

fuel pump diccharga pressure, oxidizer pump discharge pressure, fuel pump

outflow, oxidizer pump outflow, fuel manifold inlet pressure, oxidizer

nnnifcld inlet preseure, chamber pressure, chamber temperature, tapoff

gas temperature, and thrust. The parameter th.t most accurately measures

t.hrust is cviduni.)ý thrust, and those which ,oast accurttely measure mixture

ratio are the two pump oat mass flows.

(U) Actual thrust measurement iv unscceptable for several reasons. First,

thrust will vary some with altitude, although less than conventional bell V
engines. Programming will therefore have to be adjusted for ambient cnndi-.

tions for demonstration. Secondly, thrust io an interface parameter between

the engine end wehicle mountiivg while chamber pressure is an engine param-

eter. Flight pressure transducer technology also leads flight load cell

technology. And last, tig&-accuracy control for flight purposes is not

required because the vehicle guidaxuce computer will ,upply the "trimming"

in am outer control loop. A thrust control based on calculations us:.ng

the pump out mass flows -as also considered. Ilowevtr, this method has

inherent inaccuracies because uf the dfculty ii. cEcurlng the mass

flows. Volumetric flow measurements must Lave temperuture and preusure

corrections to compute the mass flowrate. Therefore, s chamber pressure

feedback was considered. This parameter can be ateasurea with transducers

which are state of the art, reliable, and incdependent of the mounting

schewe. A failure rate of 0.0021 ner exposure foi, pressure transducers

in a similar application was experienced ever the peried of June' 1964 to

(This Page 3.s Unclassjified)



April 1966 (about one-half of these were out-of-calibration only). Re-

peatability of 3/l percent of full scale has been demonstrated. Further-

more, it was sho'%in in the Systems Analysis section that chamber pressure

control is supezior to thrust control from a vehicle system standpoint. I
(U) Ideally, it should be possible to select one additional measurement

atnd provide the required mixture ratio feedback signal for the control

loop. This could theoretically be chamber temperature, because it is a

strong function of mixture ratio. Unfortunately, this measurement is

beyond the state of the art. It is expected that tapoff gas temperature

will also vary with mixture ratio, although with less pronounced effect,

because the tapoff design objective is to minimize this variation. The

present reliability of hot-gas temperature measurement is not enough for

a man-rdted control system, so thiQ &Is(, wrs caizdered beyond the state

ol the art.

(IT) All other means feasible to measure mixture ratio require two measure-

ments. The use of turbine-type volumetric flow meters, with correction for

density if required, was indicated by Rocketdyne experience. According to

fligbt instrumentation systems reliability data for the J-2 engine (whict

is a similar application), the failure ý'ate is 0.004 per exposure for tur-

bine flow meters for the period of June 1964 through April 1966. Repeat-

ability of 1/4 percent of the operating level hus been demonstratcd, A

special study was therefore conducted with the volumetric flow meters and

pursible correction parameters using the computer model over the operating

region of the engine. Variations in density due to variations in tempera-

ti1re and pressure were taken into AIetou•t-. The fe-!-.-- in--- •-tb smmrizca

the results of the study:

Error Over Operating Envelope
Measured Pw-ameters in Mixture Ratio, percent

Two Volumetric Flows ±5

Two Volumetric Flows and ±2
Chamber Pressure

1wo Volumetric Flows and Fuel ±2
Pump Outlet Pressure

Two Volumetric Flows and Fuel ±3
Pump Out Temperature

jTwo Volumetric Flows, Fuel Pump ±0o5
rpLtqre and Pressure
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(U) As implied by the table, variations in the oxidizer system over the

operating envelope have little effect upon the mixture ratio calculation.

These variations are predictable, and, therefore, can be taken into account

when programming the system. Use of the two volumetric flows and chamber

pressure was found to meet the engine accuracy requirements (±3 percent)

with a minimum of instrumentation, and these were therefore selected for

the Demonstrator Module.

(U) Main Propellant Valve Alternatives Studied. A design tradeoff study

was performed to optimize the main propellant valve configuration to meet,

system requirements. The valve types considered were a butterfly valve,

a poppet valve, and a modified ball valve (visor valve).

(U) The butterfly valve is essentially a rotating blade which is operated

by a linear actuator through a link-level mechanism. The blade or butter-

fly is fabricated as a section of sphere, and sealing is accomplished with

a pressure-actuated lip seal. The major advantage of this valve type is

shortness in line length and relatively low weight and pressure drop. The

major problem areas are shaft bearings and gate seal design.

(U) The poppet design is a conventional balanced poppet configuration.

The advantages of this type of valve are that a minimum of seals is re-

quired and that a direct link is provided between the actuator and the

poppet. The poppet valve, however, is the heaviest configuration and ban

the highest pressure loss. The major development problem in the poppet

vel.ve ia ontimiz.ation of the poppet balancing to minimize the actuation

force required at all poppet positions.

(U) The visor valve utilizes a segment of a ball which is rotated by a

linear actuator through a link lever-arrangement. This configuration

rotates the ball out of the flow stream in the full-open position and

provides minimum pressure drop. A bellows-londed plastic seal provides
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the primary propellant seal. The valve weight falls between the butter-

fly and poppet valves. The major advantage is low pressure loss, and the

disadvantages are the number of dynamic seals required and the need for

retating be-Arings.

(U) A tradeoff study comparison is showu in Table 47 with the larger

number representing the most desirable configuration. Category A, Primary

Considerations, has been weighed twice as heavily as the other areas be-

cause of its impact upon system performance. The visor valve resulted

in the best rating with superior characteristics in pressure loss and

performance, and was therefore selected for the Demonstrator Module.

Table 48 shows the specific weight and pressure loss characteristics for

each valve.

(U) Main Propellant Valve Description and Analysis. Because the line

sizes are nearly the same, one basic design was used for both the main

oxidizer and main fuel valves. One major layout was prepared, and where

necessary, minor changes were made to define differences between the valves

which were required because of component location in the system. Although

initial system design studies were based on an oxidizer line size of 3.00-

inch diameter and fuel line of 2.50-inch diameter, subsequent engine balances

required a 4.00-inch diameter for the oxidizer high-pressure feed system and

3.74-inch diameter for the fuel.

(U) The layouts for the two valves are shown in Fig.152 and 153, with no

detail presented for the facility-provided actuator. A hollow ball is used

to minimize the flow forces acting on the ball aud to minimize the shaft

stresses from the inertia of the ball on closing. The bearings are designed

to run wet in order to locate them as close to the ball as possible and min-

imize the shaft overhang and bending loads. Naflex seals are provided for

the exterior seals, and machined plastic pressure-actuated seals are planned

for the shaft. The ball seal is a pressure-loaded bellows seal, with low-

pressure sealing provided by the bellows-installed spring load. The flow

direction of the fuel valve is opposite from that of the oxidizer valve to

provide moisture protection for the primary seal bellows.
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TABLE 47

MAIN PROPELlANT VALVE TRADE STUDY* SUMMARY

Features Poppet Visor Butterfly

A. Primary Considerations

1. Reliability 9 8 5
2. & P Penalty 1 0 5
3. Weight 6 7 9
4. Cost 9 6 7

Subtotal 25 31 26

B. Performance Characteristics

1. Stability, Position-Flow, Pressure 1 5 3
2. Actuation Control Time 2 4 3
3. Ramping (Oxidizer Valve) 1 4 3
4. Downstream Flow Profile 3 4 2
5. Perferred Position, Penalty 4 3 2

Subtotal 11 20 13

C. Malfunction, Resistance to

1. Seal Leakage, Actuator 3 4 4
2. Seal Leakage, Propellant 4 3 2
3. Galling 3 4 4
4. Vibration 3 3 3
5. Pressure Surges 2 4 3
6, Freezing 4 3 4
7. Seal Confidence, High Pressure 4 3 2

Subtotal 23 24 22

D. Construction

1. Number of Parts 5 3 2
2. Number of Dynamic Seals 2 4 3
3. Number of Static Seals 4 2 3
4. Bearing Required, Penalty 5 2 2
5. Structural Stability 5 3 2

Subtotal 21 14 12

E. Production

I. Producibility (Complex Parts) 5 3 j 4
2. Special Fabrication Technique 4 3 3

Subtotal 9 6 7
F. Time

1. Design 4 3 4
2. Development 3 3
3. Manufacturing 4 3 4
4. Servicing .4 4 J.

Subtotal 15 13 16

Total 0 108 96
"-•oint value 1 to 10 Category A; 1 to 5 Categories B to F

NOTE: High tctal is most desirable
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TABLE 48

MAIN PROPELLANT VALVE PRESSURE LOSS SUMMARY

BASIC VWLUES

Fue Oxidizer

Type .P__f..gh Line Al 'weight Line

t77s7 9.2 51!? 16.9 51 4.0

Butterfly 22.0 45 4.G 0 5.0 h5 4.0

1Ppct j 54.2 55 110.0 55 4.0

LINE LOSS

_--ýei - Oxidizer

Line, psi/f t 1.12 2.05

Elbow, p3i 5.13 9.45

Velocity, ft/sec 220 73

31,9
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(U) Each valve is oriented so as to place the bellows area downstream of

the gate from the moisture source to preveut moisture from collecting in

the area of the bellows and subsequent seal leakage problems. From studies
of the valve locations and feed system plumbing configurations, it was

determined that the most probable source of moisture for the oxidizer

valve was downstream of the valve through the thrust chamber injector.

On the fuel side, because the location of the fuel valve is below the
fAm.-, the major source of moisture was considered upstier a of the fuel

vtlve. Furthermore, the fuel ialve is protected from downstream ambient

moisture sources by the thrust chamber tube bundle. by reversing the

flow direction of the fuel valve, the bellows area of each valve is thereby

protected from mo:sture by the primary gate seal. However, fo-" the gate

seal to function satisfactorily with the new flow direction, a minor modi-

fic[tion in the bellows seal design to change the relationship of the

bellows neutral axis and the seal area on the ball was necessary. No

other design modifications are required to provide for the reversed flow,

and no significant chang" in valve performance or sealing characteristics

is anticipated.

(U) Tapoff Hot-Gas Throttle Valve Alternatives. A design tradeoff study

wPB performed to evalnate bot-gas valve types and t) select the optimum

configuration. Four configurationu were evaluated in the study, one

butterfly design, two poppet designs, and a ball or visor design.

(U) The butterfly valve design (A) consi-ts of: (1) a flat or contoured
disk that may be adjusted about an axis perpendicular to flor to close

entirely or open to any desired pfsition, (2) a gate housing, (3) an actu-

ator mechanism, (4) a servocontrol valve, and (5) position indication feed-

back ani instrumentation devices. A butterfly hot-gas valve has been

successfully used for a similar application on the J-2 engine at a lower

operating temperature.

3. i i
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(U) The first poppet vailve design (B) consists of a iporppet vJi-h is vir-

turally pressure balanced, and provides linear Ilow area as a function of

actuator position, end indication feedback and instrumentation devices.

The second poppet valve design (1)) is similar to case (B) except that the

poppet is of convertional type, i.e., not pressure balanced.

(U) The last design studied vas a ball or visor design (C). This type

of valve utilizes a hollow ball segment which ia located in the housing to

provide a small clearance between the housing inlet flow port and the ball.

As the ball is rotated, the bole through the ball passes across a tube which

is aligned with the inlet and outlet ports. Under these conditions, the

visor valve reacts simila ly to a blade valve, relative to its flow--area

characteristics. The design features considered in the tradeoff study

are tabulated and evaluated in Table YA9. The higher number indicates the

preterred design.

(U) The evaluation indicated a potentially higher reliability for the

poppet valve because the design is basically more simple. A balanced pop-

pet design requires a relatively small actuation force and the force does

not change appreciably with AP. The butterfly and ball valve require

rotating bearings which are subjected to loads which are a direct function

of valve AP and, therefore, experience major changes in load and actuator

force requirement. The poppet valve provides a direct connection between

the actuator piston and poppet, whereas, the ball and butterfly valve re-

quire a bell crank mechanism to convert linear piston motica to rotating

ball or blade motion. The poppet valve also produces a linear change in

flow area as a function of actuator position, while the bell and butterfly

valves have a nonlinear relationship which can be made linear only by

complex contouring of the bell element or valve body. These considerations

all male the poppet valve desirable from the standpoint of basic design

considera tions. •
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TABLE 49

HOT--GAS VALVE TRADE STUDY SIMAIRY

I eaign IPressure-

N a-,igjn - Ba lanced - Simplel
• Butterfly Poppet Visor Poppet

Weight A B C D

Performance

I. inearilty of Throttliing 4 I 5 4
2. Pressure Unbalance on 3 1 3 2 1

Throttling Element
3. Temperature Insulation 5 4 3 4 3

of Servo
4. Vibration 5 4 3 3 3
5. Pressure Drop 10 7 6 10 5
6. Leakage, Main Valve 2 1 1 2 1

Throttling Element

30 20 21 25 17

Complexity and Problem Areas

1. External Fcdls 3 1 3 0 1
2. Dynamic Seals 6 4 3 2
3. Bearings 5 2 5 5
4. Rack and Pinion or Linkage 5 2 5 2 5
5. Bellows 5 5 5 3 2
6. Sliding Surfaces 5 3 3 4 2
7. Position Indicator 5 4 3 4 3
8. State-of-Art Development, 8 4 6 4 5

No. of Areas
9. Moisture and Contamina- 3 2 2 1 1

t ion

45 27 35 22 27

Cost

1. Main Housing 4 4 2 3 1
2. Actuator 3 2 3 1
3. Throttling Element 3 2 2

10 8 4

Size and Weight .... I
1. Size 5 3 4 3 3
2. Weight iO 7 7 6 6

I5 10 ii 9 9

Total 100 65 75 62 57

NOTE: Higher number indicates a supeiior design
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V (u) The major drawback of the poppet valve is the high-prcsgure drop in

the full-open position. Evaluation of the overall system, however, indi-

cated that the valve ca- be incorporated in a converging 1Y" in the hot-
gas duct, and the overall system allowable pressure drop will nj.t be

exceeded, The balanced poppet valve design Was therefore selectEd for the

tapoff throttic valve.

(IT) Tajolf lot-Gas Throttle Valve Description. The tapoff hot-gas thrott]e

valve is a pressure-balanced poppet type located in the "Y" joint of the

two ducts. It is a normally open valve which is actuated by a pneumatic

actuator. The actuator piston is attached directly to the poppet by a

piston rod which eliminates all backlash, ýhile pressure balance holes

in the poppet minimize the control forces necessary to actuate the valve.

Some contouring of the poppet is incorporated to reduce the rate of change

of area with stroke as the valve approaches the closed position. The

relationship of flow area and poppel position throughout the operating

limits is shown in the tapoff hot-gas throttle valve drawing (Fig. 154').

(c) Material selection for the hot-gas throttle valve is limited because

of the 1960 R operating temperature and l'90-psia pressure level. These

conditions combined with the requirement for minimum weight dictatc the

use of high-temperature alloys. Hastelloy-C was chosen for the housing

for good high-temperature mechanical properties and becauoe it cAn he used

as a casting. Stellite 21 was selected for the poppet because of its

resistance to erosion with high-velocity hot gas. Stellite 21 may also

be welded on the edge of the housing next to the poppet if further evalua-

th'n indicates thai it is neces•sary. The piston rod is tene -41, which

,was selected because it is somewhat easier to machine and is satisfactory

for areas not directly in the flow stream. The piston rod bearing is a

silver-graphite material and it also acts as the rod seal. Any gas which

leaks through the bushing is bled off. The actuator is protected from

the hot-gas temperauLure by insulation and air cavities.

(x
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(U) A design layout was initiatý:d end the maximum nnd minimum valve flow

areas weie established to meet the engine operating limits. The poppet i

nnse was contoured to reduce turbulence as the hot gas flows around the

poppet. In adlition, a .flight taper was incorporated to reduce the rate

of change of area wit.h stroke ns the poppet approaches the closed pusitio,-.

IL) Th2ff iiot-Gaa ThrAL~ie valve Anuivn. Engine baLanr ... u...

performed to establish the o[.'rating requirements (flow and AP) for the

tipoff throttle valve of. 20- anC 100-pereent thrust through a mixture ratti°o

range of 5:1 to 7:'. Thesc data, presented in Fig. 155, reprc-sent the

extreme operating limits for the valve. The tapoff throttle valve wis

designed to meet the most ciitical ilow/AP relationship, which is the

100-percent thrust und 5:1 mitture ratio condition.

(C) A design study was condtwrted to deteruiie the pappet and body profiles

which recult i. a relationship betvreea valve resistance and actuator stroke

that will provide satisfactozy throttling clhracteristies through the entire

thrust and mixture ratio range. Curves showing the relationship of relative

value resistance as a function of mixture ratio for 20- and 100-percent

thrust are shown in Fig. 156. These data cover a aixture ratio range of

5:1 to 7:1. The relative resistsince is basied on the following expression:

'Where

AP vres~-uredo' t-i

P. valve resisv,ance, sc"o 2/,'

W --- flowrate, lb/sec

p = specific weight (Ib/in 3 )
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Ilecause the tapoi f gra propertles are0 aISUR-crd to be coinstant over the entire

op~er-a tijp I-C ge , thle spec i Ci c weight isi direct ýy pro)0rL.3 one I to tine tot-Al

jpres'sure IIVp and a relative resifstance can beP comnputed:

W"i
Vi) Thiis parcime t c is then u:-sed ill thn" po~il t dvsiglr vs strolke non lysite.

Cu) A plrelimuinary a teodv-xtlito bept. trwnsfcr rIm lysiF A-V taMad(- t0 evaluate

tilt (.raniripcut hea I iiiLi fromi tie Ioppet in to the ac ton o;'-. A:,suuii tig

a hea t transtfpr aIuth through steel, thc temperature at the approximate

1:1t1).of the ac tma or 0--rin~gs (assZ-_umecd to be 6 inches awsjy from a, 1500 F
heot Souret) IS 81 F a~t Cc "WO0 s-conld. of' enlgi li operot ion wi tin 6V' ini tin I

t emnperanm- -oeif 70 1 .A fte c nig inc cutof t, liis t :IIeat:iewill c ont J"ue

to riszc fon'ros tilli as the compo~nent. tend~s t ovoid tempe-rature eqs itib'iuma.

The heat t mustercor wwI'si s dird not iic ludeý the tjtn'nnsi cot effect a ftee shut-

dots;- howex oer, the cpculeIat i or.s iwide through cu to)If U s pw'a to rid cfat. CIO.t

fie tXInsuimri tote cable 1. cae ma ici of 350 F will rIot bi' aplproached , Lri0

tiur'n'cfore, the sr'rv ire lint of 10 hoturs sh1ould 1ot iwe sentI a dt-sirn" probleml

rclaiii h to Ilre tclinat or' U-rings.

S' evers I arena related to the high tempe±'otu me of the hot gas, whdich

should be studieci furLiner br.'cunue 8ppni'~ent during the rTicaigna Jillmatc

a ins reqa i ud becaust of thIe hi gin opera ing t Jeolr e'ift lend t

to uiachii'c by conveutioumii methods, which jrcc hdes tine use )f Lfist cad

T'hereforce, the joint, between the ml sitoxi rod ranid plmto1,r;,.irrl:llif

ii.a. ~~ fastener. liffzing appears to be. satisfactor~y; oee', it

additional anhats ~is requiredl to rmcsure that sat tcinen' C btaze aren isi

pro\'i ed.
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(L) Ieccause t-n vat --. ll operatE wihL a high degree of throttling with

high-tiVMInI'at'Irc gaa. exui.iotj of tne housing may be critical. This area

must be analyzed tioro-ighly, aud if nrtcesanry, !a naterial such as Stellite
21 which in mojre resistan~t io• erosien can be welded into th~e critical area.

U
(U) Oent transfr irow tbe valve housing, and poppet. into the nctuator may

also be highuer thea t eirahle. Hydraulic luit circulation can be pro-
vided in the Jue'lity actuator, insulartion can be used -wherever possible,

and the eonf'igurat-.on of the parts in the heat transfer path can be studicd

to optimize the heat t.ransfer and heat-capacity relationship).

S(U) Oxidizer Turbine l--ot-Gas Throttle Valve Reuieens.Wile no design

study wa conductecd to select rad lay out a configuraTion1 for the oxidizer

turbine throttle valve, analy-is was coaducted to define the operating range

of the valve. This study was similar to the topoff throttle valve analysis

and resulted in the operating requirements (AP and ý) shown in Fig. 157,

ond the relative resistan-:e reqnirements shown in Fig. 158.
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FLI•IT MODULE DESIGN

Objectives aid ReQuiremenl.tb

(U) The objectiv,, of the Phase I Flight Module Design and Analysis Task

was to prepare a preliminary layout of a 100-inch 250K morntl!, which de-

filled the basic nodule configuration, envelope, and weight, and to determine

the predicted performance of this module. Parametric weight, performance,

and envelope data were then to be gencrated for use in performing the Ap-

plications Study. The design was to be an advanced configuration that

could result from tin engineering development program subsequent to tihe

Phase II Demonstration Program. Advanced component technologies not neces-

sarily demonstrated during Phase I nor intended to be demonstrated during

Phase II, but which were considered reasonable projections for an enginver-

ing development program, were assumed.

Summary. of Woark Aceumnklinthed

OP'L Tilt vo-rt expended en turi tasi( resulled in the preparation of a

preliminary layout of an advanced flight module, the calculation of the

module weight, and the prediction of the module performance. Parametric

weight and performance data were also predicted for thrust levels from

oaOK to 350K, diameters from 50 to 160 inches, and chamber pressures from

750 to 2000 p~ia.

Sunulny of Fliuht Moduie vubl-an

(U) The Flight Module design is conceptually the same as the Demonstrator

Module. The same power cycle, types of pumps and turbines, structural

concept, and operational sequence are used. The preliminary layout is

shown in Fig. 159.
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(C The II I i g Modu h, d~f ifv a from tIj lhvDmonPtra t or M(;d uIvi un tha t nca i Ii

all auhmstvatm8 aid comyni',ertsu ewpi ny 1.11ded in terconnucts and amsemubl iva

to minlif.d t. 33-stem Weight C.1d improve rel iabili ty. Compi~nvnt arranguments

wi thin thet engine htve% been mod ifi d to reflc t ci lie technjologi cal Improve-

k meuitý and refinementH chiiarateri zing the Flight Mudule. The conjfiguratio;]

thiuo evolived cap] oysq a grreater degree of synvr I iy rep IardPing p.r( - zc I lint

ffe--d duct ing, hiot-gas tiipoff ducting, arid engine thr-ust mount. 'Ite Sepa-

rate turbine exlkatst duets are eliminaiited as a result of iruproverrerit

modificat~ioris to the tur)-'ipuwp)3, whichr allows ruce~sing the turbopuinjir

lower into the enginev ctivJ tY, and which cli.c f l i& in attaiuning engine

thros t mi jnt symmnetry. Thý- resul is a rFhorter, l ighiter cagiue thanl the

Demonstrator Module. The overall diawietur remhins the same at IN(( incies;

however, the length is r'educed to 4j8.3 inches, anud the weight is reduced

to 2939 piounds. An advanc-d, tapered-wall combustion chiawber Peometr)-

(1-1112 by 4 inches) was evolved frow tire parallel wall D~emonrstrator Module,

which permits an increase in the centerl ine diameter to 914 .0 iceand

a rcsul tarn, area ratio increase to 75.8:1.

()Smiall improvements in the turtbopuuip efficieniAes are p'~ojec ted which,

together with advancements in other compotient arid system designs, result

in an improvement in engine specific impulse to 45L2.O seconds at an cnl;Yrw

mixture ratio of 6:1.

(C) The Flight Module configurat ion is projected based on a development

effort designed to rea-Ah the lighter-weight comp' neni configurations arid

to ensure the duaiiylife goc~ls. Tube and segment tests conducted

during Phasc I lia-v alriead indicutcd the: feasibility of the 3.00 ithcrdial

cycles for the thrunt chamber (315 operating cycles were achieved on a

2.5K segnwn.1t), and turbopuaji seal and bearing tests have exceeded the

10-hour T130 requirement (15 hours for two sets of L00-lubricated bearings,

ard 14 hours on a hydrodyi~amic seal).
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System Analysis

(U) Because of the changes in engine design he,,Iwen tihe Flight ann

Demonstrator Modules, some changes in performance have been projected.

(C) Combustion Chambsjjererlojrmanee. The Flight Mndul c combustion chamber

efficiency for the shlort-length combustor (4-inch) is estimated to be at

least as high as for the longer (tn-inch) Demonstrator Module. Even though

past test' programs hare indicated thut c0 efficiencies fall ovi" slightly

with shortrr combostor lengths, the compact design permits regenerative

cooling pyXssure loss reductions which can be used to provide a larger

injector Ail. This higher injector pressure drop will result in higher

hydrogen injection velocities and permit atomization of the liquid oxygen

to occur in, a shorier distance. This improvement, combined with improved

injector design as a result of the Phase II development effort , should

result in combustion tfficieucies at least as high as those reported for

the Demonstrator Modtle. Therefore, the combu2tion efficiency of the

Flight Module was predicted to be the aame as the Demonstrator Module.

(C) Improved design of the combustion chamber anri nozzle contour is

expected to increase specific impulse of the Flight Module. The improv-d

combustion chamber design for the Flight Module (1-1/2 by 4 inches) will

anow an effective engine diameter (weasured to shroud tip) of 90.5 inches,

as compared to 89.5 inches for the Demonstratoi Module. This results in

a corresponding increase in expansion arfa ratio of 74.1 to 75,8. In addi-

tion, a method has been formulated to optimiae further the nozzle contour

and base pressure for thr Flight Module.

(U) A truncated ideal contour was selected for the Demonstrator Module

nozzle because the method for designing a mathematical optimum aerospiht '

nozzle with base bleed was not developed at that time. The truncated

ideal cointeur had been she-vn both theoretically and experimentally to
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give high nozzle efficiencies; however, it is not an optimum configura-

tion. Preliminary estimates indicate that a gain in thrust coefficient

of 0.2 percent could be oatained from a contour which optimizes the

effects of both the primary flow and the secondary flow in the base I
regi on.

(U) The method recently formulated generalizes the nozzle contour cal-

culation method to include a nonzero base pressure in addition to the

present aroa ratio and length coostraints. The optimization procedure

then used an itera'ion on base pressure to reach the final design.

First, an optimum nozzle contour is calculated for an assumed base

prt-bdure, then the base bleed rate required to product this pressure is

com'puted and comparedl to the actual engine turbine flowrate. The pro-

cedure is repe:ated until the calculated req,,ired base bleed rate is found

equal to the actual engine turbine flowrn-te, which is used as the bleed-

flow in the aerospike engine.

(U) Turbominh4in - Performance, The Flight Module turbomachinery con-

cept is basically the same configuration as that of the Demonstrator

Module. However, performance improvement through increased efficiencies

is a major area of projected improvement for the flight turbomachinery.

Improvement in tnrbomachinery efficiencies will require the evaluation

of the major pressure leakage and power-absorbing losses in the various

components. Analytical studies must be conducted, supplemented by a

comprehensive test program, to improve designs where re,,-ired.

(U) Table 50 shows a comparison between the Demonstrator Module pump

and turbine efficiencies at the nominal operating point and the target

efficiencies for the nominal operating point of the Flight Module. In

order to improve turbine efficiencies, it will be necessary to experi-

mentally isolate each of the losses and evaluate the wagni'ude of this
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(c) TABLE 50

COMPARISON OF TU'IJOItU' EFFICIENCIES FOR DEMONS•RATOR
MODULE AND TARGET EFFICIENCIES FOR FLIGHT MODULE I

jDemonntrator Module, Flight Module.
Component percent percent

Fuel Pumps 75 77

OAidizer Pumps 73 75

Fuel Turbine 62 65

Oxidizer Turbine 47 55

loss experimentally and conpare this value with the analytical prediction

of its magnitude. In general, these losses are as follows:

I. Expansion Energy Ccefficient

2, Kinetic Energy Coefficient

3. Incidence Loss Coefficient

4. Macb Number Coefficient

5. Fdge Coefficient

6. Nozzle Deviation Coefficient

(U) Additional parameters are considered for evaluating the stage effic-

iency losses as follows:

1. Stage Work From Diagram Calculations

2. Stage Available Energy

3. Rotor Reaction

4. Nozzle Height Corrections

(.
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5. Average Rotor Iieight Correction

6. Tip Clearance Losses

7. Rotor Opening Coefficient

(U) The experimental determination of these various losses will be done

by making surveys afer each blade row and finding the radial and circum-

ferential variation of the static pressure and/or total pressure and the

velocities inaludtng magnitude and direction.

(U) Egiine Performance. Tine Flight Module operating characteristics

(Table 51) were established utilizing the Flight Module thrust chamber

aod turbomachinery improvements (area ratio and efficiencies) and the

same. component tolerances as used in the Demonstrator Module.

(U) Parametric Data. Parametric Fligiht Module performance and weight

data have been generated for use in applications studies which are use-

ful in optimizing engine design and performance characteristics. The

parametric data show thle effect of all significant design parameters in-

cluding thrust, chamber pressure, mixture ratio, and diameter (area ratio)

on engine performance and weight.

(C) Parametric engine specific impulse, geometry, and weight, based on

FiIsh1, Moduile deuPign criteria, were generafed for fhe rombina•ions of

parameters shown in Table 52. Over 180 curves of parametric data have

been prepared. A few of these curves are presented in the following

pages; the bulk of them are contained in the Special Applications Study

Report, Ajt'Rrn'Lj1a-67-.26u. The data presented are for a fixed design at

a nominal mixture ratio of 6:1 with mixture ratio excursions made at
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(c) TABLE 51

______ ~~~FLIGHT MODULE OPEURATING CHARIAOTFEISTICS it.cRto

Rated 20% Rated 20% Rated 20%
Thrust Thrust Thrust Thrust Thrust Thiizst

Vact,,m Thrust, pounds fn 44,1 O0f 48,700 250,000 50,000 25',,70n 50,R60I

Vacuum11 .Sprrfir Impul7e, second*. 4 bb 452.0 445.5 41,3 7 ;1.14

rhamber Prestire, piss 1500 125 1500 325 151, 325

Engine Diameter, inehes 100 100 100 100 100 i00

Expansion Area Ratio 75.8 81.5 75.8 81.5 75.8 81.

Perctnt Length of 15-degree Cone 25 25 25 25 25 25
TAG Mikture Ratio, o/f it" 5.U .5 .15 6.45 6.19 7.55 7.28

Characteristic Velority, fps 7805 7665 7553 7421 72(,d, 7092

Thrust Coefficient 1.849 1.841 1,899 1,894 1.918 1.9v

Base Prcssur., psis 4.27 0.71 k.02 0.67 3.86 0.68

Sea Level Thrust, pounds 202,000 206,00( 2n8,00(

Sea Level Specific Inpulse, seconds 377 372 '61

Geometric Throat Aren, in.
2  

84.8 80.0 811.8 80.0 84.8 80.0

Engine Oxidizer Flowrate, lb/sec 447.5 90.7 474.1 96.2 502.2 102.7

Engine Fuel Flourate. lb/sec 89.5 18.1 79.0 16.0 71.7 14.7

Thrust Chamber Thrust, pounds 235,289 47,210 241,70- '8,600 246,661 49,450
"Thrust Chnrmber LO,. Flowrate, lb/sec 442.1 90.2 469.3 95.8 497.8 102.2

Thrust. Chamber Fuel Flcwrate, lb/set 82.5 17.5 72.8 15.5 65.9 14.0

Base Thrust, pounds 8833 1471 8100 1405 7981 1410

10, PNimp Inlet Pressure, psia 7-5 37-5 37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5

ULI,ý Pump Inlet Pressure, psia 12.0 32.0 12.0 32.0 32.0 32.0

IA,, Pump Discharge Iressure, psia 1996 348 2060 350 2118 152

LI 2 Pump Discharge Pressure, psia 2-,42 601 2766 -567 2642 546

LO, Pump Horsepower, bhp 4451 185 ',865 192 5315 200
UlI P,amp Horsepower, bhp 19,272 970 16,061 848 14,021 796

L02 Turbine In'at Temperature, R 1960 1960 1960 1960 1960 1960

Llf, Turbine Inlet Temperature, R 1960 1960 1960 1960 1960 1960

Ul2 Turbine Discharge Temperature, R 1295 1608 1112 1618 1127 1641
LO2 Turbine Pressure Ratio 16.2 15.1 18.8 16.2 20.5 17.7

"T,• , e... P --esure Patio 15.2 13.8 15.u 13.6 14.6 11.1
LO Turbine Flowrate, lb/see 2.7 0.19 2.8 0.19 3.0 0.29
W!2 Turbine Flowrate, lb/see 9.6 0.91 8.2 0.82 7.4 0.83

*Injector MR and f1awrate are the same as for the engine,, Differences
between engino focrirates and MR above and primary nozzlJ.e shown below
reflect tapoff reTqircnents.
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(c) TABUVL[ 52

i ]_'!_!6!r~tLNGNF_. PA_•_•f,'- M .I.MC DS;IGN iARtA-YM V-Sk

Th'ust , 'tm•vEngine Engine

p _ounds e 7s sue, Mixture Diameter,
psill Ittio inlch,.s

100,000 1000, 1500 5.0, 5.5 50, 70
6.0, 6.5, 80, 90
7. 0

150,000 1000, 1500 5.0, 5.5, 55, 80
6.0, 6.5, 100, 110
7.0

200,000 1000, 1500 5.0, 5.5 60, 80,
6.0, 6.5, 100, 120
7.0

250,000 750, 1000, 1250 5.0, 5.5, 6.0 68.5, 80, 100
1500, 1750, 2000 6.5, 7.o 120, 130

300,000 1000, 1500 5.0, 5.5, 6.0 70, 100,
2000 6.5, 7.0 120, 1T0

350,000 750, 1000, 1250 5.0, 5.5, 6.0 80, 100, 120
1500, 1750, 2000 6.5, 7.0 140, ibO
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constant chamber pressures. Therefore, the thrust will vary with the

mixture ratio excursion in a manner similar to that of the Demonstrator

Module. Subsequent curve callouts of thrust refer to the design point

thrust level at MIt = 6:1.

(C) Figure 160 shows a plot of engine specific inipulse vs engine diameter

for several chamber pressures. This plot is for a vacuum thrust of '50Kl

and engine mixture ratio of 6.0.

460

CHAMBER

W 450 PRESSURE,

SPSIA

U;,

-J 2000
440 44 750

X 1500.-

43 0 VACUUM THRUST 250K

430 70 8 o lo 1 2

1000ENGINE MIXTURE RATIO -6

7500

410 L L... I
60 70 80 go 100 110 120 130

ENGINE DIAMETER, INCHES

Figure 160. Specific Impulse vs Diameter

(U) The increase in parametric Flight Module performance over that shown

early in the contract effort is the result of an increased area ratio

achieved by a reduced chamber width and backup structure thickness, im-

proved tapoff gas properties (discussed in the Demonstrator Module Per-

formance subse-tion, page 99),and projected improvements in turbomachinery

efficiencies.

(
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(U) The thrust chamber cooling pressure drop was estimuted from param-

etric heat transfer studies using nickel cooling tubes. This imposes

certain heat transfcr limits of chamber pressure and engine diameter which

are reflected in the pi.rformance i.urves. Extension of the chamber pressure

limits may be achieved by the ut.c of bcryllium-copper or other advanced
tube materials.

(U) It will be noted that, for diameters above 100 inches, the performance

reaches a maximum value before the maximum chamber pressure is reached.

This occurs because the effect of the increased secondary flow offsets the

gain in specific impulse available at the increased area ratio. Figure 161

presents a plot of nozzle areci ratio vs engine diameter for parametric

chamber pressure. Figure 162 shows a plot of engine length vs engine

-- J25.K
P, - 150 MI

I, * -Ki 75J-

6 o 7 o0 *h - - 0 -1 4: i_ 50
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diameter for several percent lengths. Variations in engine length with

thrust, chamber pressure, vnd engine mixture ratio arc negligible.

System I)esig1

(U) Bccause the Demonstrator Module design requirements were based on

expected Flight Hodule requirements, there ia little difference between

the design considerations for the two systems. The primary differences

lie in a i,._sctioii in weight and mn extensicn in tLe operating life of

the Flight Module, with a small improvwment in performanct. A layout of

the Flight Module was shown in Fig. 159, and the significant differences

between the demonstrator and flight systems are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

(U) Thrqist Subsystem. The thrust subsystem is conceptually identical to

the proposed demonstrator thrust subsystem and is comprised of the same

basic element$. The thrust chamber assembly has the same maximum diameter

of 100 inches, but the overa 1 length of 48..3 inches is 8.25 inches shorter

than the demonstrator length. As opposed to the demonstrator thrust sub-

asyte•,. the t•puff munifold is integrally welded to the injector, and the

injector is attached to the combustion chamber structure by bolts passing

through the 4i0 subsonic struts that are integrally welded to the injector.

(C) Thrust Chamber. With additional development, it is probable

that the thrust chamber combustor configuration can be changed from the

parrallel--wall configuration (2 inches wide by 6 inches long) to a smaller,

tapered-wall design (1-1/2 inches wide at the injector by 4 inches long).

This combustor geometry is an advanced concept evolved from the Demonstrator

Module design and test analysis which offers improvements in weight and

performance. The annular combustion chamber centerline diameter is

941.0 inches (I inch larger than tne Demonstrator Module), resulting from

Ci37
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the smaller combustion width. At 37.8 inches, tLhe nozzle is 0.8 inch

longer than the Demonstrator Module nozzle from throat to exit plane

area5 L44 rtfl/ -, * , , W18 LL %I -A V J ~U-A - .±* ý SL 410 t.A

changed from 49.64 inches to 51.0 inches.

(U) The combustion chamber structure, fabricated from cast aluminum, is

a smaller, refined version of the Demonstrator Module concept to provide

a lighter-weight, more efficient means of supporting the combustor tube

bundle. The low-pressure portion of the nozzle is supported by hoop com-

pression bands fabricated from Incone1718.The truss portion of the thrust

miount is -%elded to the ianer periphery of the combustion chamber structure

near the throat plane rather than bolted at 4O points.

(C) The irner nozzle tube bundle still incorporates a 2:1 splice 4 inches

below tVi: throat; however, 0.008-inch wall Inconel 625 is used for the

tubes below the splice, replacing the nickel tubes of the Demonstrator

Module.

(C) ln~jector. The Flight Module injector incorporates a similar

triplet orifice pattern as the Demonstrator Module; however, the injector

face has been reduced from a width of 2 inches to 1-1/2 inches, and the

centerline diameter increased from 93.0 inches to 94.0 inches. In con-

irati io the Demonsirnior Module). the hoi--ga@ pnassges from fite tapoff

ports extend through the injector to the common tapoff manifold instead

of thro'- 'h the combusior inner-body structure, thus eliminating the hot-

gi.s seals required on the demonstrator. The flight injector body is

attached to the combustion chamber structure by the bolts passing through

the 40 subsonic struts. A tapered oxi,.izer inlet manifold with two tan-

gentia. inlets is welded to the top of the injector.
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(U) Base Closure, The flight thrust chamber base closure is ident-

ical to the demonstrator with the exceedion of a smallei depth (11 inches

at fR 9 p ao sed t o 12 -c! r e s d.- l~ -, c Ufu hi 4..4I.; i I. o -l--c-, aF3t --h-.

cavity, which decreases overall engine lei~gth.

(U) Thrust Structure. The thrust structure for the Flight Module

will be identical in concept to the deminstrator structure. The Flight

Module thrust mount, however, is refined from the d.,oi-:strator in that

the radial beams are arranged sa3nmetricalI3 (a direct result of a decrease

in turbopump size), and the truss pori.ion is welded to the pcriphery of

the combustor inner body. The syiameirical arrangement results in a min--

|mum weight. A spherical gimbal bearing block of the type used on thc

J-2 engine system rather than the nonrotating bouI-t of the demons',rator

is attached to the thrust mount ht'b at the engine, lengitudinal centerlin.'

and transmits thrust loads to the vehicle structure. The gumbal bearing

allows the engine thrust vector to be varied 7 degrees in any directicn

from the neutral position.

(U) Propellant Feed Subcsysten. The Flight Module propellant feed sub-

system is comprised of the sa'ne basic components as the demonstrator sub--

system. All components within the system are functionally identical to

the components employed on the demonstrator and are mounted in the rame

manner. Component refinements and modifications have been incorporated

to save weight, increase reliability, and adapt the system to vehicle

opprafion. Al1 components an! plumbing .re Joined by wclding,thus eliminat-

ing the bolted flange connections used on the Demonstrator Enigine.

(U) The fuel and oxidizer turboptimps are shorter units than those employed

on the Demonstrator Module, resulti-ig in a decrease in engine weight and,

also, allowing the fuel pump discharge manifold to be located below tLe

thrust mount beam, which minimizes the fuel duct length and routirg com-

plexity. A 3-inch reduction in the fuel pnmp length was projected based

3C
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upon improved hydrodynamic passage design and reduction in the pump

impeller and turbine rotor lengths. A 1-1/2-inch reduction in the

oxidizer pump length was projected for similar reasons.

(U) The external line used on the demonstrator oxidizer turbopump for

supplying oxidizer power to drive the low-speed preinduccr turbine was

replaced by an internal flow passage in the pump assembly housing, thus

minimizing package envelope.

(U) The Flight Module main propellant valves dilfer from the Demonstrator

Module valves ii, that they are individually sized to their respective

feed line diameters and pressures, and the valve bodies are ('esigned to

provide the capability of welded assembly, thus eliminating seals and

minimizing system weight. Hlelium pneumatic supply is used for the

actu, tors.

(U) Turbine Drive Subsystem. The turbine drive subsystem fuel and

oxidizer turbine discharge ducts formerly used cu the Demonstrator Modile

have been eliminated by relocating the turbopumps deeper into the engine

cavity. Thus, the turbines discharge directly into the base closure.

All other component configurations are siMilar to, those used on the Demon-

strator Module except that welded joiuts replace the bolted connections.

(U) Hot-Gas Ignition Subsystem. The Flight Module hot-gas ignition sub-
system is conceptually identical to the demonstretor subsystem, with the

only differences being that welded connections are imp]oyed between com-

ponent and subsystem interfaces, and pneumatic power is used for the valve

actuators.

(U) Throttling and Mixture Ratio Control. The Flight Module control

system anl actuation power subsystem are functionally identical to those

used on the Demonstrator Module, with the exceptiori that pneumaatic power

is used for the valv" actuators.
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(0) Mass Properties. The Flighi Module center of gravity location,

moment of inertia properties, and weight are outlined below. A detail

summary of module system and subsystem component wightm ie presented

on Paixe 380.

ENGINE CENTER OF GRAVITY, MOMENT OF INERTIA,
I WEIGHT, INCHES SLUG FT"

POUNDS
Sx ZIy --I Z

xZ 2939 j1.7+0.5 +0-3 735 624 5)88

(U) Weight. The Flight Module weights were projected on the assumption
that development efforts and design refinements that would be impractical

for the Demonstrator Module could be made for the Flight Module. For

example, flanged fittings are used throughout the Demonstrator Module
to reduce development cost and tine. The Flight Module will have all

welded fittings, resulting in a significant weight saving. Advanced tech-

nologies beyond the scope of the demonstrator program, but which could be

realized in a Flight Module development program, have also contributed to

a weight reduction. A comparison of the Demonstrator and Flight module

weights is presented in Table 53. A summary of the basic reasons behind

the indicated weight differences for each of the components is shoun in

Table 54.

(U) Interface ard Environmental Requirements. The vehicle connection

points for the modile are the gimbal block, actuator attach points, pro-

pellant inlets, ani the electrical and penumatic supply. The dimensional

location of the requircd interfeces for these connections is listed in

Table 55. Because the Demonstrator Module was designed to meet the Flight

Module environmental conditions, no changes in design are projected in

this area.
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(C) TAIILL 53

SUMARY CO?4PARISON OF DIMONSTRATOR AND FLGIGH ENGINE WtIGIITS

-r__ntatyfit-,______ le __ight Engete

Thrust Subsystem (2675)* (C726)h
Injeet--r and Ianifold 352 210
Injector Clamp Rings v44 -
Structural Tie 474 228
Inner Body (7)I(547)

Inner fody Structure 258
Tubes and Braze 159
Nozsle Structure 100
Inlet Manifold 30

Outer Body (431) (341).

Outer Bod- 267
Tubes and Braze 52
Retur= Manifold 22

Base Closure 72 72
Tepoff Hanifold 60 58
In ,uet Structure 300 270
Attach Parts 70 -

Turbine Drive Subeystem (106) (76)
Tapoff Lines 26 23
Inlet Duct Oxidizer Turbine 6 2
Exhaust Duct, Turbine 18 -
Tapoff Throttle Valve 36 34
Oxidizer Turbine Throttle Valve 18 15
Calibration Orifices 2 2

Hot-Gas Igniter Subsystem (112) (105)
Combustor and Injector 47 46
Rot-Ga. Distribution Manifold 33 32
Hot-Gas Igniter Isoiation Valve 28 23
Propellant Feed Line 2 2
Oxidizer Pressure Regulator 2 2

Propellant Feed Subsystem (1028) (8033)
Oxidizer Turbopump (4) (258)

Prelnducer 54 43
Pump Assembly 91 76
Turbine Assembly 198 139

Fuel Turbopump (453) (347)
-reinducer 41 30

PUmp Assembly 204 168
Ti'rnine Asseibky 20S 149

Propellant Ducting 61 59
Propellant Flow Sensors 9 9
Main Oxidizer Valve 60, 59
Main Fuel Valve 59 58
Igniter Propellant Control Valve 11 11
Mounts Turbopump 32 32

Vent and i-urge Subsystem ( 29) (27)
Gimbal Bearing 8)
Controls Electrical 39
Controls Phneumatic (52

Total Ibigine Weight (i950) (2939)

*1brust chamber assembly weight (thiust subsystem minus thrust structure) - 2375 pounds
**Thrust chamber assembly weight (thrust subsystem minus thrust structure) 1456 pounds
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(C) TABLE 55

INTERFACE LOCATION'

1 , _1 _ _

in. in. in.

Gimbal Center 0 0 0

Gimbal Attach 0 +3.5 0
Fuel Pitmp 0 +9.5 +15,.5Oxidizer Pump 0 +7.5 -15.751

Actuator Attach On thrust structure ring
PointB (two at 90 degrees)

Electrical and To be determined
Pneumatic

3)8
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APPLICATION STUDY

(U) The prime objective of this study was to define a single engine module

whicb provides a high performance index lor the vehicle applications defined

by the Air Force. Six vehicles were defined for a 250K vacuum thrust level

(Ref. 5), and six vehicles were defined for a 350K vacuum thrust level

(Ref. 6).

(C) It was concluded from this studv that the common module for the 250K

vehicles should have a diameter of 78 inches and a rated thrust chamber

pressure of 1300 psia. Table 56 summarizes the engine and installation

data of the common module in the six. vehicles. The module defined in this

study is truly common in that there are no changes or modifications re-

quired from vehicle to vehicle.

(C) The common module parameters for the 350K vehicles were determined to

-t. be a diameter of 96 inches and a rated thrust chamber pressure of 1370

psia. The engine and installation data summary is shown in Table 57.

(C) The parameters for optimum and common modules for all vehicl2s at

both thrust levels are summarized in Fig. 163. In general, the lower-stage

vehicle modules optimize at higher chamber pressure than the modules for

the upper-stage vehicles, and the recoverable vehicle modules optimize at

significantly lower chamber pressuies than do those in the expendable ve-

hicles. The optimum chamber pressure never exceeds 1900 psia. It is seen

that for each case (250K and 350K),the optimum pressures are approximately

the same, and as anticipated the optimum diameters are larger for the 350K

modules. This same trend appears in the common modules; namely, approxi-

mately the same chamber pressure for both, and the 250K common module has.

a diameter of 78 inches compared to the 96 inches diameter for the 350K

common module.
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Figure 163. Application Study Parameters for Optimum and Common
Modules (Six Cases), MR =6
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(U) Thit area raties for the uptimum and common modules are presented in

Fig. 164. The area ratio for each vehicle at both thrust levels are approx-

imately the same. This is also true for the comon modules.

(U) A summary of weight, maximum diameter, and performance for the opti-

mum and common modules is presented in Tables 58 and 59.

(U) This study has shown that performance index is quite insensitive to

chamber pressure. In general a rather wide variation in chamber pressure

and/or module diameter can be accommodated with a resulting performance

index loss of less than one percent. An exception to this is Case 4 for

both thrust levels. Even though the loss for this case is farily insensi-

tive to a large change in chamber pressure, because of the geometry of the

given configuration, a small increase in module diameter leads to a large

loss in performance index. This has a strong influence on the diameter of

the common module.

(C) The results of the special studies based on the selected common module

for the 250K thrust class vehicles are summarized below:

1. Constant Thrust Mode in lieu of the Selected Constant Chamber

Pressure Control Mode - the study indicates that when the con-

stant vacuum thrust mode is used:
a. The peak mixture ratio shifts 3lighfly to a lower value

b. There is no noticeable change in the maximum performance

index

c. The optimum operating parameters remain essentially unaffected

2. Nezzle Percent Length Variation - The study shows that the increase

in performance itidex is extremely small as the-nozzle percent

length is increased frora the designed value of 25 percent.
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3. Programmed Mixture Ratio - Small gains in performance index canr

be achieved in the booster vehicles through use ol programmed

mixture ratio. The largest potential gain in performance was

realized in the single stage to orbil. vehicle. In this case,

the increase in performanco index 4rmounted to approximately 2

to 3 percent.

4. The Use of a Side Gas Injection Thrust. Vector Conttol System in

lieu of a Mechanical Gimbaling System - The cumparative study

indicates that mechanically gimbaliug the engine results in the

highest performance index for all vehicles.

(U) A study was cuiducted to determine the effect cf stage weighlt-growth

constants which were specified for each vehicle oh] the optimum module param-

eters ts the constants for the recoverable vehicles approached unity. The

conclusion was that as the constants approached unity the optimum chamber

pressures for the recoverable vehicles approached the charnber pressures for

the expendable vehicleos

(c) Listed below are the significant conclusions reached in the Phase I,

Applications Study.

1. The common 250K aerospike engine to meet all six Air Force appli-

cations should have a design chamber pressure of 1300 psia and

a diameter of 78 inches. The common 350K aerospike engine should

have a design chamber pressure of 1370 psin and a diameter of

9b inches.

2. There is no significant performance iutdex advantage to increasing

the 250K or 350K aerospike engine design chamber pressure to a

value greater -han 1.500 psia for any of the six Air Force defined

vehicles and missions.
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3. Based on the Mir Force defined missions and vehicles, there is )
no need to throttle the common aerospike engin~e deeper than 3:1, 1
nor operate over a mixture ratio range greater than 5.7:1 to I
6b7:1, except for possible propellant utilization requiremento.

4. The Air Fore.' defined reusable vehicles all require significantly

lower engine chamber pressures to maximize performance irdex than

do the expendable vehicles.
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